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Saint Louiscon

Program
THURSDAY, August 28th:

1 :00 pm : (Chase Lounge)
(Star!i g h t Roo f) 
(Chase Club) 
(Lido Room)

Registration begins for early 
Project Art Show sets up. 
Booksellers Room sets up.
N3F Hospitality Room sets up.

arrivals.

8:00 pm : (Khorassan Room) Movies, continuing till dawn.

9 :00 pm : (Zod i ac Roof) Welcome Party for registered :members.

10:30 pm : (Zod i ac Roof) Filk-Song Fest, with cash bar for the rest
of the evening.

FRIDAY, August 29th:

9:00 am: (Chase Lounge) Registration opens for the day.

10:00 am: (Zodiac Roof) Pre-business meeting for those who intend
to present motions and other related mat
ters at Monday's regular business meeting.

11:00 am: (Khorassan Room) The convention officially opens. The chair
men make a few announcements relating to 
the seriousness of the occasion that brings 
us here; introduce the notables present, 
and present the program's theme: 
The Anatomy of Science Fiction.

11:30 am: " " Robert Silverberg gives the first keynote
speech, The Genre of Science Fiction.

Noon: " " Terry Carr presents the second part of the
program theme, with a keynote speech on 
The Phenomena of Fandom.

12:30 pm: " " Ben Bova gives the third keynote speech,
concerning our relationship to the scien
tific community: The Realities of the 
Future.

1:00pm: " " It Didn't Quite Turn Out The Way We Planned
The moon-landing in fact and fiction. An 
illustrated discussion by Harry (Hal 
Clement) Stubbs.

2:00pm: " " Console Brothers ... How Close Are We? A
look at artificial intelligence vrs. com
puter technology, by Dick Lupoff.
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3:00 pm:

4:00 pm:

1:00 am:

SATURDAY,

9:00 am:

11:00 am:

12:15 pm:

1:00 pm:

" 11 The regular auction.

(Pool-Side) A Mid-Western, Hot Summer Afternoon, Old-
Time, Pool-Side, Meet-The-Pro Party With 
Sarsaparilla, Sno-Cones, Cotton Candy, and 
Calliope Music For All.

(Khorassan Room) Movies, continuing till dawn.

Augus t 30 th :

(Chase Lounge) Registration opens for the day.

(Khorassan Room) A Comics Program, supervised by Bob 
Schoenfeld.

Selection of the 1971 convention site.

( Emp i re Room)

(Khorassan Room)

Annual Burroughs Bibliophile Dum-Dum.

This afternoon is dedicated to a series of 
panels on the science fiction package,with 
discussions of the visual aspects by s.f. 
artists, followed by discussions of con- 
tentual preferences by editors. Capping it 
off will be a dialogue between two authors 
with two points of view.

4:00 pm:

7:00 pm:

7:30 pm:

11:00 pm:

1:00 am:

SUNDAY, A

9:00 am:

11:00 am:

Noon :

12:45 pm:

(Chase Lounge)

The auction again.

The Masquerade Ball Begins.

The Parade of Costumes starts, and judging 
of costumes begins promptly.

Following the Parade of Costumes, the 
Rock Show.

Movies begin again, and again go till dawn.

Registration opens for the day.

(Khorassan Room) A Tolkien Society Program, supervised by 
Ed Meskys.

Selection of the 1970 convention site.

Who Sawed Courtney's Boat? The mysteries 
of the ages finally revealed by Bob Bloch, 
Bob Tucker, and a Special Mystery Guest.

This afternoon is dedicated to a series of 
panels on the history of science fiction; 
how it was, how it has changed, how we can 
expect it to be in the future, by authors 
who have contributed to the field.
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3:00 pm: 11 11

h : 00 pm: 11 11

7:00 pm: 11 11

10:00 pm: 11 11

A Look At The Whole Ball Of Wax, by Harlan 
Ellison.
More auction.
The Awards Banquet. The Toastmaster, Harlan 
Ellison, will present the Guests of Honor 
who will speak on subjects of their choice; 
and the awards will be presented by Bob 
Bloch.
Movies again, till dawn.

MONDAY, September 1st:

9:00 am : (Khorassan Room) Business Meeting of the 27th World 
Science Fiction Convention.

11:00 am: II II Auction.
Noon : II II A series of panels and discussions in 

which we hear some ideas about science fic
tion's role and future in the dramatic 
arts; some observations by authors on the 
field of science fiction and its appeal; 
discussions concerning international sci
ence fiction and science fiction fandom; 
and views on where we go from here.

4:00 pm: II II Final Auction.
5:00 pm: II II The official business of the convention 

closes, and the chairmen of St. Louiscon 
present the gavels to the chairmen of the 
1970 and 1971 conventions

6:00 pm: II 11 Time to say goodbye, and...you guessed it: 
Movies..till dawn.

PROJECT ART SHOW:

BOOK & MAGAZINE SALES:

HOSPITALITY ROOM:

The Tenth Anniversary Showing of Project 
Art Show will be open throughout the con, 
in the Starlight Roof.

The Hucksters Room will be open throughout 
the convention, in the Chase Club.

The N3F Hospitality Room will be open 
throughout the con, in the Lido Room.

NOTE:
Please consult your Pocket Program for complete listings of each days 
programs, and watch the bulletin boards for any last minute changes. 
Notices of Special Interest Groups' meetings will be posted on the 
bulletin board at the registration desk, or listed in the Pocket Pro
gram .
Your membership badge should be worn at all times and will serve as 
your admission-ticket to all convention functions (except as noted in 
the business-meeting rules.) Guards will be posted, and absolutely 
no one will be admitted into the Masquerade Ball without a badge, un
less they are wearing a costume to which the badge would be detri
mental . 1 n



introduction by TerryCarr 
When I was very young I used to get extremely puzzled sometimes about the attitudes 
editors had toward some artists. I mean, here would be this artist, X, whose work 
was beautiful, imaginative, meticulously done, visually and conceptually exciting, 
and I'd ask, "Why don't you have X do more stuff for you?" and the editor would 
shake his head and mutter something about deadlines, or temperament, or his ulcer.
And a day or two later I'd pick up a copy of this editor's magazine (or that editor's 
magazine, or that other editor's book over there) and I'd find a cover that was... 
well, the spaceship was recognizable as a spaceship and the humans were anthropo
morphic, and I guess it didn't misrepresent the story it illustrated or give away 
an O'Henry ending or anything. But it didn't do anything to or for me; it was just 
sort of there. Needless to say, it wasn't by X; it was by somebody who'd done nine 
out of the last ten covers for that company, and somehow I'd never even noticed his 
name.
"Oh Christ," I'd moan, "why do they bother with these nothing covers? Why don't they 
have all the covers by X?"
Later on, when I became wise in the ways of the world, I found out the answer to 
that. X was a groovy artist, all right — when he was in the mood, and when you 
could get hold of him on the phone, and when you didn't have to worry about when he 
turned in his painting. Which is to say, he wasn't reliable, so publishers didn't 
rely on him. When he did his thing it was lovely, but it wasn't according to sche
dule.
There's an author, a pretty good one, who writes for me, and whenever I call him a- 
bout a deadline for one of his books he says, "Do you want it good, or do you want 
it Monday?"
The same thing happens with some artists — some of the very, very best ones. Which 
is why they don't get more assignments — for covers, interior drawings, or whatever. 
They're not pros; they're really hobbyists, doing their drawings for themselves and 
then selling them after the fact.
There's nothing wrong with being a hobbyist, of course; in fact, there's a lot right 
with it. But publishing science fiction books and magazines isn't a hobby, so it has 
to be done by the pro rules, which include, most prominently, regular, relentless 
deadlines. A lot of times, if it isn't there by Monday, it doesn't matter if it's 
good or not: somebody else's work that was handy and bearable had to be slipped in
to its spot and everything sent off to the printer.
The guy who can turn in work that's printable and on time, every time, is what's 
called a Pro, and he's blessed by every editor in the business. He probably doesn't 
win awards or sell more copies for you, but he's there to keep the customers in the 
auditorial until the temperamental star shows up, late as usual.
By and large, those are the two kinds of people who produce the material you see in 
the sf books and magazines: the Pros, and the Stars.
But now and then God decides that editors aren't such wretches that they should have 
to undergo unalloyed torment and anxiety every week and every month of their lives 
(they'll get enough hell after they die, after all), so he sends them a gift: a Star 
who is also a Pro. Maybe it should be called a miracle, but I don't believe in mir
acles. But come to think of it, I'm not sure I believe in Jack Gaughan, either.
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Jack Gaughan is one of those...phenomena...who very occasionally show up on editors' 
doorsteps. If you look very carefully at his forehead, you'll see that it says there 
in the tiniest of calligraphy, God is not dead. He asked me to tell you, (if you 
look there and don't see this message, maybe it's because only editors and art direc
tors can read it.)

Jack Gaughan is one hell of a good artist. Everybody has his own favorite Gaughan 
drawings and paintings: maybe the drawings he did for Jack Vance's THE DRAGON MAS
TERS, or for Fritz Leiber's A SPECTER IS HAUNTING TEXAS, or the covers for THE 
GHOSTS OF MANACLE by Charles Finney (Pyramid) or KING OF THE WORLD'S EDGE (ace), or 
the "muck-man" cover he did for Galaxy several years ago. (That's one of Jack's 
own favorites, I suspect, if only for personal reasons. You see, Jack's always had 
this urge to do a good old-fashioned science fiction cover where the alien monster 
is carrying off the beautiful heroine, but when you work for high-class magazines 
like Galaxy you don't get much chance for that. "You'll Never See It In Galaxy", 
after all. But one day lo! along came this manuscript for which he was to do a 
cover, and there was this monster who carried off this girl through the swamp, see, 
and you just know what scene Jack painted. If you see him smiling for no apparent 
reason — if there's no drink in his hand, for instance — it may be that he's 
thinking about that.)

There are reasons why Jack is so good, of course. Sure, he went to art school, and 
he was a personal protege of Hannes Bok, and he's studied the classic painters, en
gravers and illustrators and can shoot the jargon all night if you want. But there 
is more: he loves doing art, and he does it all the time. He carried a big thick 
sketchbook everywhere he goes, and he uses it. He sketches people on the subway, 
scenes by the river, his wife Phoebe looking pensively out a window. Or he writes 
notes to himself: theories about art and life, techniques to try, effects to aim 
for. That's why a Jack Gaughan drawing done in July 1969 probably doesn't look too 
much like one done in May: he's been thinking and experimenting and changing bit 
by bit every day. When I last looked through one of his sketchbooks-in-progress, 
it was No. 78 or so, I think; but that was a couple of years ago, before he moved 
into the country, so he's probably up past 100 by now.
Jack cares about what he does. He researches his work — his studio walls are lined 
not only with art books, but with illustrated references of all types: sourcebooks 
on astronomy, animal anatomy, fashions through history, machinery, electronics, you 
name it. He's so conscientious that he even reads the stories he illustrates, every 
single one of them. You might be surprised how many big sf artists don't; they just 
read a plot synopsis, or the opening chapter, or maybe just fake it all the way, 
basing their drawings on a title and a guess. Not Jack — he reads the stuff to get 
the feeling of a story, and he puts all his art and craft into making a representa
tion of that story that will complement and compliment it.
That's why Jack is a Star.
As I said, we all have our own favorite Gaughans; and no matter what yours is, it's 
a cinch that you remember it with special fondness. You probably take out that book 
or magazine every now and then, just to look at his art for a while.
And there's one thing more that's a cinch about Jack Gaughan paintings and drawings: 
every one of them was turned in on time, and nobody got an ulcer worrying about 
whether or not the art would be there when the deadline was. He makes it good and 
gets it in on Monday.
Because Jack is a Star who is also a Pro.
I thought I'd tell you all this because Jack is, after all, the Pro Guest of Honor 
at this convention, and if you should happen to run into him at some party where 
he's decided to, ah, sing...well, I wouldn't want you to think he's being honored 
for that.
No; it's because Jack Gaughan is a Star. And a Pro. And, by the way, a Good Man.
In fact, if you want to know the truth about my favorite Gaughan, I'll tell you. It's 
him. Himself. Jack Gaughan.
When he stands up at the banquet as Pro Guest of Honor, clap like mad. I'm going to.

— Terry Carr
14



gaughan by gaughan

with a slight assist from Dick Lupoff 
[Lupoff here] Jack Gaughan, as everybody knows, is the sensational science fiction 
artist who broke on the scene in the August 1962 issue of Galaxy Science Fiction 
with his striking cover painting and stunning black-and-white illustrations for 
Jack Vance's novella The Dragon Masters. He followed this tour-de-force with in
numerable other magazine and paperback book covers, black-and-white illustrations, 
and jacket paintings for hardcover books. In these seven years he has painted the 
covers of over 100 volumes for Ace Books alone — plus his work for Pyramid, Lanc
er, Galaxy, If, International SF, Worlds of Fantasy, F&SF, Walker, and others.
His growth as a professional illustrator has paralleled his growing popularity as a 
fan. He has attended local club meetings of New York groups, most notably the Fan- 
oclasts, originally a fanzine-oriented, "faanish" group whose members in recent 
years have crashed the pro ranks virtually en masse, providing the field with a 
whole crop of authors, editors, and artists. He has attended regional and world SF 
conventions, and was chosen as Guest of Honor at a recent Boskone.
He has been almost unbelievably generous with his time and talent, advice and mat
erials, contributing artwork or articles to innumerable fanzines including Luna, 
Scientifantasy, Fantasy Advertiser, Insides, Psychotic/SFR, Lighthouse, Starling, 
Tanstaafl, WSFA Journal, Niekas, Algol, Horib, Odd, Shaggy, Amra, and Granfalloon. 
His Nycon Comics was a mainstay of the successful bidding campaign of the New York 
convention in 1967.
His career has been crowned with three Hugos (best professional artist and best fan 
artist in 1967, and best professional artist again in 1968), and now by his selec-
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tion as Guest of Honor by the World Science Fiction Convention.
In addition to his work as a freelance artist he recently was appointed art direc
tor for Galaxy and If magazines, and his distinctive touch in design has already 
begun to be felt in the interior appearances of those magazines.
All of this would seem an admirable career in science fiction, but only a relative 
handfull of Jack Gaughan's admirers are aware that this is his second time around— 
that he had a previous career as a science fiction fan and pro, disappeared almost 
entirely from the scene, and in fact is a bit of a re-tread as an SF personality.
It is customary to include profiles of Guests of Honor in these program booklets, 
and Ray Fisher asked me to write one on Jack, perhaps because we've been friends 
for years, and because we live fairly near one another.
Jack lives with his wife Phoebe, children Brian and Norah, Phoebe's mother Susan 
Adams, two cats and a black-and-white hound called Ace. Their home is an old Love- 
craftian manse of rough-hewn stone, narrow flights of steep and creaking stairs, 
and an attic inhabited by stubborn swarms of bats that refuse to stay exterminated. 
This stands in the tiny town of Rifton, New York, between New Paltz and Kingston. 
If that doesn't help much, it's about 100 miles north of New York City.
His studio, files, and Galaxy-If Art Director's office are located on the top floor 
of that old stone house, and a visit there is enough to make the science fiction 
fan's eyes pop at the stacks of Jack's works: framed and unframed originals, file 
copies of those hundred of books and magazines, rough sketches and unfinished draw
ings and paintings that will appear on newsstands in the months to come.
He is a stocky man of medium height and ruddy complexion, with a ready grin, a 
ready opinion on any subject under the sun, and a dedication to his work that com
bines humility with fully justified pride. Here's the kind of think Jack does:

A couple of years ago I sold a novel to Lancer Books and Jack was given the assign
ment of painting the cover. I arranged to drop in on him accidentally-on-purpose 
just before the painting was to be turned in, and Jack showed it to me. He'd made 
a striking picture to go on the book: a sinister sailing ship is seen on the sur
face of a blood-red sea, while out of a similarly crimson sky filled with enigmatic 
planets there rises the psychedelically-patterned form of a nearly nude giantess, 
clad only in a dark blue cloak.
"I love it," I said to Jack, "only in the story her cloak isn't that plain blue — 
it's worked through with silver filigree."
"Sit right down," Jack said, "read these 150 fanzines and don't look up until I 
tell you to."
I did as he said, and when he finally summoned me from the pages of the NJF Tight- 
beam there was the painting, the cloak now worked throughout with intricate silver 
filigree.
That's artistic integrity.
To tell Jack's story, there's no one better than Jack himself. He is a highly ex
pressive man whose conversation, except for a slight tendency never to let the oth
er fellow finish a sentence, is a pleasure to share. My wife Pat and I shared an 
evening's pub-crawl with the Gaughans a year or two ago and the next day I just set 
down the conversation almost verbatim, disguised our four names and a few local 
references, and sold the thing to Dude magazine as a short story.
So rather than tell you much more about Jack, I asked him to turn on the tape re
corder and tell about himself the other night. I've transcribed the tape, edited 
and rearranged a little bit to reduce the amount of hopping around that took place, 
and I'll let Jack speak for himself.
[Some Basic Autobiography]
[Gaughan here] Born September 24, 1930, Springfield, Ohio in a hospital which 
burned down shortly after my birth. Schooling: parochial all the way up through 
high school. Then I attended the Dayton Art Institute for four regular years, one 
post-graduate year on a scholarship, got drafted, came back for one other year on 
the GI Bill.
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I'd spent two years in the Transportation Corps in Fort Eustis, Virginia. One of 
the things I did was teach guys who'd been in the army since Victor McLaughlin was 
Sergeant Quirt how to fire an M1 rifle when I couldn't hit the side of a barn with 
one.
After my post-graduate years I went to Philadelphis and lived above a bar full of 
prostitutes and degenerates who took great care of me, and I illustrated a kids' 
book while I was there: The Pennsylvania Story. It was a history of Pennsylvania; 
I think it's still in use in Pennsylvania schools.
[Getting in the Oide Ess-Tee-Eff]

I got into science fiction, never having read it, because I have a big mouth, and 
in the Catholic school in which I studied, one time I opened my mouth once too of
ten and a teacher, a nun, a Sister of Charity I might add, as a matter of punish
ment made me read and report on Out of the Silent Planet by C. S. Lewis. A thor
oughly approved-of Catholic writer incidentally.
And I got...well, the thing that really hooked me on it was not the science fiction 
so much as there was an animal in this story that urinated. And I thought that an 
animal that urinated in the library of a Catholic school has to be a gas. So in all 
seriousness I looked up the rest of the science fiction, because I thought "That's 
a pretty free-thinking field!" You know, a Catholic school, like other schools, 
has a pretty restricted point of view. Every school to every kid is restrictive 
anyway.

And the only science fiction I found readily after that, because I was hooked on 
science fiction after that, was Planet Comics. And I found out there was a thing 
called Planet Stories which did relate, they were illustrated by the same people. 
But I got into that and then I found out there was a thing called Famous Fantastic 
Mysteries. From "Planet" to "Fantastic" wasn't too great a leap, but I found myself 
confronted with minor classics of English literature every once in a while, cut up 
though they may have been.
And at that point I was hooked on it.
Those magazines were largely illustrated by L. Sterne Stevens, Virgil Finlay, and 
Lawrence. Finlay appealed to me because another time in the high school as punish
ment I was required to copy, line for line, a Gustave Dore engraving from Dante's 
Inferno, which is full of nudes. And I copied it line for line.
Dore actually drew all those lines on the block before the engraver got to them, 
and here was this guy who did this wild pen work, Virgil Finlay, and I got hung up 
on that, and the agreeable aspect of fantasy.
Most of it was fantasy, I didn't get into science fiction actually, it was a little 
forbidding. I tried reading A. E. van Vogt and I didn't understand. I mean when 
people would walk through walls just as a matter of course without being explained 
it annoyed me so I got hung up on Rider Haggard instead. And later graduated into 
science fiction.
But there were these illustrators, and I really tried for years to be Virgil Finlay. 
I found it easier to be Lawrence because of a somewhat technical reason, that he 
drew illustrations rather than designs. Designs have to be intelligently arranged 
and produced.
So what I did was make up these samples and I figured, since that's what I do, and 
that's the only thing at that time that I knew, that's what I'd attempt to do pro
fessionally. So I sent off samples everywhere.
[Once Around Fast in Fandom]

Meanwhile the Cincinatti people, Don Ford, got me to come down to the Cincinatti 
convention. I was about 18 at the time, and I was doing fan drawings for John 
Grossman's Scientifantasy and Gus Willmorth's Fantasy Advertiser and Frank Dietz's 
original Luna — I had a two or three-color cover, very bad. This sort of culmin
ated at the Cincinatti convention because....
At the Cincinatti convention was a young man whose name I could give you but I'd 
rather not. And at the con I didn't know anybody so I spent most of my time in my
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room at the hotel, and one night there was a knock at the door and this young man 
came in and he was wearing a propeller beany and he had a bolo knife in his right 
hand. He was a little fat guy like Woozy Winks in Plastic Man. And he swiped at me 
with his bolo knife and I just froze, I just stood there and looked at him. I didn't 
make an expression or move or...nothing.
He stopped swiping at me and he backed off and he said "I'm writing a story and I 
wanted to see what you would do," and he went out of the room and I had nothing to 
do with fandom for about ten years after that.
[Becoming a Dirrrty Pro]

I sent my elaborate Virgil Finlay imitations out to FPCI because they at that time 
printed the rottenest artwork I've ever seen, and I figured, I can do that! This is 
a philosophy that I, as art director at Galaxy, have to put up with to this day. 
Kids who see rotten drawings in the old Galaxy send me rotten samples figuring they 
are just as good and they're right but I don't want that.

Well I sent them rotten samples and strangely enough they said "Here's a book, here 
it is, People of the Comet by Austin Hall. Read it, do us a jacket, such-and-so a 
size with x amount of bleed." I was still in art school at the time and I ran up 
to my art teacher, her name was Irene Hoffman, and tugged at her skird, and I said 
"What's a bleed?"
She told me what a bleed was and I didn't believe her but I did it anyway and I did 
this magnificent cover for People of the Comet consisting of an observatory with 
stars in the skies. One thing I remember about it is that, in Super Science Stor
ies I think, Fred Pohl reviewed this book, which is largely about a guy looking at 
the dirt under his fingernails. Fred Pohl said that the jacket was better than the 
book. And it wasn't until years later when I realized how rotten the book was that 
I realized what Fred was saying.
Mr. Crawford at FPCI signed the checks but I always addressed Garrett Ford. I was 
told only two years ago that Garrett Ford was Forry Ackerman, Margaret Crawford, 
and William Crawford. Ackerman told me himself. Anyway, I always wrote to Garrett 
Ford, and you know what they paid me?
First of all they wanted to pay me an $18.75 war bond. They paid $18.75 for their 
two-color jackets. And I didn't want that, I wanted money. So when they found out 
I wanted money they decided to talk me into $18.75 worth of books. I didn't want 
that either. It took me about three months to finally convince them to pay me mon
ey. They sent me a check which I cashed immediately, for $18.75, which is what 
they paid me for all my jackets.
For FPCI I did jackets for People of the Comet by Hall, Planets of Adventure by 
Basil Wells, The Radium Pool by Ed Earl Repp, The Rat Race by Jay Franklin, After 
12,OOP Years by Stanton A. Coblentz, and The Radio Man by Ralph Milne Farley. All 
of 'em were very bad.
The Radio Man was my second job. I was given these old pulp magazines it appeared 
in as a serial, I read it, and in order to do things right I spent at least three 
full days on my stomach with a magnifying glass torturing the hell out of black 
ants to get a good look at them. Some of the stuff showed up many, many years lat
er in The Dragon Masters.Still, I found out where the antennae were really attached 
where the mandibles came out of, and what the eyes looked like.
Because I remember the Paul illustrations; they look no more like ants than you do, 
Lupoff! I found out what an ant really looks like. Because I didn't know about 
research, I did my own. I've gotten smarter and lazier since.
So I did these drawings, they were sent to the publisher and from the publisher to
Ralph Milne Farley, Roger Sherman Hoar. I had a letter from him that said it was
the first time that anybody had actually drawn real ants for his stories, they were
eclectic. I didn't know what that meant. The design of the jacket was eclectic
too. He guessed the human face- was all right but the ants were the best he'd seen 
as illustrations to his stories.
I was very proud.
I sent off a bunch of samples to John W. Campbell and he sent back notes telling me
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where I was wrong, except that each time I was wrong I was "quoting" a story that 
he had printed, explicitly. And when I went to New York on a vacation he ended up 
giving me a story called Gypsy by Poul Anderson, one of Anderson's first. January, 
1950, Astounding Science Fiction. I did that in New York for the glorious sum of 
$30. I did some other stuff and it got printed and somehow or other my name got 
kicked around.
[Adventures in Mundania]

So I did this stuff early. This was interrupted in 1952 by my getting drafted, and 
in 1954 I got out and went to Philly and later got suckered into taking jobs com
mercially.. .advertising, art director for four film producers, consultant for the 
American Bosch Company.

I went to Brooklyn on Hannes Bok's invitation and I took an apartment there with a 
widow he used to do astrology readings for. I stayed there rent-free on the basis 
that I would be a janitor. I took the cans out and fixed the plumbing and all the 
sort of things that I don't do around my house nowadays, I assure you.
Until one day I drew a picture of the landlady. The idea of my being there at all 
was that I was eventually to do a portrait of the landlady. And I got to know her 
in the meantime, which was a great mistake, because when I painted her portrait I 
painted all the wrinkles and all the crow's feet and everything, and she was well 
over 40, perhaps over 50 for all I know, and imagined she was Audrey Hepburn.
So I perforce left that place, and for various other reasons took a job in a small 
art studio instead of goofing off on GI unemployment which is what I intended to 
do. I lived on 47th Street in Manhattan above a Spanish bar called El Fundador. 
The smell of rice, onions and beans permeates some of my clothes which I have to 
this day, as a matter of fact.
I painted a mural on the wall of this apartment, on my bedroom wall. The bedroom 
was, I'd say, about four feet wide. That's no exaggeration. Imagine getting a bed 
in it. I painted this mural of an old Russian legend, a favorite of mine, called 
Ilya Murometz. Ilya Murometz is an old Russian hero, see, and he does a lot of 
marvelous heroic Russian things, and in the end he meets a tribe of Tartars or 
Tatars depending on which album notes you read, the Capitol or the Victor.
And he cuts them in half with his sword and every time he cuts one in half they 
turn into two. For the first time in his life Ilya takes a look and he figures "Oh 
boy, I've had it!" And he turns tail and he runs. The minute he turns tail he 
turns into stone. So I painted this two-sequence thing on the wall, and along a- 
bout that time, shortly after I'd painted it, I met Phoebe and we decided to get 
married, and we left the apartment.
And it was taken over by a very delicate, limp-wristed young man, who when he saw 
this mural decided to cover it up. I had painted the mural in very thick water 
color, you might almost call it gouache, but he covered it up with very shiny light 
blue enamel.
And that was his bedroom too, and he used to lay there at night, but because it was 
very shiny blue enamel over my gouache water color, the water color began to crack, 
and the paint on top began to crack off the water color, and these faces began to 
peer through at him. I met him on the street one day, you know this area of cat, 
very delicate and superstitious. He sort of told me the story but he was sort of 
mystically shook up about it. I didn't know what to say about it. The only thing 
I know is that eventually he moved out and I never heard more of the apartment.
But during that period I was promoted to father...and to studio manager. And then I 
was hired away from the studio by a very small advertising agency, to be the art 
director. Actually I wasn't hired to be the art director, I was hired to help the 
art director, but the art director never showed up, so I was it. And one day I 
found myself the art director of an advertising agency. We did largely real estate 
ads and engineering recruiting ads. We did 'em for Grumman, Norden, people like 
that.
I didn't know anything about art directing, I was just a studio guy. In the studio 
all I did was comp renderings. You know when you're in that field you're typed. If 
you're a comp renderer you don't do layouts, you just comp render what somebody 
else laid out. Well here I am art director, I'm supposed to be the head man of the
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whole schmear. I didn't know what to do, so what I did was call up the production 
department of the New York Times and say "I've gotta produce an ad for you, what do 
I do?" And over the next six-eight months they told me, and I learned my craft 
that way. They were very helpful, they really were.

[Back into the Fold]

At that time, which was the beginning of my freelance period, I started painting 
pictures, and they turned out to be science fiction pictures. You naturally go to 
the thing you know, and I know and love science fiction. There had been up to that 
time, with the exception of Powers, very little of the real meat of science fiction 
on the covers. They were usually very broadly tempera painted naked ladies with 
brassieres. I'm not talking just about Bergey. Fantasy Reader covers, things like 
that. Paperback people did not use people like Rogers or anybody who came out of 
the field.
Don Wollheim bought my first paperback cover. All this time I'm doing illustrations 
for Galaxy once in a while, more or less as a hobby, whenever Mr. van der Poel let 
me. But Don Wollheim bought the first paperback cover. It was for Times Without 
Number by John Brunner. Then Don Bensen at Pyramid bought one for the same reason 
Wollheim had. Both Wollheim and Bensen were looking for science fiction illustra
tors who were less professional slick illustrators than they were science fiction 
people.
This was after The Dragon Masters which I did while I still had my outside job. 
August, 1962. Thanks to Jack Vance. Thanks to that story. Though I had been doing 
illustrations for years, thanks to the blending of the story and art, The Dragon 
Masters made me at last not the invisible man any more. Because I'd been invisible 
for years before that.
So that made me the visible man, and because I was visible Wollheim remembered me, 
Bensen remembered me, and once I had a couple of paperback covers under my belt, 
and a little food, I just hustled.
[Truphan Redivivus]

When I came back into fandom it was because I'd done enough stuff professionally 
that Hans Santesson invited me to Hydra meeting and there I met Terry Carr. Somehow 
or other I got to see his magazine and sort of hung around with Terry once in a 
while. Then Terry sent me The Compleat Burbee and this was like my introduction all 
over again, there was this thing called fandom, and was really amusing, articulate.
I found myself so taken with Lighthouse that every time I saw Terry I tried to speak 
in quotable quotes so he'd quote me but he never did.
So I got around that one by writing an article for Lighthouse. I went down to visit 
John Schoenherr and came back covered with ticks. And I thought that would be very 
interesting to write an article about, so I did, and Terry published it, and some
body mentioned it in a letter in the next issue, and that's all you need, seeing 
your name in a fanzine.
I've been doing it ever since. I would write an article, contribute a drawing, and 
there would be this thing that never happened in the prozines, there would be a 
response. No matter what kind of response, it was great to know you weren't shout
ing or squeaking in a vacuum.
The mere fact that fandom made a response was the great thing. It's probably the 
reason I still hang onto it. The whole egoboo business is what does it, and the 
plain business of response, to know that you're not talking merely to yourself or 
the guy that writes the check. It's great.
[Lupoff here again] That's the way Jack Gaughan talks. All the time. If I hadn't 
promised Ray Fisher this piece for the program booklet I could take the tape and 
turn it into a couple more short stories, but a promise is a promise. Jack has a 
lot more to say, including the fact that he's out to destroy the fan art field. Well, 
not destroy it, maybe, but cream the top talents off the top of the fanzine field 
and turn them into dirrrty pros too.
He wants the good fan artists — the good ones — to make up samples and send them 
to him at Galaxy. Assignments are forthcoming.
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TrANS/XtLANTIcPuND
The TAFF — Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund — was created in 
1953 by Don Ford and Walter A. Willis, for the purpose 
of providing funds to bring well-known and popular fans 
across the Atlantic. The first winner, A. Vincent 
Clarke, was unable to accept in 1954; however, since 
that time the TAFF has regularly brought overseas fans 
to the U.S. and sent American fans to British convent
ions .
TAFF exists solely through the support of fandom. The 
candidates, in each TAFF campaign, are voted upon by in
terested fans all over the world, and each vote is ac
companied by a donation of no less than a dollar. These 
votes, therefore, and the continued interest of fans, 
are what makes TAFF possible.
This year’s TAFF campaign closed on May 31. It is 
therefore with particular significance to St. Louiscon 
that we are able to list the TAFF winners through the 
years, including the current winner who will be attend
ing St. Louiscon.

TAFF WINNERS
1955
1957

- Ken Bulmer
- Robert A. Madle

England to Cleveland
U.S.A, to London

1958 - Ron Bennett England to Los Angeles
1960 - Don Ford U.S.A, to London
1960 - Eric Bentcliffe England to Pittsburgh
1962 - Ethel Lindsay U.S.A, to Harrogate
1962 - Ron Ellik England to Chicago
1964 - Wally Weber U.S.A, to Peterborough
1964 - Arthur Thomson England to Oakland
1965 - Terry Carr U.S.A, to London
1966 - Tom Schulck Germany to Cleveland
1968 - Steve Stiles U.S.A, to Manchester

1969 - Eddie Jones 1969 • England to St. Louis





JONES THE FAN

introduction by Ethel Lindsay
In Wales, where the name of Jones abounds, it is customary to diff
erentiate by using the titles..Jones the Butcher; Jones the Fish etc. 
It is my great pleasure to introduce to you...Jones the Fan.

Eddie Jones, your TAFF Delegate, is a favourite and familiar figure 
in British SF circles. Like a great many other British fans, he 
first heard of fandom through Ken Slater. Eddie saw an advert for 
Ken's OPERATION FANTAST, a very useful newszine, and so learned of 
the existence of the Liverpool SF circle. He first made contact 
with John Roles, but states he was at first too shy to join the 
meetings. A few months later he contacted the then veiy lively Med
way Group and subscribed to THE MEDWAY JOURNAL.

This first sight of the fanzine field stimulated Eddie into sending 
them some illustrations. These were seen by Ron Bennett who asked 
for some cartoons for his PLOY. From then on Eddie's artwork has 
been in constant demand by fanzine editors. This was 1953 and the 
start of his steady involvement with SF fandom.

Eddie's next venture was to join with Bill Harry - another artist - 
into producing the art zine BINARY; with this out Eddie felt happier 
about joining the Liverpool Group (LIG) and did so in 1955. The 
first convention attended by Eddie was the Kettering Con of 1956.
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He has attended every British con since.

In 1957, the first British Worldcon - he, with other members of LIG, 
was largely responsible for the programme. Eddie is also well- 
known to German fandom as he has attended both the Castle Con and 
the Vienna Con. He was also responsible for the Program Booklet and 
badges of the Castle Con.

A list of Eddie's artwork is most impressive. Apart from the Castle 
Con, he has designed two Program Booklets for British cons; has been 
a fanzine illustrater since 1953 in most British, American, Belgium, 
and German fanzines; has illustrations in professional magazines 
from NEBULA (1958) through NEW WORLDS, SCIENCE FANTASY, BADGER BOOKS, 
German PB covers, IF, Arkham House, and even Bubble Gum cards! His 
latest venture is to produce the covers and interiors for the new 
British prozine, VISION OF TOMORROW.

His list of art awards is also lengthy. An example of his record 
could be the LONCON II Artshow where he won four 1st prizes; two 
2nd prizes, and a Honorable Mention. One single painting at this 
show.."AT THE TIPS-HOTHOUSE" won three different awards!

He is a founder member of the BSFA; and is an ex-Chairman of LIG. He 
is a Knight of St. Fanthony and now is Knight Armourer of this Order. 
He has won many awards for costumes and has also designed award
winning costumes for other members of LIG.

Apart from his interest in artwork Eddie also has a keenness for 
photography, film-making, and tape productions. He collects 
swords and all other edge weapons. He has a gun collection; likes 
to read the background of the 'Old West' and is quite a good shot. 
He makes, paints, and collects miniatures; and is responsible for 
the statuettes given to all new members of St. Fanthony. Naturally 
he collects SF. He has a discriminating taste in exotic foods and 
wines.

Eddie is 34, single, and his job is that of Production Manager for 
one of the largest advertising agencies in Britain.

Debonair would be a good word to describe Eddie; he makes a fine 
figure in his Knight Armourer costume. He enters well into the 
spirit of any fannish undertaking. I have a fond memory of the 
St. Fanthony ceremony of LONCON II. There a "fakefan" came forward 
to the ceremony and was ingloriously hauled away backstage. From 
there came blood-curdling screams and then Eddie appeared with his 
sword dripping with realistic gore! A great deal of hilarity and 
tomato ketchup backstage had produced this effect - but one would 
never have known this from Eddie's straight face.

Eddie hopes that many fans at St. Louis will come up and talk to 
him. Now you know all about him - help him to meet and enjoy the 
other fans, artists, and authors attending this convention. He 
brings with him the best wishes of all of European Fandom that you 
may all enjoy a happy and successful convention.
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THE LEADER IN 
FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION 

publishers of

Ray Bradbury 
Arthur C. Clarke 
Frederik Pohl 
William Tenn 
Theodore Sturgeon 
Anne McCaffrey 
Larry Niven 
John Norman 
Dave Van Arnam 

J. R. R. Tolkien 
James Branch Cabell 
E. R. Eddison 
Mervyn Peake 
Fritz Leiber 
John Wydham 
John Brunner 
Robert Silverberg 
Fletcher Pratt
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MINNEAPOLIS in '73!
Elsewhere in this publication you’ll find announcements portray

ing the personality and humor of the Minneapolis group a little 
better than this one. Elsewhere at this convention you’ll be able 
to meet us. But right here we'd like to show you some of the ad
vantages of our bid and the features of our area. We'd like to 
show you a little of our city, our hotel and our group.

. . .The City: MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis-St. Paul is a unique metropolitan area. Laic os dot the 

entire area; the many parks take advantage of the situation (and 
the Minneapolis parks system is perhaps the best in the nation.)
The two million Twin Citians can enjoy a tremendous number of act
ivities all year round. Minneapolis is the hub of Twin Cities cul
ture, business and fun. Such traditional foundations such as the 
Symphony, the activities focusing on the University of Minnesota, 
and the Minneapolis Institute of Arts join with the modern Tyrone 
Guthrie Theatre, the Walker Art Center, and the many off-broadway 
theaters to produce a cultural center of international importance. 
The downtown area is a show-case: the Nicollet Mall (the major 
shopping street turned into a pedestrian mall), book-shops, muse
ums, theaters and interesting stores are within walking-distance 
of the 
cieved

convention hotel. To add to this, the city has twice re- 
the coveted All America City award.

. ..The Hotel: THE LEAMINGTON
The Leamington is one of the finest 

hotels ever offered for the World Sci
ence Fiction Convention. The meeting 
halls are the largest in the North
west; it's right downtown; suites are 
connected by balconies for partying convenience. Around-the-clock 
eating-facilities and room service’. Automatic elevators, friendly 
service, and low prices. You'll appreciate staying at this fine 
and friendly hotel.

...and the group:
The Minnesota Science Fiction Society can trace its origins to 

the 1930's and the Minneapolis Fantasy Society. Like our illustri
ous progenitor, the Minn-Stf is a happy, fun group. We're active 
in all areas of fandom: fanzine.publishing, convention going, and 
holding our amazingly convivial meetings...and just generally 
having a wonderful time of it all.

To add to this, we've put on two highly successful regional con
ventions — the Minicons — and are planning more. We have a good
ly amount of experience, and we're gaining more all the time so 
that we can put on a tremendous convention.

So...1973 may be a while off, yet, but please keep us in nM-nd. 
We'll always keep you in mind when we think of the worldcon '73'.
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THE LOS ANGELES SCIENCE FANTASY SOCIETY
is the oldest s-f and 
existence, having met 
1934. It meets every 
p.m., currently at the

fantasy club in
regularly since
Thursday at 8:00
Palms Playground

Recreation Center at 2950 Overland Ave
in West Los

For further 
Loe Angeles

Angelee Visitors are
ways welcome

information, write to: 
Science Fantasy Society

al-

The
Inc

P. 0. Box 3004, Santa Monica, CA 90403 
Or phone Bruce Pelz: [213] 451-4180



INTERNATIONAL 
SF-CONVENTION 

HEICON 70

THE 
bVERPooL 
GRouP

donated bj the.
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OZARK SCIENCE FICTION ASSOCIATION

was formed in 1965 to bring fandom to St. Louis. In 1969, 
St. Louis fans brought the 27th World Science Fiction Con
vention to St. Louis. Because of the Worldcon a large num
ber of local people have just become aware of OSFA.

The first meeting after the convention is scheduled for 
Tuesday, September 23, 6:00 - 9:00 pm in the Auditorium of 
the main St. Louis Library. Order of business: election 
of new officers (present officers' terms expire in August) 
and post-convention reorganization.

MISCELLANEA
BANQUET TABLES seat eight persons; there are no reserved tables. 
Make up your party, then choose the first table that appeals to 
you. Have your banquet tickets ready; they will be collected.

DRESS REQUIREMENTS in all the Chase restaurants and bars frown on 
swimming suits. Coat and tie is required in the Tenderloin (Gour
met) Room; other hotel restaurants are non-restrictive and you may 
wear what you wish.

MINIMUM AGE for purchase of alcoholic beverages in Missouri is age 
21 ; you may expect to be asked to show proof of age. Your driver's 
license or draft card will usually suffice. Missouri laws also 
prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages on Sunday; plan to buy 
what you need before liquor stores are closed Saturday night.

BURROUGHS BIBLIOPHILES will hold their annual Dum-Dum luncheon at 
12:15 Saturday, August 30. Buy tickets from Vern or Rita Coriell; 
and plan to visit the Bibliophile Meeting Room, which will be open 
throughout the convention.

Discounted new & used Science 
Fiction paperbacks. For lists 
send 200 to:
Horst J. Schmid; 15489 Dixie;
Detroit, Mich. 48239 I

 SEND for a FASCINATING LIST of 
OCCULT Books to 
the aquarian age, Dept. AP, 
74 Winthrop, Cambridge, Mass., 
0213831



THE ST. LOUISCON BANQUET, to be held Sunday night, August 31 , will 
be the highlight of the convention with speeches from our Guests 
of Honor, with Harlan Ellison as Toastmaster, and with the presen
tation of the Hugo Awards by Bob Bloch.
The menu is: Fresh Fruit Supreme with Melon, au Cointreau; Roast 
Top Sirloin of Beef Bordelaise; Italian Pole Beans; Baked Potatoes 
with Sour Cream and Chives; Caesar Salad; Coupe Santiago; and Cof
fee, Tea or Milk.
Tickets are $7.75, and may be purchased at the St.
tration Desk, until Saturday morning.

Louiscon Regis

BABY SITTERS' SERVICES will be available throughout the convention. 
We have made arrangements to establish a Nursery in the hotel which 
will be staffed with qualified sitters from noon until 8 PM on Fri
day, Saturday, and Sunday. The cost will be $2 per child for each 
day or portion of a day that he is left in the Nursery. This price 
is contingent on a minimum of 20 people per day signing up for nurs
ery service. If less than 20 children are in the Nursery each day, 
the price will be pro-rated accordingly. Inquire at the Registra-

AWARDS
1953 - 1 1 TH CONVENTION - PHILADELPHIA:
No. 1 Fan Personality: Forrest J. Ackerman
Interior Illustrator: Virgil Finlay
Cover Artist: Ed Emshwiller & Hannes Bok (tie)
Excellence In Fact Articles: Willy Ley
New Science Fiction Author or Artist: Philip Jose Farmer 
Professional Magazine: GALAXY and ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION 
Novel: "The Demolished Man" by Alfred Bester 

1954 - 12TH CONVENTION - SAN FRANCISCO: 
No awards were given this year.
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1955 - 1 5TH CONVENTION - CLEVELAND:
Novel: "They'd Rather Be Right" by Mark Clifton & Frank Riley 
Novelette: "The Darfsteller" by Walter M. Miller, Jr.
Short Story: "Allamagoosa" by Eric Frank Russell 
Professional Magazine: ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION 
Illustrator: Frank Kelly Freas
Amateur Publication: FANTASY TIMES, James V. Taurasi, ed.

1 956 - 14TH CONVENTION - NEW YORK:
Novel: "Double Star" by Robert A. Heinlein
Novelette: "Exploration Team" by Murray Leinster
Short Story: "The Star" by Arthur C. Clarke
Feature Writer: Willy Ley
Professional Magazine: ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION
Illustrator: Frank Kelly Freas
Most Promising New Author: Robert Randall (pseud, of Robert 

Silverberg & Randall Garrett)
Amateur Publication: INSIDE & SCIENCE FICTION ADVERTISER, 

Ron Smith, ed.
Critic: Damon Knight

1 957 ~ 1 5TH CONVENTION - LONDON, ENGLAND:
Professional Magazine, American: ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION 
Professional Magazine, British: NEV/ WORLDS SCIENCE FICTION 
Amateur Publication: SCIENCE FICTION TIMES, James V.

Taurasi, ed.

1958 - 16TH CONVENTION - LOS ANGELES;
Novel: "The Big Time" by Fritz Leiber
Short Story: "Or All The Seas With Oysters" by Avram Davidson 
Professional Magazine: MAGAZINE OF FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 
Illustrator: Frank Kelly Freas
Motion Picture: "The Incredible Shrinking Man" by Richard 

Matheson
Most Outstanding Actifan: Walter A. Willis

1959 - 17TH CONVENTION - DETROIT;
Novel: "A Case of Conscience" by James Blish
Novelette: "The Big Front Yard" by Clifford D. Simak
Short Story: "The Hell-Bound Train" by Robert Bloch 
Illustrator: Frank Kelly Freas
Professional Magazine: MAGAZINE OF FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 
Amateur Publication: FANAC, Terry Carr & Ron Ellik, eds.
Most Promising New Author: Brian W. Aldiss

1960 - 18TH CONVENTION - PITTSBURGH:
Novel: "Starship Trooper" by Robert A. Heinlein
Short Fiction: "Flowers For Algernon" by Daniel Keyes 
Professional Magazine: MAGAZINE OF FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 
Amateur Publication: CRY OF THE NAMELESS, F. M. Busby, ed.
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Illustrator: Ed Emshwiller
Dramatic Presentation: "The Twilight Zone" by Rod Serling 
Special Award: To Hugo Gernsback as "The Father of

Magazine Science Fiction"

1961 - 1 9TH CONVENTION - SEATTLE:
Novel: "A Canticle for Leibowitz" by Walter M. Miller, Jr. 
Short Story: "The Longest Voyage" by Poul Anderson 
Professional Magazine: ANALOG
Amateur Publication: "111110 Killed Science Fiction?", 

Earl Kemp, ed.
Illustrator: Ed Emshwiller
Dramatic Presentation: "The Twilight Zone" by Rod Serling

1962 - 20TH CONVENTION - CHICAGO:
Novel: "Stranger In A Strange Land" by Robert A. Heinlein 
Short Fiction: The Hothouse Series by Brian W. Aldiss 
Professional Magazine: ANALOG
Amateur Magazine: WARHOON, Richard Bergeron, ed. 
Professional Artist: Ed Emshwiller
Dramatic Presentation: "The Twilight Zone" by Rod Serling

1963 - 21 ST CONVENTION - WASHINGTON, D.C.:
Novel: "The Man In The High Castle" by Philip K. Dick
Short Fiction: "The Dragon Masters" by Jack Vance
Dramatic Award: No Award
Professional Magazine: MAGAZINE OF FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 
Amateur Magazine: XERO, Dick Lupoff, ed.
Professional Artist: Roy Krenkel
Special Awards: P. Schuyler Miller (For Best Book Reviews) 

Isaac Asimov (Distinguished Contributions To
The Field)

1964 - 22ND CONVENTION - OAKLAND:
Novel: "Way Station" by Clifford Simak
Short Fiction: "No Truce With Kings" by Poul Anderson 
Professional Magazine: ANALOG
Professional Artist: Ed Emsh
Book Publisher: Ace Books
Amateur Publication: AMRA, George Scithers, ed.

1963 - 23RD CONVENTION - LONDON:
Novel: "The Wanderer" by Fritz Leiber
Short Fiction: "Soldier, Ask Not" by Gordon Dickson
Professional Magazine: ANALOG
Professional Artist: John Schoenherr
Book Publisher: Ballantine Books
Amateur Publication: YANDRO, Robert & Juanita Coulson, eds.
Dramatic Presentation: "Dr. Strangelove"

1966 - 24TH CONVENTION - CLEVELAND:
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Novel: (tie) "And Call Me Conrad" by Roger Zelazny
"Dune" by Frank Herbert

Short Fiction: "’Repent, Harlequin', Said The Ticktockman" 
by Harlan Ellison

Professional Magazine: IF
Professional Artist: Frank Frazetta
Amateur Magazine: ERB-dom, Camille Cazedessus, Jr., ed.
Best All-Time Series: Foundation Series by Isaac Asimov
1 967 - 25TH CONVENTION - NEW YORK:
Novel: "The Moon is a Harsh Mistress" by Robert A. Heinlein
Novelette: "The Last Castle" by Jack Vance
Short Story: "Neutron Star" by Larry Niven
Professional Magazine: IF
Professional Artist: Jack Gaughan
Dramatic Presentation: "The Menagerie" (Star Trek)
Amateur Publication: NIEKAS, Ed Meskys & Felice Rolfe, eds.
Fan Artist: Jack Gaughan
Fan Writer: Alexei Panshin
1968 - 26TH CONVENTION - OAKLAND:
Novel: "Lord of Light" by Roger Zelazny
Novella: (tie) "Weyr Search" by Ann McCaffrey

"Riders of the Purple Wage" 
by Philip Jose Farmer

Novelette: "Gonna Roll the Bones" by Fritz Leiber
Short Story: "I Have No Mouth, And I Must Scream"

by Harlan Ellison
Dramatic Presentation: "City on the Edge of Forever" 

by Harlan Ellison (Star Trek)
Professional Magazine: IF
Professional Artist: Jack Gaughan
Amateur Publication: AMRA, George Scithers, ed.
Fan Artist: George Barr
Fan Writer: Ted White

1969 - 27TH CONVENTION - ST. LOUIS:

Nominees, 1969
Best Novel, 1968:
Goblin Reservation, by Clifford Simak (GALAXY, Apr.-June) 
NOVA, by Samuel R. Delany (Doubleday)
PAST MASTER, by R. A. Lafferty (Ace)
RITE OF PASSAGE, by Alexei Panshin (Ace)
STAND ON ZANZIBAR, by John Brunner (Doubleday)

BEST NOVELLA, 1968:
"Dragon Rider", by Anne McCaffrey (ANALOG, Jan.)
"Hawk Among The Sparrows", by Dean Me Laughlin (ANALOG, July) 
"Lines of Power", by Samuel R. Delany (F & SF, May)
"Nightwings", by Robert Silverberg (GALAXY, Sept.)
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BEST NOVELETTE, 1968: 
"Getting Through University", by Piers Anthony (IF, August) 
"Mother To The World", by Richard Wilson (ORBIT 3) 
"The Sharing of Flesh", by Poul Anderson (GALAXY, Dec.) 
"Total Environment", by Brian Aldiss (GALAXY, Feb.)

BEST SHORT STORY, 1968:
"All The Myriad Ways", by Larry Niven (GALAXY, Oct.)
"The Beast That Shouted Love", by Harlan Ellison

(GALAXY, June)
"The Dance of The Changer and The Three", by Terry Carr

(FARTHEST REACHES)
"Masks", by Damon Knight (PLAYBOY, July)
"The Steiger Effect", by Betsy Curtis (ANALOG, Oct.)

BEST DRAMA, 1968:
"2001 - A Space Odyssey"
"Charly"
"Fallout" (THE PRISONER)
"Rosemary's Baby"
"Yellow Submarine"

BEST PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINE, 1968:
ANALOG F & SF GALAXY

IF NEW WORLDS

BEST ARTIST, 1968:
Vaughn Bode Kelly Freas
Leo & Diane Dillon Jack Gaughan

BEST FANZINE, 1968:
PSYCHOTIC (S.F. REVIEW), (Dick Geis, editor)
RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY, (Leland Sapiro, editor)
SHANGRI L'AFFAIRES (SHAGGY). (Ken Rudolph, editor)
TRUMPET, (Tom Reamy, editor)
WARHOON, (Richard Bergeron)

BEST FAN WRITER, 1968:
Richard Delap Banks Mebane Harry Warner, Jr.

Ted White Walt Willis

BEST FAN ARTIST, 1968:
George Barr Vaughn Bode Tim Kirk

Doug Lovenstein Bill Rotsler

NOTICE: Ted White was nominated as best fan writer but requested 
that he be withdrawn from contention; therefore his name did not 
appear on the final ballot.
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dramatize TAFF winner.

year place name guest of honor hotel attend. chairman

1939 New York NyCon I Frank R. Paul Caravan Hall 200 Moskowitz
1940 Chicago Chicon I E. E. Smith Chicagoan 115 Korshak
1941 Denver Denvention Robert A. Heinlein Shir1ey-Savoy 100 Wiggins
1946 Los Angeles Pacificon I A. E. van Vogt

6 E.Mayne Hull Park View Manor 125 Daugherty
1947 Philadelphia Philcon I John W. Campbell, Jr. Penn Sheraton 180 Rothman
1948 Toronto Torcon Robert Bloch RAI Purdy Studios 200 McKeown
1949 Cincinnati Cinvention Lloyd A. Eshbach Metropole 200 Ford
1950 Portland Norwes con Anthony Boucher Multnomah 250 Day
1951 New Orleans Nolacon Fritz Leiber St. Charles 325 Moore
1952 Chicago Chicon II Hugo Gernsback Morrison 1000 May
1953 Philadelphia Philcon II Willy Ley Bellevue-Stratford 800 Rothman
1954 San Francisco SFcon John W. Campbell, Jr. Sir Francis Drake 600 Cole
1955 Cleveland Clevention Isaac Asimov Manger 300 Nick 8 Noreen

Falasca
1956 New York NyCon II Arthur C. Clarke Biltmore 850 Kyle
1957 London Loncon I John W. Campbell, Jr. Kings Court 425 Carne 11
1958 Los Angeles Solacon Richard Matheson Alexandria 475 Moffatt
1959 Detroit Detention Poul Anderson Pick-Fort Shelby 371 Sims 8 Prophet
1960 Pittsburgh Pittcon James Blish Penn-Sheraton 568 Archer
1961 Seattle Seacon Robert A. Heinlein Hyatt House 300 Weber
1962 Chicago Chicon III Theodore Sturgeon Pick-Congress 730 Kemp
1963 Washington DC Discon Murray Leinster Statler-Hilton 600 Scithers
1964 Oak 1 and Pacificon II Edmond Hamilton

8 Leigh Brackett Leamington 525 Halevy 8 Stark
1965 London Loncon II Brian W. Aldiss Mount Royal 350 Parker
1966 C1 eve 1 and Tricon L. Sprague de Camp Sheraton-Cleveland 850 Jason, Devore,

8 Tabakow
1967 New York NyCon 3 Lester Del Rey White

8 Bob Tucker Statler-Hilton 1500 8 Van Arnam
1968 Oak 1 and Baycon Philip Jose Farmer Donaho, Rogers

f, Walter Daughtery Claremont 1300 8 Stark
1969 ST. LOUIS ST.LOUISCON JACK GAUGHAN— ---8 TED WHITE (fan)* CHASE-PARK PLAZA 7 RAY 6 JOYCE
*fan GoH withdrew to 8 EDDIE JONES (TAFF) FISHER



DOUBLEDAY
Publishers of some of the world’s best SF for years. 

Coming next April:

THE 
SCIENCE FICTION 

HALL OF FAME
From Asimov to Zelazny, a collection of the 
favorite stories chosen by members of the 
Science Fiction Writers of America and edited 
by Robert Silverberg.

•I
Doubleday & Company, Inc.

Garden City, New York 11530
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MYTHOPOEIC

SOCIETY

MYTH LORE tst^e Quarterly of tJje 
ffytyoyoetc Society, ligatures skious 
arjd ^utporou5 articles, reports, and book 
reviews. It features artwork by Hugowur 
plpg George Barr a^d Hi^o yot»tyated 
7trt) Kirk plus Berate Zuber apd Borate 
Bergstrom. It Is generally tyterestfed cp 
fantasy ayd wytk It 6 four issues at 2.50. 
V/rtte /lYTHLOnE c/o Gten Goodknight, 
50H Eltp st* At^anjbra, Latif. 41801.
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FALL INTO A BOTTOMLESS 
RABBIT HOLE WITH 

(HAMM WISON’

YOU WILL ENCOUNTER
IN HIS UNSETTLING WORLD—
A TERRIFYING PARANOID DELUSION 

OF A MAN WHOSE VAMPIRISH FRIENDS 
FEED ON HIS SLOW CHARISMA LEAK

A JAMES BOND SANTA CLAUS WHO SHOOTS 
IT OUT WITH RONALD REAGAN IN THE 
MEN’S ROOM OF A MENTAL HOSPITAL

THE DIZZYING NOTION OF A JESUS 
WHO HAS A STRANGE, OBSESSIVE 
RELATIONSHIP WITH PROMETHEUS

AND A MAJOR NEW NOVELLA 
WRITTEN ESPECIALLY FOR THIS

VOLUME, WITH THE
DECEPTIVELY GENTLE TITLE

A BOY AND HIS DOG

THE MASTER OF WONDERMENT 
HAS NEVER BEEN MORE MASTERFUL

nt
ed

 in 
U.

S.
A.



THE BIGGEST NEW COLLECTION YET
AVON 

V2300 
750

OF SCIENCE FICTION BY
| fl MN EW8ON5 
Arts BE%ST TH>STa

^K^Bk^RT'ar t<uei a mutn



‘VVaA/wtytott, *D.(£. in 1971

THE HOTEL
The Sheraton - Park, Washington’s finest convention hotel

Automatic elevators, escalator to the meeting rooms
Parking free to guests; complete in-out freedom
Completely air-conditioned
Superb meeting rooms;excellent visibility for the masquerade
Secure rooms for the Art Show and hucksters
Washington’s liquor laws permit drinks seven days a week
Three restaurants, four cocktail lounges
Plenty of ice on every floor
Outdoor pool - free to guests
Two blocks from the beautiful National Zoo
Quick check out procedure - no waiting in line

THE COMMITTEE
Bill Evans (Treasurer) : Active since 1941 (remember Snide,

co-edited by Bill Evans and damon knight?). 
Treasurer, Discon I, editor Remembrance of 
Things Past, Co-author, "The Universes of E. 
E, Smith", FaPA member since 1941.

Jay Haldeman (Co-Chairman) : Active since 19&3. Editor,
Tapeworm. President WSFA. Director of 
Disclaves in 1967,’68,’69. Past director 
N3F. Can be found, near wife Alice, at most 
regional and national cons.

Banks Liebane (Southern Representative) : Active since
early 1940’s. Magazine reviewer, sometime 
poet. Past President WSFA and past Director 
of Disclaves. Hugo nominee for Best Fan 
Writer, 1968.

Bob Pavlat (Co-Chairman) : Active since 1946. Co-founder
of WSFA and still active member Discon I
Committee. FAPA member and has held every 
office; currently 0E.

And a cast including: Ron Bounds, Doll and Alexis Gilliland, 
Ceil Grim, Alice and Joe and Gay Haldeman, Dave Halterman, 
Jackie and Jim Harper, Alan Huff, Fred Hypes, Bob Madle, 
Peggy Pavlat, Ray Ridenour, Nancy Webb and others.



we wish everyone a
^unconventional Convention

IN SAINT LOUIS
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Of Cabbages and- 
Masquerades

Those of you who looked at the program first thing to see when the 
rock band was going to be playing noticed a small notice for a pro
gram item called the Masquerade which was going to be held at 7:30 
in the same room as the band. I'd like to tell you a little bit a- 
bout it and how it's going to be run. Those of you who are planning 
on coming in costume should have started reading at the next para
graph .
The Masquerade will be open to all registered members of the con
vention whether in costume or not. If you're not coming in costume 
then you can gape at the lack of costume on the georgeous femmes 
and take pictures or drink beer as your whimsy takes you. Lighting 
will be provided for the central stage area so that during the cos
tume progression there will be no reason to use flashbulbs or sun
guns to get a good picture. In addition there will be a section of 
the Khorassan Room cleared for the sole use of photographers who 
just have to use their own lighting. We know we can't satisfy 
everyone, but we'll try to satisfy as many as we can.
For those of you who are coming in costume we have more than a few 
innovations this year in the running of the costume ball, so I think 
I will run through an imaginary description of how Joe Q. Phann 
manages the whole thing.
Joe Q. Phann comes in Thursday morning with his two suitcases and 
his costume. He checks into the hotel and manages to avoid the 
bellhops and get to his room. He deposits his kipple and rushes 
down to get registered at the convention before the opening ceremo
nies.

At the registration desk he picks up his badge and program book and 
notices the Costume Registration Desk right next to the main desk. 
He goes over and finds out that he has to declare whether or not he 
is going to compete in the Masquerade by 5:00 Saturday and have an 
entry form filled out for him. He decides that now is not the time, 
and says that he will come back later in the afternoon. ((Here, Joe 
is being typical, but we would prefer very much that you register as 
soon as possible. Unless you are officially registered, you will 
not be able to compete in the Masquerade. This is made necessary by 
the expected large number of costumes.))
In the afternoon he comes back to the desk. The person manning the 
desk asks him for his name, the title of his costume and its source. 
He gives this information to her and she types it on a list of cos
tumes, then fills out an entry form with this information. She then 
asks Joe if he has a presentation to make. Joe, who is coming as a 
Magician and wants to throw a spell or two tells her that he does,
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and gives a brief description of it. ((Again, the large number of 
contestants leaves us no choice but to edit the presentations. The 
idea of the description is to decide if this presentation is worth 
spending the time on it.)) The person at the desk marks that he has 
a presentation and that he does not need the microphone for his 
presentation. ((If Joe had had a more complex presentation he might 
have wanted to arrange for a special effect or music. At the cos
tume registration desk would have been where he contacted the person 
in charge of the ball and made his arrangements. If you feel that 
you need special help with your costume, please contact the costume 
registration desk.)) Joe walks off with his registration form and 
can forget about his costume until Saturday night. ((If you lose 
the form, come to the desk for a duplicate. You can't compete with
out the form.))
During his wandering through the convention, Joe meets many people 
who have a costume but who are not quite sure whether it's good 
enough for the Masquerade. He tells them what the people at the desk 
told him, that if they want to wear a costume, but not compete, they 
should feel perfectly free to do so, and that if they have any real 
indecision, to see the people at the costume registration desk.
Finally comes Saturday night and Joe struggles into his costume and 
gets down to the Khorassan Room just at 7:30. Soon after he arrives 
the announcer drags the last of the judges up from the bar and the 
procession is about to begin. In keeping with the instructions of 
the announcer, Joe does not try to line up at the end of the stage 
but instead stands near the middle of the room holding his Entry Form 
in clear view. About half-way through the procession, one of the 
runners, who have been introduced at the beginning, comes up to him 
and leads him to the stage area. There his Entry Form is taken and 
he is put in line to wait his turn. ((At this point his Entry Form 
is taken and placed in the proper order and run out to the announcer 
and then given to the judges after it is read.))
Several costumes without presentations walk onto the stage and travel 
across quickly. Finally he steps up to the stage and is told to wait 
a second. Then, at a signal from the person at his side, he stalks a- 
cross the stage to a position in front of the judges and does his 
thing. Because his spells would have involved contamination of the 
atmosphere of the hall, the spells fizzle instead and he walks off 
dejectedly as part of his act. He walks off the stage and down the 
side of the auditorium where the photographers are placed, and poses 
for some pictures. Then he goes back into the audience just in time 
to see the next presentation costume, Thais, done by Astrid Anderson. 
((All program items subject to change without notice.))
The judges retire for deliberations, then return. As they start a 
second run-through of the costumes they feel were deserving of a 
second chance, Joe hears his name called and walks quickly to the 
stage area to take his place in line. Again he does his performance 
and walks off. The judges retire for a second time then return and 
announce the winners. Thais wins, unfortunately Joe doesn't, but he 
has his picture taken many times and manages to snuggle up to several 
femmes on the pretext of casting spells. Then the rock band comes on 
and that's the rest of the night.
That's the basic outline of what is important that you should know if 
you are planning on competing in the Masquerade. If you don't want 
to compete, still feel free to come in costume, but if you are going 
to compete remember: PRE-REG ISTER!
And do have a good time.

Fred Hollander
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BEST WISHES FROM

books

WHERE THE ACTIOH IS

ACE PUBLISHING CORPORATION
'1120 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036

Donald A. Wollheim, Vice-President in Charge of Editorial
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...and from ACE 
SCIENCE FICTION 

SPECIALS

ACE PUBLISHING CORPORATION
1120 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036

Terry Carr, editor
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ALSO OUT AT ST. LOUISCOH:

READ 
ANY 
GOOD 
BOOKS
LATELY?

had Something to Do With It 
...with 94* Professional 
SCIENCE FICTION § FANTASY 

Writers § Editors included, 
the Greatest Number of S.F. 
Talents - [from Aldiss thru 
Zelazny] ever assembled be
tween one set of covers, we 
feel safe in that statement. 
11 Questions were asked;

the answers are 
something else!

[$3.00 Per Copy.]

Approx. 80 pages / Offset

* See Our Ad in the 
DALLASCON BULLETIN, 
#3 for a full list, 
of all Participants

Please make Checks/M.O. 's 
Payable to either WILLIAM 
C. MALLARDI or WILLIAM L. 
BOWERS—for both Volumes.

THE DOUBLE:BILL SYMPOSIUM

Subscriptions for 
D:B 22 S on: Four 
Issues for $2.00, 
or 17s0d. Cheap!

...if so, the Chances are 
pretty Good that SOMEONE in

LLOYD BIGGLE, JR.'s

Bill Bowers«Bill Mallardi
AT the ST. LOUISCON 
The SYMPOSIUM goes 
for only $2.75 from 
Big Hearted Howard, 
in the Huckster Rm.

DOUBLE:BILL 21

The 7th Annish/One Dollar 

...the ’ART-FULL’ fanzine 
featuring STEPHEN FABIAN;

Folios by TAFF-winner 
EDDIE JONES and TERRY 

JEEVES: + more delights 
by: CONNIE REICH, WILLIAM 

ROTSLER, MIKE GILBERT, 
DAVE PROSSER 5 Many More!

BOB TUCKER goes calling 
at a 'Happening', with 
Climatic Results! PLUS 

articles/reviews/whatnots 
from: HARRY WARNER; BANKS 

MEBANE; JOHN § SANDRA 
MIESEL -- RICK BROOKS and 
TERRY JEEVES on SPACE WAR 
--and still [gasp!] More!

UNITED KINGDOM rates are: 
tl..5s..0d for SYMPOSIUM; 
-- 8s6d for D:B 21, from: 

B. TERRY JEEVES 
SO Thompson Road, 
Sheffield SU 8RB

y Ck Ck Editors/Publishers: 
bill bowers §
BILL MALLARDI 

2345 Newton Street, 
Akron, Ohio 44305



3,500,000 COPIES SOLD MAKE CONAN THE MOST SUCCESSFUL 
ADVENTURE SERIES IN PAPERBACK HISTORY.

CONAN
Please send my copies of Conan adventure books as 
marked. My check (money order) for $________ is 
enclosed. Flat rate for all nine books—$6.00, postage 
free. Otherwise, add 100 to each order to cover the 
cost of postage and handling.
Nine Conan Titles
____ Conan

The Adventurer 60s
____ Conan

The Warrior 6O0
____ Conan

The Avenger 60?
____ Conan

The Wanderer 950

Name:________________
Address:_____________

____ Conan 750
____ Conan 

The Freebooter 750
____ Conan 

The Usurper 6O0
____  Conan 

Of The Isles 6O0
____ Conan 

The Conqueror 6O0

Thrill to the most savage battles of fan
tasy-adventure's mightiest hero! CONAN, 
the barbarian king! A powerful giant 
driven by animal lust, he braved the sav
agery of enemy hordes and sinister magic 
with a fierceness that knows no equal in 
adventure fiction. Look for these trium
phant epics of sword and sorcery at 
bookstores and newstands, or order you. 
copies by coupon.

I City & State Zip------------
I Make checks payable to LANCER BOOKS. Mail to 
I Lancer Books, 1560 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
________________________________________________



BUSINESS
MEETING 

RULES
The business meetings of the 27th World Science Fiction Convention 
will be held at 10:30 AM Saturday, August 30; 10:30 AM Sunday,
August 31; and 9:00 AM Monday, September 1. The site of the 1971 
convention will be selected Saturday morning; the site of the 
1 970, convention will be selected Sunday morning; all other busi
ness will take place on Monday. The meetings will be conducted ac
cording to Roberts Rules of Order, Revised, as interpreted by the 
Parliamentarian except where contravened by the following Special 
Rules:
1 . All Motions, Resolutions, or other items to be presented for a 
vote of the convention membership at Monday's business meeting must 
be submitted in written form together with a written second, and 
received by one of the Co-Chairmen of the St. Louiscon Committee at 
least 18 hours prior to that meeting.
2. All groups planning to make Convention Bids at either of the 
con-site selection business meetings must declare their intention 
to bid to one of the Co-Chairmen of the St. Louiscon Committee no 
later than 12:00 Noon, Thursday, August 28.
3. If the Parliamentarian thinks the circumstances warrant it, he 
may accept—subject to the approval of the Co-Chairmen—motions 
submitted to him after the deadline, but before the opening of the 
business meeting, provided such motions are submitted to him in 
writing, with written seconds. These motions, if approved by the 
committee, will be presented to the convention after all other 
business has concluded.
4. Amendments may be submitted from the floor under the following 
restrictions:

(a) Amendments must be related to the general aim of the origi
nal proposal; "amendments" that are actually new proposals will be 
automatically ruled out of order.

(b) Amendments-to-amendments will be allowed only with the con
sent of the original amendor under the 'originator's consent’ 
clause in Robert's and will not otherwise be admitted to vote. In 
short, any amendment offered to a legitimately-submitted proposal 
will be voted on as offered or as amended with the consent of the 
amendment's originator only.
5. In all cases, the decision of the Parliamentarian will be final. 
No person may participate in the con-site selection business meet- 
ing/s, either as a bidder or as a spectator or as a voter, unless
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BUSINESS MEETING, continued
they are a registered member of the St. Louiscon. After this re
quirement is met, certain other requirements as appearing hereafter 
will be imposed for eligibility for participation.
Any city outside of North America, as defined in the traditional 
rotation plan, is eligible to submit a bid for the 1970 WorldCon, 
provided that the persons bidding are known to be associated with 
science fiction or fandom. Any city in the Eastern Area, as de
fined in the traditional rotation plan, is eligible to submit a bid 
for the 1971 WorldCon, provided that the persons bidding are known 
to be associated with science fiction or fandom. The bids that have 
been submitted as specified here and in Special Rule No. 2 will be 
considered eligible. Otherwise ineligible cities may bid provided 
the out-of-turn bid is sanctioned by a 3/4 vote of the con-site 
selection business meeting, subject to the requirement stated in 
Special Rule No. 2.
Voting for the convention sites shall be by secret ballot, and the 
winning site must receive a majority vote. Only those persons who 
have purchased advance membership in the Worldcon for that given 
year shall be entitled to attend the con-site selection business 
meeting for that year; only those persons in attendance of that 
con-site selection meeting shall be entitled to vote.
Bids are each limited to 15 minutes speaking time, to be divided 
between the original bidding speech and such seconding speeches as 
the bidder group chooses.
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WHO'S THE GROOVY OLD MAN?

WELL, HE'S THE GOD ODIN, FROM THE OLD SCANDINAVIAN 

MYTHOLOGY. AND HE'S GONE FAN. YOU'LL BE SEEING A 

LOT MORE OF HIM IN THE NEXT YEARS, BECAUSE THIS 

AD IS THE FIRST OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT THAT STOCK

HOLM WILL BID FOR THE 38th WORLD SF CONVENTION. 

THAT'S IN 1980.

WE'RE SERIOUS ABOUT THIS, AND YOU'LL HEAR MORE FROM 

US IN THE FUTURE. AND WHEN THE TIME COMES WE'RE 

FAIRLY SURE YOU'LL EVEN GIVE US THE CONVENTION.

IN THE MEANTIME, WE SUPPORT HEIDELBERG IN 1970, LOS 

ANGELES IN 1972, AND ATLANTICON IN .1974.

IF YOU WANT DETAILS ABOUT OUR OWN BID, CONTACT OUR 

MAN AT THE ST LOUISCON, LEIF ANDERSSON. AND 

HAVE A GREAT CON!

38th WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION 
BIDDING COMMITTEE

LABOR DAY WEEKEND. 1980

P.O. BOX 3273, S-103 65 STOCKHOLM 3, SWEDEN



RETVEETW
is

Controversial 
Uninhibited 

Deadly Serious 
Humorous 

and
Incredibly Interesting!

WHERE
Brian Aldiss...Poul Anderson... 
Piers Anthony...Isaac Asimov... 
Richard Bergeron...Bob Bloch... 
Vaughn Bode...John Brunner...
L. Sprague de Camp...Terry Carr 
...John Christopher...Philip K. 
Dick...Harlan Ellison...Philip 
Jose farmer...Jack Gaughan... 
Harry Harrison...Lee Hoffman... 
John Hayden Howard...Leo P. Kelley 
...Dean R. Koontz...Anne McCaffrey 
...Michael Moorcock...Alexei 
Panshin...Mack Reynolds...Bill 
Rotsler...Norman Spinrad...Bob 
Tucker...Harry Warner, Jr...
Ted White...
...and many, many more....

....contribute their GRIPES, JOYS, 
ARTICLES, ANGERS, QUESTIONS, COLUMNS, 
COUNTER-ATTACKS, REVIEWS, SATISFAC
TIONS, OISENCHANTMENTS, LETTERS, 
OPINIONS, and BENEDICTIONS.

AND where editor and publisher 
Richard E. Geis does his thing.

BI-MONTHLY 68 pgs. PHOTO OFFSET

TWO ISSUES—SI

P. 0. Box 3116 
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

90^03

Any Arkham House Book 
In Print 15% Off. List 
10^. 1966 Or 1967 -- 
Complete Your Playboy 
$6.00. Comics From The 
Golden Age To Present. 
Catalog Of Thousands, 
25^. Available From:

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
3 PASSAIC BOOK CENTER
< BOOKS - STAMPS 
w
* 594 MAIN AVENUE

PASSAIC, N. J. 07055

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
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Boston
In '71!



DELL PUBLISHING CO.. INC. 750 THIRD AVENUE. NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10017
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IS A WORLD DF 
SILENT WORDS

FROM 
DISTANT

AND 
ARTICULATE PICTURES

r

REACHES OF SPACE 
TO THE SHIFTING 

SHORES OF TIME, 

science fiction

VINCENT Ol FATEWB 
531 EAST LINCOLN AVE. wF 
MT. VERNON, NEW YORK f 

10552 W

(914) 564 63S2
(212) 29 A 7706

ILLUSTRATOR
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The FANTASY COLLECTOR 
OFAR Press 

SARGASSO BOOK SHOP 
WH . mips

C. "Caz" Cazedessus, Jr.
P. O. Box 550 

Evergreen, Colo. 80439
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WASHINGTON D.C.
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The International City -
While in New Orleans, visit the Vieux Carre 
and the Cabildo; Jackson Square and the 
French Market.

The City that Care Forgot -
New Orleans is the only city in the country 
where anyone over eighteen can buy drinks 
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.

City of Enchantment -
Bourbon Street is world famous for jazz 
and other things. Along Royal Street you can 
buy anything from antique weapons to rare books.

Carnival City -
Wear costume or fancy dress throughout the 
convention, not just at the costume ball.

Gourmet City -
Breakfast at Brennan's, dinner at Antione's, 
Bourbon Street at midnight, cafe au lait at the 
French Market in the small hours of the morning.

Crescent City -
Gateway to the moon.

The Committee

John Guidry 
Rick Norwood 

Don Markstien 
Danny Frolich 

Joseph L. Green 
Daniel F. Galouye

- Chairman
- Chairman
- Publicity
- Art Director
- NASA Liaison
- Pro in Residence
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Martin Caidin

This adventure-filled novel begins with the cynical hero’s doubt 
of a routine “sighting” report and ends with a shocking surprise 
for the hero and the reader.
Based on what is known about the worldwide phenomena of 
Unidentified Flying Object observations, the story’s details are 
so realistic and so possible that we are left wondering what is 
fact and what is brilliant imagination.

MARTIN CAIDIN'S lifetime of experience and research in Aero 
and Astronautical Science is ably demonstrated in this exciting 
novel, as are the talents for powerful dramatic narrative that 
have made his fifty-nine previous books hugely popular.

$5.95

Meredith Press
250 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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MEREDITH PRESS presents

Robert Silverberg

Chilling, thought-provoking views of the future are 
presented in this book by three masters of the genre. 
When Arthur C. Clarke was asked to set a theme, he 
selected “With increasing technology goes increasing 
vulnerability.” As interpreted by Silverberg, Zelazny, 
and Blish, the result is a trio of short novels that differ 
markedly in style, while demonstrating frightening 
possibilities of the future that just might happen.

$5.95

“The authors in this collection are 
well-known sci-fi writers: Brian 
Adliss, James Blish, Lester Del Rey, 
etc. Some of the stories date from 
the 1940's, but their premises are 
still valid. ... A worthwhile addition 
to any S-F shelf.”

—School Library Journal 
$4.95

"These science-fiction stories ‘look to the stars for 
the strangers, people of other worlds, who one day will 
intrude on the so far private existence of mankind.’ 
Each one pictures what it might be like when we meet 
our first ET’s—extraterrestrial life forms. ... In so vast 
a universe, such a variation in the nature of life is more 
likely than the discovery of beings within the narrow 
range of human sense perception. Recommended for all 
science-fiction shelves.”

—Library Journal 
$3.95
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And we're proud to do it.
Winner of the Hugo Award, 1967-1968 
president of the Science Fiction
Writers of America, Robert Silverberg’s 
superb books of science-fiction 
are a publisher’s dream.

“Noting the debt of all writers of time-travel stories to 
H. G. Wells and including a brief selection from Wells’s 
THE TIME MACHINE, this collection of provocative 
time-travel stories by such authors as Lester Del Rey, 
Alfred Bester, Poul Anderson, C. M. Kornbluth, and the 
editor will have wide appeal among science-fiction 
enthusiasts.”

—ALA Booklist
$4.95

“After all, when a book contains 
short stories by 10 of the best SF 
chroniclers headed by the dean of 
them all, Robert Heinlein, it can’t 
fail. Even the editor, Robert 
Silverberg, displayed common good 
sense instead of unbecoming modesty 
and included one of his own.”

—The Atlanta Journal 
$4.95

It is the year 3876, and man has achieved space 
travel—but at a terrible price. Time is warped by 
tremendous speeds, throwing travelers out of 
step with the inhabitants of the planets. This 
fascinating problem of the future adds an 
extraordinary facet to this dramatic novel of 
conflict between two brothers.

$4.95
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Start Off The 1970s 
With Macmillan SE

October 1969:
EIGHT FANT ASMS AND MAGICS by Jack Vance. $4. 95
February 1970:
A PRIDE OF MONSTERS by James H. Schmitz. $4. 95
April 1970:
ONE STEP FROM EARTH by Harry Harrison. $4. 95
Twelve tales concerning matter transmission.
MUTANTS by Gordon R. Dickson. $4. 95.
Eleven stories about beings in the future world which have been 
altered by one or another circumstances.
TALES OF THE FLYING MOUNTAINS by Poul Anderson. $4. 95 
This novel is the story of a colonizing corporation in the Aster
oid Belt.
May 1970:
THE CUBE ROOT OF UNCERTAINTY by Robert Silverberg.
Twelve stories demonstrating the complexity, perversities, and 
dangers of life in the future world.

Other MACMILLAN books of interest to the science fiction fan:

FRONTIERS OF SPACE by Phillip Bono & Kenneth Gatland. The 
pocket encyclopedia of space in color. September; $3. 95.

HOW WE WILL REACH THE STARS by John W. Macvey. A fas
cinating vision of our future travels into the universe; a "must" 
for space buffs. September (Collier Books); $ . 95.

IN QUEST OF QUASARS by Ben Bova. An introduction to stars 
and star-like objects. November (Crowell-Collier Juvenile) $4.95.

Available at your local bookstore. Prices subject to change.

The Macmillan 
Company
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Berni Wrightson-Tom Fagan-JRCox-George Metger-Bill 
Spicer, Letters and Editorials-0ffset-40pages-M0RE!
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SCHOOL 
FOR 

APPRENTICE 
SORCERERS

by
HARLAN 
ELLISON

Your assignment for tomorrow is to write a short story from an alien viewpoint. By 
alien we mean any viewpoint that is not human, man of today, contemporary American. 
This means a Martian, a troglodyte, a cat, a woman—any creature demonstrably alien. 
Got it? Then get outta here and hit those typewriters.
The next day: your assignment for tomorrow is to write a science fiction story em
ploying the concept of labor relations. Strikes, labor practices, scabs, wages, 
working conditions. Future, past or present, here or Out There. Do you understand? 
Okay, then move it!
The next day: you have little enough to hook an editor into buying your story. Ar
resting title is one. Neat manuscript is another. The very best is what profession
als call "the literary hook". The first line. I've been looking at your stories, 
troops, and your first lines are dull, flaccid, insipid, uninspiring, cliche-ridden, 
beside-the-point and altogether useless from a grabbing standpoint. So your assign
ment for tomorrow is to write me science fiction first lines that will stop a reader 
cold, then make him want to go on and read the stories. That's it...get out of here.
And the next day and the next day and the next. For six full weeks.
You think it's easy to become a science' fiction writer? You think that just because 
sf fandom has produced Robert Silverberg and Ray Bradbury and Greg Benford and 
Richard Lupoff and Terry Carr and Isaac Asimov and Lee Hoffman and a host of others 
that any ding-dong can write good speculative fiction and get it published? Wrong.
Great sf writers like Chip Delany and Roger Zelazny and myself are born only once 
every generation. They emerge from the womb with ideas all ready to be set down on
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paper, and limitless craft at their fingertips. (Well, okay, I'll drop myself from 
that trio; it took me many years of writing to develop a style and begin to bring my 
work any lasting values. But the other two did it flat-out, and they are rare, Jim, 
believe me.)
But can writing be taught?
If you ain't born with it, can you ever go out and get it? Personally, I believe if 
you don't have that special spark from the git-go, you may be able to write good com
petent fiction, but you'll never become one of the memorable ones.
Okay, so we'll assume the spark is there. How do you learn to write sf with verve 
and dash and originality? How do you get some cornball English Lit or Creative Writ
ing course in high school or college to give you what you need to make you a science 
fiction pro?
Having lectured in many Writers' Workshops all the way from the famous University of 
Colorado Writers Conference in the Rockies to the UCLA Seminar in SF/Fantasy, I can 
tell you that for the most part, 99^ of the time, the courses and comp classes are 
worse than useless. They emasculate and stultify what budding talent a young writer 
may have.
And that's merely to learn how to write anything.
How much more difficult it is to learn to write sf!
Yet our specialized genre has one haven of learning, one genuinely authentic well of 
information, one extraordinary program for the aspiring sf writer: one that produces 
results.
The Clarion College Writers' Workshop in Science Fiction & Fantasy.

Founded in 1968 by Dr. Robin Scott Wilson of the English Department of Clarion State 
College—a man eminently suited for the task: consider his stories in Orbit, F&SF, 
Analog, and the forthcoming "Again, Dangerous Visions"—the Workshop had its genesis 
in 1967 when Wilson joined the Clarion staff. Hired specifically to establish a 
creative writing program at the college which would include some sort of summer pro
gram, Wilson proposed the sf Workshop and—miraculously—was given the green light 
by his superiors. He attended the 1967 Milford SF Writers' Conference to glean 
background and procedure, and to decide which sf writers he would attempt to hire as 
Visiting Staff. The Workshop was greeted with uniform delight by the attendees at 
the Milford Conference, and from the roster of writing talents available to him, 
Wilson selected Fritz Leiber, Judith Merril, Damon Knight and Kate Wilhelm (working 
in tandem), and myself for the initial season.

Returning to Clarion, Wilson began a careful process of recruiting students. An
nouncements were printed in several writers' magazines, in Publisher's Weekly and 
the Saturday Review. Members of Science Fiction Writers of America and sf editors 
were asked to recommend potential students. The applications began coming in. Robin 
Wilson set up stringent qualifications to be met by applicants: they had to submit 
work they'd done. The obviously untalented, the fringe lunatics, the fans whose 
fervor for the form far outstripped their capacities for writing, the hopelessly 
square—these were politely turned down. The promising, the offbeat, the ferocious
ly compelled, the vital, young or old it made no difference...those who could do no 
other than write: these were accepted.
There were twenty-four that first year. They ranged in age from 17-year-old Victor 
olafson to 65-year-old David Belcher. The former a high school student, the latter 
a retired naval surgeon. And there was a computer programmer, and a school teacher, 
and a woman who wrote children's books, and a road bum and a farmboy and college 
students you wouldn't believe.
The course was divided up into six weeks, with Robin Wilson taking first and last 
weeks, hipping them to the ground rules of critical and literary and grammatical 
standards by which they would operate. Then the four gut-weeks were handled, in or
der, by Merril, Leiber, Ellison and Knight/Wilhelm. Each Visiting Instructor had 
his or her special way of getting into them—Fritz used kindness, warmth, wit and 
the power of his genius; Damon and Kate stripped each story down to its basic fiber 
and analyzed it syntactically, structurally, conceptually and organically, in search 
of wonder; I bullied, chivvied, insulted, harassed and made them write a story a day.
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Classes met at nine in the morning. Frequently, the students were at half-mast. 
They'd been up writing all night. The sounds of typewriters coming from Becht Hall— 
the dorm where students and Visiting Faculty were billeted—went on into the wee 
hours. .But they always had their product next morning. A great pot of hot coffee in 
the classroom, coupled with comfortable deep chairs set in a circle, usually brought 
them around to alertness in fifteen minutes. Or else.
Then the stories that had been submitted the day before were "workshopped". Going a- 
round the room, each student helped the author of a particular story and himself by 
picking the piece to pieces. Good and bad. Stylistic flaws. Character failures. 
Inconsistencies. Clever turns of phrase. Original conceptions. Bad grammar. How 
and why a great idea was blown by muddy thinking. Said-bookism. Prolix sentences. 
Broken-backed phrases. Idiot plotting. Nothing escaped the eyes of students who 
had grown sharp and demanding during the first weeks of getting their own work 
flayed. And then, after the students had all said their pieces, Robin Wilson made 
his comments about the story, followed by the comments of the Visiting Instructor.
But as much benefit for the fledgling writers was derived from off-duty hours as in 
the classroom. All living together—on separate floors, policed by Clarion's own 
Inspector Maigret, Marie Rogers—the students and faculty spent most of their time 
away from the solitary typewriters on the front porch of Becht Hall...talking, laugh
ing, playing music, eating pizza at midnight, hustling the summer school archeology 
students, the "Digger" girls; getting into one another's heads, melding together in
to a unit dedicated to uncovering the arcane secrets of writing speculative fiction.

And the Visiting Instructors found their students so bright, so rewarding as people, 
that extracurricular activities suddenly became part of the Workshop: a hamburger 
cookout at Robin Wilson's; ghost-hunting in an abandoned church at midnight with 
Fritz Leiber; kite-flying with Damon Knight; Judith Merril bringing in Samuel R. 
Delany as a surprise lecturer; everyone going to the Clarion movie to see "The Green 
Slime" and destroying the audience with barbed comments; Fritz teaching fencing; go
ing in together on the purchase of thirty dollars worth of prime steak, to be cooked 
in the Clarion Cafeteria and eaten before Clarion summer students (who look on the 
sf writers as weirdies) who are stuck with squeamy spaghetti and watery stew; playing 
a heavy Synanon truth game to reach into the souls and truth of each other.
Six weeks in 1968, and six weeks again this year (with Frederick Pohl replacing 
Judith Merril). A total of forty-three potential sorcerers. What sort of results 
have been obtained from this high-pressure crash-program? (Writers' Workshops are 
notorious for producing nothing of tangible value. If one or two out of fifty atten
dees at a Conference the size of Bread Loaf or the University of Colorado makes a 
sale, the directors crow for years. So what can we call demonstrable proof of Clar
ion's effectiveness?)
Well, Pat Meadows has sold several stories to F&SF, Grant Carrington placed one with 
Harry Harrison for the new NOVA series; Dave Belcher has a brilliant novelette coming 
in ORBIT 5; Lucy Seaman and Sandy Rymer landed a script assignment on MISSION:IMPOS
SIBLE: Neil Shapiro at F&SF; Evelyn Lief and Ed Bryant in AGAIN, DANGEROUS VISIONS 
and David Gerrold's forthcoming anthology of new talents; Russell Bates sold a story 
idea to NBC; Phyllis MacLennan placed a juvenile novel, to be published this Fall; 
Diane Hollibaugh sold a short story to AVANT-GARDE magazine; Jim Sutherland hit 
AGAIN, DANGEROUS VISIONS with a novelette; and Doubleday is currently negotiating 
for an anthology (with introductions by the Visiting Instructors) of Clarion Workshop 
fiction.
Rather startling returns on such a small investment.
Is it that Robin Wilson selected so carefully that it was inevitable his students 
would break through? Or is it possible that for those who love sf ferociously 
enough, success is guaranteed? Could it be that the Clarion Method with its integra
tion of students and faculty is a natural for turning budding talents into selling 
authors? Or is there a kind of magic produced by these kids (no matter what their 
age) when mixed with the magics of a Leiber, a Pohl, a Knight, a Wilhelm and others? 
Inspired? Hell, yes. Productive? Without question. Are the runes cast correctly, 
is the moon in its proper phase, was a two-headed calf born, was a virgin sacri
ficed? Well, those Digger chicks may not be exactly virgins...but...
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is. cutting back its educational budget. It's hap-
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pening in every state. The Establishment doesn't like the noises on campus. But one 
of the programs in jeopardy is the Clarion Workshop.
They'll be needing support this year. Maybe funds. Fandom has to support Clarion. 
Why? Because we're a tiny group, friends. We stand alone against the provincialism 
and retardation of our society. We dream great dreams. And teaching the sorcerers 
to dream the dreams properly is a holy chore. If you want to help, write Robin 
Wilson at the English Department of Clarion State College, Clarion, Pennsylvania 
16214. Maybe...just maybe...if you've got the stuff, and you want to write sf, 
Robin will accept you next year. And maybe...just maybe...you can offer some solid 
support.
What's that? What'd you ask? What did those first lines look like? The ones that 
were assigned at this year's Workshop? Well, okay, if I'm going to ask you for sup
port, the least I can do is give you a sample of the kind of wonder the apprentice 
sorcerers dish out. Here are a batch of first lines. You might try what they were 
instructed to try: write a solid story from any of these first lines.
1. The unemployment line was long: one vampire, two werewolves, a ghoul, three 
witches and a succubus.
2. Nora felt disgusted at having to eat the Catholic priest; she'd never really want
ed anything to do with the Church.
5. Monroe's time machine was a real innovation: he activated it and promptly des
troyed Monday, September 22nd, 1969.
4. The Indian brave, Momashay, ignored the child's protests as he swung it by its 
ankles and smashed its head into a tree.
5. When I am in the sun, I half close my eyes and look at my lashes. There are rain
bows: that is the only beautiful thing about me.
6. His shoe swiftly consumed his foot.
7. They crucified Christ again today. I don't think he did anything this time, 
either.
8. Once, upon a dime, a flea ran through a quick but impressive circus act.
9. Body tense and sweating, Byron concentrated on marking off his answers; if he 
failed the written part of the masculinity exam, Laura would find herself another 
husband.
10. Sam Untermeyer was a rotten kid; even his mother said so.
11. Icarus passed overhead with sound and fire like all the wars of all time and 
struck the earth somewhere beyond Chicago.
12. "My son, the Polish Army, had one helluva time keeping up with combat on the 
semi-sweet Eastern Front."
13. He stood grinning, with a penguin under each arm, as though a man with a glass 
tumor was a thing of the past.
14. When Harold Plidner was four years old, he decided he wanted to be a cauliflower.
15. Sylvia took off her clothes seductively, jumped into Harry's lap and began to wag 
her tail.
16. One day the Pope forgot to take her Pill.
17. The road to Cinnabar was lined exclusively with the burned-out shells of school 
buses.
And if you think those show incredible imaginations at work, you should have seen the 
stories written around them. Because, you see, from June 23rd through August 1st of 
every year, in the drowzy heartland of Pennsylvania, there are wild and weird things 
happening.
There are apprentice sorcerers, gearing up for the lifetime task of mind-blowing.
En garde, Bradbury, Heinlein, van Vogt, Clarke, Herbert, Dick, Asimov, Sheckley, 
Zelazny, and even you old farts, Ellison and Spinrad.
The waves just won't stop coming, pierces notwithstanding.
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COLOR SLIDES OF SCENES ON OTHER PLANETS! 
A new catalog of over 200 color slides available, 
made from original paintings, shows each slide in 
black-and-white, with a sample slide, is 50$.
Tape recordings of old radio Science-Fiction Plays 
are offered for trade, or custom-copied for study. 
A booklet listing over 200 programs available, 50£. 
ANNOUNCING, after several years in planning: 

ARTS and INFINITYQua rterly 
a sort of a science-fiction magazine, at least 64 
pages 7x10” plus heavy cover, almost entirely paint
ings, photos, and art work, with a theme that is 
different; first issue out about Sept., $1. 00.
Actual size descriptive brochure, 10$ to cover cost.

MORRIS DOLLENS, 4372 Coolidge Ave. 
Los Angeles, California 90066.
Original Paintings in the St. Louiscon Auction. 
I may be attending, with more at my table. If not, 
above catalogs at Emil Petaja’s BOKANALIA table.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS <

It is doubtful that there has been any past convention that < 
has owed thanks and acknowledgements to such a large number < 
of persons - so many we can't begin to list their names. We < 
have been especially fortunate in the calls and letters we < 
have received offering assistance; in the individuals - and < 
even entire fan groups - who have worked with us. <
Special thanks are certainly due to every person who managed < 
some function of the con, and who so willingly assisted with < 
the work; to all who took part in the program; to all those * 
who gave material for the auctions. Special thanks to the 
prozines and fanzines who helped us circulate information a- * 
bout the convention.
Special thanks are more than due, to entire fan groups who < 
have participated in the arrangements for the convention: < 
from Los Angeles to New York, Minneapolis to New Orleans, < 
Chicago to Dallas — the fan centers of the country have had < 
a large hand in the preparations that resulted in this con. < 
Last but not least, special thanks to the past convention < 
committees, who have helped us with our questions, and com- ' 
forted us with the fact that they lived through it when they < 
put on their con!
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VISION BOOKS—AN IMPORTANT

NEW SF SERIES

An entirely new paperback series devoted to the best in science fiction entertain
ment, to be published by the Ronald E. Graham Group in 1969:

ALIEN LIFE BY E.C. TUBB.
The first expedition to Pluto was a disaster. All of the crew had died excepting 
one man. The Commander, Carmodine. And now the second expedition was being 
mounted, determined to plumb the mysteries of the outer world. They needed 
Carmodine to return with them, to reveal the alien menace that had destroyed his 
crew. But Carmodine had forgotten, the grim memories of the disaster were buried 
in his subconscious mind. To remember the horrors of Pluto would drive him insane!

MINIMAN BY KENNETH BULMER.
A spitting, snarling far off roaring avalanched down from that radiant sky........ 
Another round padded object was sweeping in towards him, low over the ground 
and this time he saw that the pads had been drawn back and long, shining, curved 
scimitar like blades had shot forward, raking out to rend him.........Randall Craig, 
Miniman, fighting for his life in a nightmare world!

SLAVES OF MAX BY JOHN RUSSELL FEARN.
Peter Curzon awoke from his scientific prison to find himself eight hundred years 
into the future. That was strange enough, but stranger still were the people of that 
future age. Everyone looked the same !
Nowhere was there a happy face, a moody face, an exasperating face-only the 
single expression; a dreamlike look, a vacancy. And strangest of all were the 
Temples of Ijax, wherein the entire populace of this scientific age reverently 
worshipped a grotesque, pot-bellied idol!

TWO NEW ANTHOLOGIES
JOURNEY TO TOMORROW ADVENTURES IN SPACE

Fabulous tales of the near and far future by Frank Arnold, Sydney Bounds, Ken 
Bulmer, J.R. Fearn, Dan Morgan, William F. Temple, E.C. Tubb, Jack Williamson 
and others.
To reserve your copy, and for firther details, write to: Philip Harbottle, 
Publications Manager, The Ronald E. Graham Group, 27, Cheshire Gardens, 
Wal I send-on-Tyne, Northumberland, England.
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A NEW SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINE

VISION OF TOMORROW

VISION OF TOMORROW is a new, bi-monthly sf magazine to be published in 
June at 5/- per copy. It will contain 192 pages in a slick paperback format. 
Published by the Ronald E. Graham Group of Australia, it will be printed 
and distributed in Britain. It is edited by Philip Harbottle.well-known in fan 
circles for his studies of sf history and pioneer writers.

VISION OF TOMORROW will publish new stories only, written by the best 
writers in Australia and Britain, together with regular translation of the 
finest European science fiction. There will be news, reviews, and special 
articles of sf interest.

THE FIRST ISSUE will have a cover by Gerard Quinn and will feature the 
the following great new stories.

When in Doubt - Destroy!by William F. Temple
Anchor Man by Jack Wodhams.
Swords For A Guide by Kenneth Bulmer.
The Vault by Damien Broderick.
Are You There, Mr Jones? by Stanislaw Lem.
Sixth Sense by Michael G. Coney.
Consumer Repat by Lee Harding.

Future issues will include stories by such well-known writers as Brian Ball, 
Philip E. High, Dan Magan, David Rome, Eric Williams, and will see the 
beginning of a new series by Ken Bulmer featuring Fletcher Cullen, adventurer 
extraordinary. Stales by exciting new writers such as Richard Gadon, Douglas 
Fulthape.

VISION OF TOMORROW is the answer to the demands of countless sf fans 
and authas for a new sf magazine.

Advance aders and trade enquiries may be made through the editorial address; 
27, Cheshire Gardens, Wallsend-on-Tyne, Nathumberland, England.
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n mni like
H. G. WELLS TOM DISCH HARLAN ELLISON 

JACK VANCE MURRAY LEINSTER 
J. G. BALLARD MICHAEL MOORCOCK AVRAM DAVIDSON 

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE CHARLES L HARNESS

Berkley has soeieihing lor you

If none of that crowd is what you want, 
how about one (or more) of these?

L. SPRAGUE DE CAMP 
CORDWAINER SMITH 

LIN CARTER 
VERNOR VINGE 
ROBERT WELLS 

JACK WILLIAMSON 
L RON HUBBARD 

NORVELL W. PAGE 
... who’ll be appearing soon on the Berkley list

BERKLEY PUBLISHING CORPORATION
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ROBERT HEINLEIN 
A. EVAN VOGT

KEITH LAUMER 
FRANK HERBERT

CLIFFORD SIMAK 
HARRY HARRISON 

EDMUND COOPER
R. A. LAFFERTY...

PHIL FARMER

If nothing so far hits the mark, 
maybe you’re ripe for 

G-8 AND HIS BATTLE ACES or THE SPIDER— 
paperback reprints of the pulp classics, now 
slouching toward your newsstands later this 

year and early 1970.

If we haven’t grabbed you yet... 
how did you get hold of this Program Book?

200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Collectors

BOOK STORE

6763 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Ca. 90028

featuring

SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES.

SCIENCE FICTION BOOKS.

EARLY COMIC BOOKS.

BIG LITTLE BOOKS.

MOVIE STILLS & POSTERS.

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS ITEMS.

SERIAL MATERIAL.
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FROM THE

Ist WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION

WE COME TO THE HISTORICAL
27th St. Loudon m

THE YEAR THAT MAN WALKED ON THE MOON

BOSTON 71
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INDEXto the
Science Fiction Magazines 

1951 -1965listings by: * CONTENTS

* TITLE

* AUTHOR - - PLUS--a checklist of magazines indexed
all this for ONLY $ 8

Supplements(photo-offset)
196619671968

ONLY $1.00 each'

NEW ENGLAND SCIENCE FICTION ASSOCIATION
BOX G, MIT BRANCH STATION 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. D2139
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AT YOUR NEWSSTAND

SPACEWAY
SCIENCE FICTION

OR DIRECT FROM

FANTASY PUBLISHING CO. INC.
1855 W. Main St., Alhambra, Calif. 91801
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Bill Rntsler 
Earl Evers m

Jim Shull 
Dave Gerrnld 
Jack Gaughan 
Andrew J. Offutt

AND OTHERS IN:

Sample: $.60 
Two for: $1

21,000 COVELLO 
CANOGA PK.
CALIF. 91303



The Boston in '71 Bidding Committee promises that if 
Boston wins the bid we’ll (to coin a phrase) give the best 
years of our lives to organizing a well-balanced program 
and in running a refreshing and enjoyable worldcon.

VOT£ gonow IN '71
FOR ft WORLDCON

The Boston in '71 Bidding Committee promises fandom an 
unforgettable event when it votes Boston in '71. Boston's 
hotel, the all-new, skyscraper Sheraton-Boston, features 
excellent facilities for a worldcon: fine rooms, speedy 
traffic flow (that means elevators and escalators that work), 
and an experienced staff which has already done yeoman-like 
work in helping the worldcon come to Boston.

You'll find that Boston is a fannish city as well - 
with wall-to-wall bookstores, restaurants for every taste 
and budget, and a fascinating transit system.



BOSTON IN VI
to give fandom a great Worldcon in 1971. 
great hotel. After much trouble we had the SHERATON-BOSTON built as part of the 
Prudential Center. This hotel has all the features fans want in their con hotel.

the Committee, which is chock-full of 
hard-working, forward-looking fans wants 
In order to do this we had to get a

* Large enough (1000+ rooms) to house all the attendees. Everything in one 
hotel - no long distance walks. Room for all the functions: the Art Show, 
hucksters, Masquerade, Awards Banquet, special interest groups, and the 
main program. Excellent acoustics in the main meeting rooms and no pillars.

* FREE PARKING for all registered hotel guests. The garage is right under 
the hotel and connected directly to it by automatic elevators.

* Outdoor rooftop SWIMMING POOL - free to guests.

* Eight (count 'em) eight high-speed fully-automatic operating elevators 
connecting your floor directly to the convention area.

* Excellent RESTAURANTS in the hotel.

* Shopping plaza just outside the hotel doors including such essentials 
as banks, a liquor store, a drug store, a camera shop, and a book store.

Well, having this great hotel we had to get a city to put it in. Since we didn't 
have much time we obtained a time machine from THE SECRET MASTERS OP FANDOM and 
went back to the early 1600's to build a city. We decided to make it a fannish 
city so we included everything designed to please the fannish soul. We started by 
having cows wander about to lay out the street plan. Then we put in bookstores, 
over 100 of them, most within a short distance of the hotel. Then we 
added restaurants (besides the ones in the hotel) - 
ones with reasonable prices (we even put in a local 
Chinatown). We tied the city together with trolley 
cars over-, on-, and under-ground. We filled the 
city with historic sights and friendly people. 
And, just to add to the tone and intellectual 
atmosphere, we arranged for a few colleges and J 
universities (even filled in some swamps to "
build a trade school) and their appurtanances. —

Oh! That fellow over to the right? Well, he's E 
the local sachem and we sort of promised to 
return the city to him after the con. It's part 
of some larger plan he has in mind.

So, when the time comes to vote, remember it's:

BOSTON in 1971

COMMITTEE
Tony Lewis 
Chat'man

Cory Panshin 
Secretary

Hal Clement 
Treasurer

BOX 547 CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS 02139



He has attended every British con since.

In 1957, the first British Worldcon - he, with other members of LIG, 
was largely responsible for the programme. Eddie is also well- 
known to German fandom as he has attended both the Castle Con and 
the Vienna Con. He was also responsible for the Program Booklet and 
badges of the Castle Con.

A list of Eddie's artwork is most impressive. Apart from the Castle 
Con, he has designed two Program Booklets for British cons; has been 
a fanzine illustrater since 1953 in most British, American, Belgium, 
and German fanzines; has illustrations in professional magazines 
from NEBULA (1958) through NEW WORLDS, SCIENCE FANTASY, BADGER BOOKS, 
German PB covers, IF, Arkham House, and even Bubble Gum cards! His 
latest venture is to produce the covers and interiors for the new 
British prozine, VISION OF TOMORROW.

His list of art awards is also lengthy. An example of his record 
could be the LONCON II Artshow where he won four 1st prizes; two 
2nd prizes, and a Honorable Mention. One single painting at this 
show.."AT THE TIPS-HOTHOUSE" won three different awards!

He is a founder member of the BSFA; and is an ex-Chairman of LIG. He 
is a Knight of St. Fanthony and now is Knight Armourer of this Order. 
He has won many awards for costumes and has also designed award
winning costumes for other members of LIG.

Apart from his interest in artwork Eddie also has a keenness for 
photography, film-making, and tape productions. He collects 
swords and all other edge weapons. He has a gun collection; likes 
to read the background of the 'Old West' and is quite a good shot. 
He makes, paints, and collects miniatures; and is responsible for 
the statuettes given to all new members of St. Fanthony. Naturally 
he collects SF. He has a discriminating taste in exotic foods and 
wines.

Eddie is 34, single, and his job is that of Production Manager for 
one of the largest advertising agencies in Britain.

Debonair would be a good word to describe Eddie; he makes a fine 
figure in his Knight Armourer costume. He enters well into the 
spirit of any fannish undertaking. I have a fond memory of the 
St. Fanthony ceremony of LONCON II. There a "fakefan" came forward 
to the ceremony and was ingloriously hauled away backstage. From 
there came blood-curdling screams and then Eddie appeared with his 
sword dripping with realistic gore! A great deal of hilarity and 
tomato ketchup backstage had produced this effect - but one would 
never have known this from Eddie's straight face.

Eddie hopes that many fans at St. Louis will come up and talk to 
him. Now you know all about him - help him to meet and enjoy the 
other fans, artists, and authors attending this convention. He 
brings with him the best wishes of all of European Fandom that you 
may all enjoy a happy and successful convention.
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JONES THE FAN

introduction by Ethel Lindsay
In Wales, where the name of Jones abounds, it is customary to diff
erentiate by using the titles..Jones the Butcher; Jones the Fish etc. 
It is my great pleasure to introduce to you...Jones the Fan.

Eddie Jones, your TAFF Delegate, is a favourite and familiar figure 
in British SF circles. Like a great many other British fans, he 
first heard of fandom through Ken Slater. Eddie saw an advert for 
Ken's OPERATION FANTAST, a very useful newszine, and so learned of 
the existence of the Liverpool SF circle. He first made contact 
with John Roles, but states he was at first too shy to join the 
meetings. A few months later he contacted the then very lively Med
way Group and subscribed to THE MEDWAY JOURNAL.

This first sight of the fanzine field stimulated Eddie into sending 
them some illustrations. These were seen by Ron Bennett who asked 
for some cartoons for his PLOY. From then on Eddie's artwork has 
been in constant demand by fanzine editors. This was 1955 and the 
start of his steady involvement with SF fandom.

Eddie's next venture was to join with Bill Harry - another artist - 
into producing the art zine BINARY; with this out Eddie felt happier 
about joining the Liverpool Group (LIG) and did so in 1955. The 
first convention attended by Eddie was the Kettering Con of 1956.
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”jRANS/Xn_ANTI0P UND
The TAFF -- Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund — was created in 
1953 by Don Ford and Walter A. Willis, for the purpose 
of providing funds to bring well-known and popular fans
across the Atlantic. The first winner, A. Vincent 
Clarke, was unable to accept in 1954; however, since 
that time the TAFF has regularly brought overseas fans 
to the U.S. and sent American fans to British convent
ions .
TAFF exists solely through the support of fandom. The 
candidates, in each TAFF campaign, are voted upon by in
terested fans all over the world, and each vote is ac
companied by a donation of no less than a dollar. These 
votes, therefore, and the continued interest of fans, 
are what makes TAFF possible.
This year’s TAFF campaign closed on May 31. It is 
therefore with particular significance to St. Louiscon 
that we are able to list the TAFF winners through the 
years, including the current winner who will be attend
ing St. Louiscon.

TAFF WINNERS

1969 - Eddie Jones

1955 - Ken Bulmer England to Cleveland

1957 - Robert A. Madle U.S.A, to London
1958 - Ron Bennett England to Los Angeles
1960 - Don Ford U.S.A, to London
1960 - Eric Bentcliffe England to Pittsburgh
1962 - Ethel Lindsay U.S.A, to Harrogate
1962 - Ron Ellik England to Chicago
1964 - Wally Weber U.S.A, to Peterborough
1964 - Arthur Thomson England to Oakland
1965 - Terry Carr U.S.A, to London
1966 - Tom Schulck Germany to Cleveland
1968 - Steve Stiles U.S.A, to Manchester

1969 England to St. Louis
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whole schmear. I didn't know what to do, so what I did was call up the production 
department of the New York Times and say "I've gotta produce an ad for you, what do 
I do?" And over the next six-eight months they told me, and I learned my craft 
that way. They were very helpful, they really were.

[Back into the Fold]

At that time, which was the beginning of my freelance period, I started painting 
pictures, and they turned out to be science fiction pictures. You naturally go to 
the thing you know, and I know and love science fiction. There had been up to that 
time, with the exception of Powers, very little of the real meat of science fiction 
on the covers. They were usually very broadly tempera painted naked ladies with 
brassieres. I'm not talking just about Bergey. Fantasy Reader covers, things like 
that. Paperback people did not use people like Rogers or anybody who came out of 
the field.
Don Wollheim bought my first paperback cover. All this time I'm doing illustrations 
for Galaxy once in a while, more or less as a hobby, whenever Mr. van der Poel let 
me. But Don Wollheim bought the first paperback cover. It was for Times Without 
Number by John Brunner. Then Don Bensen at Pyramid bought one for the same reason 
Wollheim had. Both Wollheim and Bensen were looking for science fiction illustra
tors who were less professional slick illustrators than they were science fiction 
people.
This was after The Dragon Masters which I did while I still had my outside job. 
August, 1962. Thanks to Jack Vance. Thanks to that story. Though I had been doing 
illustrations for years, thanks to the blending of the story and art, The Dragon 
Masters made me at last not the invisible man any more. Because I'd been invisible 
for years before that.
So that made me the visible man, and because I was visible Wollheim remembered me, 
Bensen remembered me, and once I had a couple of paperback covers under my belt, 
and a little food, I just hustled.
[Truphan Redivivus]

When I came back into fandom it was because I'd done enough stuff professionally 
that Hans Santesson invited me to Hydra meeting and there I met Terry Carr. Somehow 
or other I got to see his magazine and sort of hung around with Terry once in a 
while. Then Terry sent me The Compleat Burbee and this was like my introduction all 
over again, there was this thing called fandom, and was really amusing, articulate.
I found myself so taken with Lighthouse that every time I saw Terry I tried to speak 
in quotable quotes so he'd quote me but he never did.
So I got around that one by writing an article for Lighthouse. I went down to visit 
John Schoenherr and came back covered with ticks. And I thought that would be very 
interesting to write an article about, so I did, and Terry published it, and some
body mentioned it in a letter in the next issue, and that's all you need, seeing 
your name in a fanzine.
I've been doing it ever since. I would write an article, contribute a drawing, and 
there would be this thing that never happened in the prozines, there would be a 
response. No matter what kind of response, it was great to know you weren't shout
ing or squeaking in a vacuum.
The mere fact that fandom made a response was the great thing. It's probably the 
reason I still hang onto it. The whole egoboo business is what does it, and the 
plain business of response, to know that you're not talking merely to yourself or 
the guy that writes the check. It's great.
[Lupoff here again] That's the way Jack Gaughan talks. All the time. If I hadn't 
promised Ray Fisher this piece for the program booklet I could take the tape and 
turn it into a couple more short stories, but a promise is a promise. Jack has a 
lot more to say, including the fact that he's out to destroy the fan art field. Well, 
not destroy it, maybe, but cream the top talents off the top of the fanzine field 
and turn them into dirrrty pros too.
He wants the good fan artists — the good ones — to make up samples and send them 
to him at Galaxy. Assignments are forthcoming.
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where I was wrong, except that each time I was wrong I was "quoting" a story that 
he had printed, explicitly. And when I went to New York on a vacation he ended up 
giving me a story called Gypsy by Poul Anderson, one of Anderson's first. January, 
1 950, Astounding Science Fiction. I did that in New York for the glorious sum of 
$30. I did some other stuff and it got printed and somehow or other my name got 
kicked around.
[Adventures in Mundania]

So I did this stuff early. This was interrupted in 1952 by my getting drafted, and 
in 1954 I got out and went to Philly and later got suckered into taking jobs com
mercially.. .advertising, art director for four film producers, consultant for the 
American Bosch Company.

I went to Brooklyn on Hannes Bok's invitation and I took an apartment there with a 
widow he used to do astrology readings for. I stayed there rent-free on the basis 
that I would be a janitor. I took the cans out and fixed the plumbing and all the 
sort of things that I don't do around my house nowadays, I assure you.
Until one day I drew a picture of the landlady. The idea of my being there at all 
was that I was eventually to do a portrait of the landlady. And I got to know her 
in the meantime, which was a great mistake, because when I painted her portrait I 
painted all the wrinkles and all the crow's feet and everything, and she was well 
over 40, perhaps over 50 for all I know, and imagined she was Audrey Hepburn.
So I perforce left that place, and for various other reasons took a job in a small 
art studio instead of goofing off on GI unemployment which is what I intended to 
do. I lived on 47th Street in Manhattan above a Spanish bar called El Fundador. 
The smell of rice, onions and beans permeates some of my clothes which I have to 
this day, as a matter of fact.
I painted a mural on the wall of this apartment, on my bedroom wall. The bedroom 
was, I'd say, about four feet wide. That's no exaggeration. Imagine getting a bed 
in it. I painted this mural of an old Russian legend, a favorite of mine, called 
Ilya Muromets. Ilya Muromets is an old Russian hero, see, and he does a lot of 
marvelous heroic Russian things, and in the end he meets a tribe of Tartars or 
Tatars depending on which album notes you read, the Capitol or the Victor.
And he cuts them in half with his sword and every time he cuts one in half they 
turn into two. For the first time in his life Ilya takes a look and he figures "Oh 
boy, I've had it!" And he turns tail and he runs. The minute he turns tail he 
turns into stone. So I painted this two-sequence thing on the wall, and along a- 
bout that time, shortly after I'd painted it, I met Phoebe and we decided to get 
married, and we left the apartment.
And it was taken over by a very delicate, limp-wristed young man, who when he saw 
this mural decided to cover it up. I had painted the mural in very thick water 
color, you might almost call it gouache, but he covered it up with very shiny light 
blue enamel.
And that was his bedroom too, and he used to lay there at night, but because it was 
very shiny blue enamel over my gouache water color, the water color began to crack, 
and the paint on top began to crack off the water color, and these faces began to 
peer through at him. I met him on the street one day, you know this area of cat, 
very delicate and superstitious. He sort of told me the story but he was sort of 
mystically shook up about it. I didn't know what to say about it. The only thing 
I know is that eventually he moved out and I never heard more of the apartment.
But during that period I was promoted to father...and to studio manager. And then I 
was hired away from the studio by a very small advertising agency, to be the art 
director. Actually I wasn't hired to be the art director, I was hired to help the 
art director, but the art director never showed up, so I was it. And one day I 
found myself the art director of an advertising agency. We did largely real estate 
ads and engineering recruiting ads. We did 'em for Grumman, Norden, people like 
that.
I didn't know anything about art directing, I was just a studio guy. In the studio 
all I did was comp renderings. You know when you're in that field you're typed. If 
you're a comp renderer you don't do layouts, you just comp render what somebody 
else laid out. Well here I am art director, I'm supposed to be the head man of the
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room at the hotel, and one night there was a knock at the door and this young man 
came in and he was wearing a propeller beany and he had a bolo knife in his right 
hand. He was a little fat guy like Woozy Winks in Plastic Man. And he swiped at me 
with his bolo knife and I just froze, I just stood there and looked at him. I didn't 
make an expression or move or...nothing.
He stopped swiping at me and he backed off and he said "I'm writing a story and I 
wanted to see what you would do," and he went out of the room and I had nothing to 
do with fandom for about ten years after that.
[Becoming a Dirrrty Pro]

I sent my elaborate Virgil Finlay imitations out to FPCI because they at that time 
printed the rottenest artwork I've ever seen, and I figured, I can do that! This is 
a philosophy that I, as art director at Galaxy, have to put up with to this day. 
Kids who see rotten drawings in the old Galaxy send me rotten samples figuring they 
are just as good and they're right but I don't want that.

Well I sent them rotten samples and strangely enough they said "Here's a book, here 
it is, People of the Comet by Austin Hall. Read it, do us a jacket, such-and-so a 
size with x amount of bleed." I was still in art school at the time and I ran up 
to my art teacher, her name was Irene Hoffman, and tugged at her skird, and I said 
"What's a bleed?"
She told me what a bleed was and I didn't believe her but I did it anyway and I did 
this magnificent cover for People of the Comet consisting of an observatory with 
stars in the skies. One thing I remember about it is that, in Super Science Stor
ies I think, Fred Pohl reviewed this book, which is largely about a guy looking at 
the dirt under his fingernails. Fred Pohl said that the jacket was better than the 
book. And it wasn't until years later when I realized how rotten the book was that 
I realized what Fred was saying.
Mr. Crawford at FPCI signed the checks but I always addressed Garrett Ford. I was 
told only two years ago that Garrett Ford was Forry Ackerman, Margaret Crawford, 
and William Crawford. Ackerman told me himself. Anyway, I always wrote to Garrett 
Ford, and you know what they paid me?
First of all they wanted to pay me an $18.75 war bond. They paid $18.75 for their 
two-color jackets. And I didn't want that, I wanted money. So when they found out 
I wanted money they decided to talk me into $18.75 worth of books. I didn't want 
that either. It took me about three months to finally convince them to pay me mon
ey. They sent me a check which I cashed immediately, for $18.75, which is what 
they paid me for all my jackets.
For FPCI I did jackets for People of the Comet by Hall, Planecs of Adventure by 
Basil Wells, The Radium Pool by Ed Earl Repp, The Rat Race by Jay Franklin, After 
12,000 Years by Stanton A. Coblentz, and The Radio Man by Ralph Milne Farley. All 
of 'em were very bad.
The Radio Man was my second job. I was given these old pulp magazines it appeared 
in as a serial, I read it, and in order to do things right I spent at least three 
full days on my stomach with a magnifying glass torturing the hell out of black 
ants to get a good look at them. Some of the stuff showed up many, many years lat
er in The Dragon Masters.Still. I found out where the antennae were really attached 
where the mandibles came out of, and what the eyes looked like.
Because I remember the Paul illustrations; they look no more like ants than you do, 
Lupoff! I found out what an ant really looks like. Because I didn't know about 
research, I did my own. I've gotten smarter and lazier since.
So I did these drawings, they were sent to the publisher and from the publisher to
Ralph Milne Farley, Roger Sherman Hoar. I had a letter from him that said it was
the first time that anybody had actually drawn real ants for his stories, they were
eclectic. I didn't know what that meant. The design of the jacket was eclectic
too. He guessed the human face- was all right but the ants were the best he'd seen 
as illustrations to his stories.
I was very proud.
I sent off a bunch of samples to John W. Campbell and he sent back notes telling me
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I'd spent two years in the Transportation Corps in Fort Eustis, Virginia. One of 
the things I did was teach guys who'd been in the army since Victor McLaughlin was 
Sergeant Quirt how to fire an M1 rifle when I couldn't hit the side of a barn with 
one.
After my post-graduate years I went to Philadelphis and lived above a bar full of 
prostitutes and degenerates who took great care of me, and I illustrated a kids' 
book while I was there: The Pennsylvania Story. It was a history of Pennsylvania; 
I think it's still in use in Pennsylvania schools.
[Getting in the Oide Ess-Tee-Eff]

I got into science fiction, never having read it, because I have a big mouth, and 
in the Catholic school in which I studied, one time I opened my mouth once too of
ten and a teacher, a nun, a Sister of Charity I might add, as a matter of punish
ment made me read and report on Out of the Silent Planet by C. S. Lewis. A thor
oughly approved-of Catholic writer incidentally.
And I got...well, the thing that really hooked me on it was not the science fiction 
so much as there was an animal in this story that urinated. And I thought that an 
animal that urinated in the library of a Catholic school has to be a gas. So in all 
seriousness I looked up the rest of the science fiction, because I thought "That's 
a pretty free-thinking field!" You know, a Catholic school, like other schools, 
has a pretty restricted point of view. Every school to every kid is restrictive 
anyway.

And the only science fiction I found readily after that, because I was hooked on 
science fiction after that, was Planet Comics. And I found out there was a thing 
called Planet Stories which did relate, they were illustrated by the same people. 
But I got into that and then I found out there was a thing called Famous Fantastic 
Mysteries. From "Planet" to "Fantastic" wasn't too great a leap, but I found myself 
confronted with minor classics of English literature every once in a while, cut up 
though they may have been.
And at that point I was hooked on it.
Those magazines were largely illustrated by L. Sterne Stevens, Virgil Finlay, and 
Lawrence. Finlay appealed to me because another time in the high school as punish
ment I was required to copy, line for line, a Gustave Dore engraving from Dante's 
Inferno, which is full of nudes. And I copied it line for line.
Dore actually drew all those lines on the block before the engraver got to them, 
and here was this guy who did this wild pen work, Virgil Finlay, and I got hung up 
on that, and the agreeable aspect of fantasy.
Most of it was fantasy, I didn't get into science fiction actually, it was a little 
forbidding. I tried reading A. E. van Vogt and I didn't understand. I mean when 
people would walk through walls just as a matter of course without being explained 
it annoyed me so I got hung up on Rider Haggard instead. And later graduated into 
science fiction.
But there were these illustrators, and I really tried for years to be Virgil Finlay. 
I found it easier to be Lawrence because of a somewhat technical reason, that he 
drew illustrations rather than designs. Designs have to be intelligently arranged 
and produced.
So what I did was make up these samples and I figured, since that's what I do, and 
that's the only thing at that time that I knew, that's what I'd attempt to do pro
fessionally. So I sent off samples everywhere.
[Once Around Fast in Fandom]

Meanwhile the Cincinatti people, Don Ford, got me to come down to the Cincinatti 
convention. I was about 18 at the time, and I was doing fan drawings for John 
Grossman's Scientifantasy and Gus Willmorth's Fantasy Advertiser and Frank Dietz's 
original Luna — I had a two or three-color cover, very bad. This sort of culmin
ated at the Cincinatti convention because....
At the Cincinatti convention was a young man whose name I could give you but I'd 
rather not. And at the con I didn't know anybody so I spent most of my time in my
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tion as Guest of Honor by the World Science Fiction Convention.
In addition to his work as a freelance artist he recently was appointed art direc
tor for Galaxy and If magazines, and his distinctive touch in design has already 
begun to be felt in the interior appearances of those magazines.
All of this would seem an admirable career in science fiction, but only a relative 
handfull of Jack Gaughan's admirers are aware that this is his second time around— 
that he had a previous career as a science fiction fan and pro, disappeared almost 
entirely from the scene, and in fact is a bit of a re-tread as an SF personality.
It is customary to include profiles of Guests of Honor in these program booklets, 
and Ray Fisher asked me to write one on Jack, perhaps because we've been friends 
for years, and because we live fairly near one another.
Jack lives with his wife Phoebe, children Brian and Norah, Phoebe's mother Susan 
Adams, two cats and a black-and-white hound called Ace. Their home is an old Love- 
craftian manse of rough-hewn stone, narrow flights of steep and creaking stairs, 
and an attic inhabited by stubborn swarms of bats that refuse to stay exterminated. 
This stands in the tiny town of Rifton, New York, between New Paltz and Kingston. 
If that doesn't help much, it's about 100 miles north of New York City.
His studio, files, and Galaxy-If Art Director's office are located on the top floor 
of that old stone house, and a visit there is enough to make the science fiction 
fan's eyes pop at the stacks of Jack's works: framed and unframed originals, file 
copies of those hundred of books and magazines, rough sketches and unfinished draw
ings and paintings that will appear on newsstands in the months to come.
He is a stocky man of medium height and ruddy complexion, with a ready grin, a 
ready opinion on any subject under the sun, and a dedication to his work that com
bines humility with fully justified pride. Here's the kind of think Jack does:

A couple of years ago I sold a novel to Lancer Books and Jack was given the assign
ment of painting the cover. I arranged to drop in on him accidentally-on-purpose 
just before the painting was to be turned in, and Jack showed it to me. He'd made 
a striking picture to go on the book: a sinister sailing ship is seen on the sur
face of a blood-red sea, while out of a similarly crimson sky filled with enigmatic 
planets there rises the psychedelically-patterned form of a nearly nude giantess, 
clad only in a dark blue cloak.
"I love it," I said to Jack, "only in the story her cloak isn't that plain blue — 
it's worked through with silver filigree."
"Sit right down," Jack said, "read these 150 fanzines and don't look up until I 
tell you to."
I did as he said, and when he finally summoned me from the pages of the N5F Tight- 
beam there was the painting, the cloak now worked throughout with intricate silver 
filigree.
That's artistic integrity.
To tell Jack's story, there's no one better than Jack himself. He is a highly ex
pressive man whose conversation, except for a slight tendency never to let the oth
er fellow finish a sentence, is a pleasure to share. My wife Pat and I shared an 
evening's pub-crawl with the Gaughans a year or two ago and the next day I just set 
down the conversation almost verbatim, disguised our four names and a few local 
references, and sold the thing to Dude magazine as a short story.
So rather than tell you much more about Jack, I asked him to turn on the tape re
corder and tell about himself the other night. I've transcribed the tape, edited 
and rearranged a little bit to reduce the amount of hopping around that took place, 
and I'll let Jack speak for himself.
[Some Basic Autobiography]
[Gaughan here] Born September 24, 1950, Springfield, Ohio in a hospital which 
burned down shortly after my birth. Schooling: parochial all the way up through 
high school. Then I attended the Dayton Art Institute for four regular years, one 
post-graduate year on a scholarship, got drafted, came back for one other year on 
the GI Bill.
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gaughan by gaughan

with a slight assist from Dick Lupoff 
[Lupoff here] Jack Gaughan, as everybody knows, is the sensational science fiction 
artist who broke on the scene in the August 1962 issue of Galaxy Science Fiction 
with his striking cover painting and stunning black-and-white illustrations for 
Jack Vance's novella The Dragon Masters. He followed this tour-de-force with in
numerable other magazine and paperback book covers, black-and-white illustrations, 
and jacket paintings for hardcover books. In these seven years he has painted the 
covers of over 100 volumes for Ace Books alone — plus his work for Pyramid, Lanc
er, Galaxy, If, International SF, Worlds of Fantasy, F&SF, Walker, and others.
His growth as a professional illustrator has paralleled his growing popularity as a 
fan. He has attended local club meetings of New York groups, most notably the Fan- 
oclasts, originally a fanzine-oriented, "faanish" group whose members in recent 
years have crashed the pro ranks virtually en masse, providing the field with a 
whole crop of authors, editors, and artists. He has attended regional and world SF 
conventions, and was chosen as Guest of Honor at a recent Boskone.
He has been almost unbelievably generous with his time and talent, advice and mat
erials, contributing artwork or articles to innumerable fanzines including Luna, 
Scientifantasy, Fantasy Advertiser, Insides, Psychotic/SFR, Lighthouse, Starling, 
Tanstaafl, WSFA Journal, Niekas, Algol, Horib, Odd, Shaggy, Amra, and Granfalloon. 
His Nycon Comics was a mainstay of the successful bidding campaign of the New York 
convention in 1967.
His career has been crowned with three Hugos (best professional artist and best fan 
artist in 1967, and best professional artist again in 1968), and now by his selec-
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Jack Gaughan is one of those...phenomena...who very occasionally show up on editors' 
doorsteps. If you look very carefully at his forehead, you'll see that it says there 
in the tiniest of calligraphy, God is not dead. He asked me to tell you, (if you 
look there and don't see this message, maybe it's because only editors and art direc
tors can read it.)

Jack Gaughan is one hell of a good artist. Everybody has his own favorite Gaughan 
drawings and paintings: maybe the drawings he did for Jack Vance's THE DRAGON MAS
TERS, or for Fritz Leiber's A SPECTER IS HAUNTING TEXAS, or the covers for THE 
GHOSTS OF MANACLE by Charles Finney (Pyramid) or KING OF THE WORLD'S EDGE (ace), or 
the "muck-man" cover he did for Galaxy several years ago. (That's one of Jack's 
own favorites, I suspect, if only for personal reasons. You see, Jack's always had 
this urge to do a good old-fashioned science fiction cover where the alien monster 
is carrying off the beautiful herpine, but when you work for high-class magazines 
like Galaxy you don't get much chance for that. "You'll Never See It In Galaxy", 
after all. But one day lo! along came this manuscript for which he was to do a 
cover, and there was this monster who carried off this girl through the swamp, see, 
and you just know what scene Jack painted. If you see him smiling for no apparent 
reason — if there's no drink in his hand, for instance — it may be that he's 
thinking about that.)

There are reasons why Jack is so good, of course. Sure, he went to art school, and 
he was a personal protege of Hannes Bok, and he's studied the classic painters, en
gravers and illustrators and can shoot the jargon all night if you want. But there 
is more: he loves doing art, and he does it all the time. He carried a big thick 
sketchbook everywhere he goes, and he uses it. He sketches people on the subway, 
scenes by the river, his wife Phoebe looking pensively out a window. Or he writes 
notes to himself: theories about art and life, techniques to try, effects to aim 
for. That's why a Jack Gaughan drawing done in July 1969 probably doesn't look too 
much like one done in May: he's been thinking and experimenting and changing bit 
by bit every day. When I last looked through one of his sketchbooks-in-progress, 
it was No. 78 or so, I think; but that was a couple of years ago, before he moved 
into the country, so he's probably up past 100 by now.
Jack cares about what he does. He researches his work — his studio walls are lined 
not only with art books, but with illustrated references of all types: sourcebooks 
on astronomy, animal anatomy, fashions through history, machinery, electronics, you 
name it. He's so conscientious that he even reads the stories he illustrates, every 
single one of them. You might be surprised how many big sf artists don't; they just 
read a plot synopsis, or the opening chapter, or maybe just fake it all the way, 
basing their drawings on a title and a guess. Not Jack — he reads the stuff to get 
the feeling of a story, and he puts all his art and craft into making a representa
tion of that story that will complement and compliment it.
That's why Jack is a Star.
As I said, we all have our own favorite Gaughans; and no matter what yours is, it's 
a cinch that you remember it with special fondness. You probably take out that book 
or magazine every now and then, just to look at his art for a while.
And there's one thing more that's a cinch about Jack Gaughan paintings and drawings: 
every one of them was turned in on time, and nobody got an ulcer worrying about 
whether or not the art would be there when the deadline was. He makes it good and 
gets it in on Monday.
Because Jack is a Star who is also a Pro.
I thought I'd tell you all this because Jack is, after all, the Pro Guest of Honor 
at this convention, and if you should happen to run into him at some party where 
he's decided to, ah, sing...well, I wouldn't want you to think he's being honored 
for that.
No; it's because Jack Gaughan is a Star. And a Pro. And, by the way, a Good Man.
In fact, if you want to know the truth about my favorite Gaughan, I'll tell you. It's 
him. Himself. Jack Gaughan.
When he stands up at the banquet as Pro Guest of Honor, clap like mad. I'm going to.

— Terry Carr
14



Jack Gaughan
The Pro

introduction by TerryCarr 
When I was very young I used to get extremely puzzled sometimes about the attitudes 
editors had toward some artists. I mean, here would be this artist, X, whose work 
was beautiful, imaginative, meticulously done, visually and conceptually exciting, 
and I'd ask, "Why don't you have X do more stuff for you?" and the editor would 
shake his head and mutter something about deadlines, or temperament, or his ulcer.
And a day or two later I'd pick up a copy of this editor's magazine (or that editor's 
magazine, or that other editor's book over there) and I'd find a cover that was... 
well, the spaceship was recognizable as a spaceship and the humans were anthropo
morphic, and I guess it didn't misrepresent the story it illustrated or give away 
an O'Henry ending or anything. But it didn't do anything to or for me; it was just 
sort of there. Needless to say, it wasn't by X; it was by somebody who'd done nine 
out of the last ten covers for that company, and somehow I'd never even noticed his 
name.
"Oh Christ," I'd moan, "why do they bother with these nothing covers? Why don't they 
have all the covers by X?"
Later on, when I became wise in the ways of the world, I found out the answer to 
that. X was a groovy artist, all right — when he was in the mood, and when you 
could get hold of him on the phone, and when you didn't have to worry about when he 
turned in his painting. Which is to say, he wasn't reliable, so publishers didn't 
rely on him. When he did his thing it was lovely, but it wasn't according to sche
dule.
There's an author, a pretty good one, who writes for me, and whenever I call him a- 
bout a deadline for one of his books he says, "Do you want it good, or do you want 
it Monday?"
The same thing happens with some artists — some of the very, very best ones. Which 
is why they don't get more assignments — for covers, interior drawings, or whatever. 
They're not pros; they're really hobbyists, doing their drawings for themselves and 
then selling them after the fact.
There's nothing wrong with being a hobbyist, of course; in fact, there's a lot right 
with it. But publishing science fiction books and magazines isn't a hobby, so it has 
to be done by the pro rules, which include, most prominently, regular, relentless 
deadlines. A lot of times, if it isn't there by Monday, it doesn't matter if it's 
good or not: somebody else's work that was handy and bearable had to be slipped in
to its spot and everything sent off to the printer.
The guy who can turn in work that's printable and on time, every time, is what's 
called a Pro, and he's blessed by every editor in the business. He probably doesn't 
win awards or sell more copies for you, but he's there to keep the customers in the 
auditorial until the temperamental star shows up, late as usual.
By and large, those are the two kinds of people who produce the material you see in 
the sf books and magazines: the Pros, and the Stars.
But now and then God decides that editors aren't such wretches that they should have 
to undergo unalloyed torment and anxiety every week and every month of their lives 
(they'll get enough hell after they die, after all), so he sends them a gift: a Star 
who is also a Pro. Maybe it should be called a miracle, but I don't believe in mir
acles. But come to think of it, I'm not sure I believe in Jack Gaughan, either.
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3:00 pm: A Look At The Whole Ball Of Wax, by Harlan 
Ellison.

More auction.4:00 pm:

7:00 pm: II II The Awards Banquet. The Toastmaster,, Harlan
Ellison, will present the Guests of Honor
who will speak on subjects of their choice;
and the awards will be presented by Bob
Bloch.

10:00 pm: " 11 Movies again, till dawn

MONDAY, September 1st:

9:00 am: (Khorassan Room) Business Meeting of the 27th World 
Science Fiction Convention.

11:00 am: II II Auction.

Noon : II II A series of panels and discussions in 
which we hear some ideas about science fic
tion's role and future in the dramatic 
arts; some observations by authors on the 
field of science fiction and its appeal; 
discussions concerning international sci
ence fiction and science fiction fandom; 
and views on where we go from here.

4:00 pm: II II Final Auction.

5:00 pm: II II The official business of the convention 
closes, and the chairmen of St. Louiscon 
present the gavels to the chairmen of the 
1970 and 1971 conventions

6:00 pm: II II Time to say goodbye, and...you guessed it: 
Movies..till dawn.

PROJECT ART SHOW:

BOOK S MAGAZINE SALES:

HOSPITALITY ROOM:

The Tenth Anniversary Showing of Project 
Art Show will be open throughout the con, 
in the Starlight Roof.

The Hucksters Room will be open throughout 
the convention, in the Chase Club.

The N3F Hospitality Room will be open 
throughout the con, in the Lido Room.

NOTE :
Please consult your Pocket Program for complete listings of each days 
programs, and watch the bulletin boards for any last minute changes.
Notices of Special Interest Groups' meetings will be posted on the 
bulletin board at the registration desk, or listed in the Pocket Pro
gram .
Your membership badge should be worn at all times and will serve as 
your admission-ticket to all convention functions (except as noted in 
the business-meeting rules.) Guards will be posted, and absolutely 
no one will be admitted into the Masquerade Ball without a badge, un
less they are wearing a costume to which the badge would be detri
ment al. in



3:00 pm: II II The regular auction.

4:00 pm: (Poo 1 -S i de) A Mid-Western, Hot Summer Afternoon, Old- 
Time, Pool-Side, Meet-The-Pro Party With 
Sarsaparilla, Sno-Cones, Cotton Candy, and 
Calliope Music For All.

1:00 am: (Khorassan Room) Movies, continuing till dawn.

SATURDAY, August 30th:
9:00 am:

11:00 am:

(Chase Lounge) Registration opens for the day.
(Khorassan Room) A Comics Program, supervised by Bob 

Schoenfeld.
" " Selection of the 1971 convention site.

12:15 pm : (Empire Room) Annual Burroughs Bibliophile Dum-Dum.
1:00 pm: (Khorassan Room) This afternoon is dedicated to a series of 

panels on the science fiction package,with 
discussions of the visual aspects by s.f. 
artists, followed by discussions of con- 
tentual preferences by editors. Capping it 
off will be a dialogue between two authors 
with two points of view.

4:00 pm: " " The auction again.
7:00 pm: " " The Masquerade Ball Begins.
7:30 pm: " " The Parade of Costumes starts, and judging

of costumes begins promptly.
11:00 pm: " " Following the Parade of Costumes, the

Rock Show.
1:00 am: " 11 Movies begin again, and again go till dawn

•

SUNDAY, August 31st:
9:00 am:

11:00 am:
Noon :

12:45 pm:

(Chase Lounge) Registration opens for the day.
(Khorassan Room) A Tolkien Society Program, supervised by 

Ed Meskys.
" " Selection of the 1970 convention site.
" " Who Sawed Courtney's Boat? The mysteries

of the ages finally revealed by Bob Bloch, 
Bob Tucker, and a Special Mystery Guest.

" " This afternoon is dedicated to a series of
panels on the history of science fiction; 
how it was, how it has changed, how we can 
expect it to be in the future, by authors 
who have contributed to the field.

11



Saint Louiscon

^Program
THURSDAY, August 28th:

1:00 pm: (Chase Lounge)
(Star! i g h t Roo f) 
(Chase Club) 
(Lido Room)

Registration begins for early arrivals.
Project Art Show sets up. 
Booksellers Room sets up. 
N3F Hospitality Room sets up.

8:00 pm : (Khorassan Room) Movies, continuing till dawn.

9:00 pm: (Zodiac Roof) Welcome Party for registered members.

10:30 pm: (Zod i ac Roof) Filk-Song Fest, with cash bar for the rest
of the evening.

FRIDAY, August 29th:

9:00 am: (Chase Lounge) Registration opens for the day.

10:00 am: (Zodiac Roof) Pre-business meeting for those who intend
to present motions and other related mat
ters at Monday's regular business meeting.

11:00 am: (Khorassan Room) The convention officially opens. The chair
men make a few announcements relating to 
the seriousness of the occasion that brings 
us here; introduce the notables present, 
and present the program's theme: 
The Anatomy of Science Fiction.

11:30 am: " " Robert Silverberg gives the first keynote
speech, The Genre of Science Fiction.

Noon: " " Terry Carr presents the second part of the
program theme, with a keynote speech on 
The Phenomena of Fandom.

12:30 pm: " " Ben Bova gives the third keynote speech,
concerning our relationship to the scien
tific community: The Realities of the 
Future.

1:00pm: " " It Didn't Quite Turn Out The Way We Planned
The moon-landing in fact and fiction. An 
illustrated discussion by Harry (Hal 
Clement) Stubbs.

2:00pm: " " Console Brothers ... How Close Are We? A
look at artificial intelligence vrs. com
puter technology, by Dick Lupoff.
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MAIN FLOOR PLAN
Note: Exhibition Hall is directly below Khorassan Room
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22 airlines charge 
exactly the same fare 

to Europe
The 23rd airline 

saves you s161
It’s the great exception

Of all the scheduled airlines flying the Atlantic, Icelandic is the 
great exception. You save $161 flying Icelandic to Luxembourg 
in the heart of Europe. Fly with us during our 25th Anniversary 
year. Daily flights from New York to Iceland • Luxembourg 
England • Scotland • Norway • Sweden • Denmark.
See your travel agent or write for folder.

I To: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
I 630 Fifth Ave. (Rockefeller Center), N.Y. 10020 • (212) PL 7-8585
I Name____________________________________________________________________ |

I Address__________________________________________________________________|

I City__________________________________________ State________ Zip__________  |

I My Travel Agent is |

LOWEST AIR FARES 
TO EUROPE
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We’re particular about the
MIRAGE books aren't for everybody. You can 

look at them and see that.
Crisp, clear, readable type set on paper 

that won't yellow into nothingness.
Black novelex binding. Gold stamping.
Illustrations by SF's finest artists—and 

when's the last time you saw a really good • 
looking illustrated book?

The best authors in the business, old and 
new, fiction and nonfiction. Writing for a spec
ial group of people.

These people get the books they've always 
wanted to see in print.

But never expected to ever see....
Our authors aren't the usual, either. The 

Hugo is no stranger to them. But the books they 
give Mirage to publish aren't the ordinary. They 
are one-of-a-kind items for a special group.

THE CONAN READER, thirteen superb articles 
on Howard, swords-and-sorcery, etc., by the 
completor of the saga, L. Sprague deCamp, adorn
ed with two dozen Krenkel sketches. Less than 
150 of the 1500 copies printed remain, $4.00.

IS THE DEVIL A GENTLEMAN? You’ll find out 
in this long-overdue "author’s choice" collect
ion of nine short novels by the grand master of 
fantasy, Seabury Quinn. Illustrated by David 
Prosser, out in a few weeks, $4.95.

THE HARLAN ELLISON HORNBOOK, including the 
author’s choice of his best works, plus new tales 
written for the volume, his criticism, and poetry. 
Illustrated by the Dillons. Very late fall.

Coming up in 1970 are titles like THE INDEX
TO THE SCIENCE-FANTASY PUBLISHERS and a compan
ion work on SF reference works. The 500+ pag^ 
Leinster omnibus, and still more.
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company keeps...
Each book is produced in a limited, number

ed, illustrated edition. One-of-a-kind.
We do not reprint. We go to those people 

who appreciate a fine book, excellently written 
and out of the ordinary. A finite number.

Here's the company we keep: L. Sprague de
Camp, Robert Bloch, Seabury Quinn, Harlan Elli
son, Will "Murray Leinster" Jenkins, and others.

Pretty distinguished company.
How about a book containing the best arti

cles on sword-and-sorcery fiction? Including 
the artwork by the top S&S artists? We have two. 
Seabury Quinn's best stories? Robert Bloch's 
funniest? Harlan Ellison's own special book 
(he's a 3-time Hugo winner going for his fourth 
here, you know). Or 50 years of science fiction 
development as seen through the stories of the 
man who wrote through it all—Murray Leinster.

DRAGONS AND NIGHTMARES, four fabulously 
funny tales rewritten for this volume, all from 
Unknown and Weird Tales, by that incomparably 
punny master of fantasy, Robert Bloch. Only a 
few hundred remain, ill. by Prosser, $4.00.

THE CONAN SWORDBOOK, 27 fantastic articles 
on sorcery and swords, from Poul Anderson and 
Fritz Leiber to P. Schuyler Miller and Leigh 
Brackett, illustrated by Ivie, Frazetta, Kren- 
kel, Morrow, etc. Cover by Barr. Late fall,$4.95

A GUIDE TO MIDDLE EARTH, Bob Foster’s great 
Tolkien concordance, together with an all-new 
Tolkien Dictionary, in one volume. An invaluable 
reference tool! Illustrated. Early 1970.

WHILE AT THE ST LOUISCON, DROP BY OUR TABLE, IN
SPECT OUR TITLES WHILE WE INSPECT YOU, OR WRITE:

5111
fBoftimaa-e, 2 4207
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NEUTRON is a compact genzine carrying 
not only current information concern
ing southern fandom's sudden and ex
plosive growth, hut also some of the 
oest material to come out of the south 
in any disguise.

NEUTRON 3 contains a portfolio from 
the STARWOLF sketchhook hy Jack Gaughan,

An interview with Dan Galouye, author 
of DARK UNIVERSE, and most recently, 
A SCOURGE OF SCREAMERS»

Book, fanzine, and movie reviews, the. 
latter being illustrated by photoes,

And perhaps the most important section 
of all:

THE SOUTHERN FANDOM REPORT- Consisting 
of valuable information and photoes 
of the people and events tKat have 
created fandoms newest surge!
PLUS! Bonus fiction by Janet Foxr 
illustrations by Steve Fritz, and 
serious discussion of current trends 
in s.f. by ye ed...............

^2?it6 •

NEUTRON ENTERPRISES, Box 10885, Atlanta, Ga.30310
SUBSCRIPTIONS :
#1-350 next four issues
#2-3-5O0@ mailed flat in a

catalog envelope^ $2.00
please include zip code and mention 
this ad in your letter.
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And on
flic eighth day 
®e treated

fear informal]
ALL OUR YESTERDAYS
A history of Fandom in the ’Forties.

"This history is intended to entertain, inform and infuriate 
the readers....” — Harry Warner, Jr.

Learn why Damon Knight created the NFFF! See what Claude Degler was REALLY like! 
Was VAPA voluptuously evil? This book tells all. The secrets of Sian Shack are graphically 
reported. The true nature of Francis Towner Laney is revealed! Bob Tucker says there are 
174,999 correct words in this book, and one error. Buy a copy and find out which one it is!

Introduction by Wilson Tucker — 358 pages, 70 photos — Cloth only, $7.50



• . AND WE ALSO HAVE A FEW OTHER BOOKS
,N SEARCH OF WONDER 

r , , by Damon Knight 
Introd“c^

pages, 1967
Cloth, S6.00; Paper, S2.45

HEINLEIN IN DIMENSION 
by Alexei Panshin 

Introduction by James Blish 
214 pages, 1968 

Cloth, S6.00; Paper, S2.45

™E PROCEEDINGS: CHICON 
20th World Science Fiction Convention 

Edited by Earl Kemp 
208 pages, 1963 

Paper only, SI.95

THE ISSUE AT HAND 
by William Atheling, Jr.

Edited and introduced by James Blish 
136 pages, 1964

THE UNIVERSES OF E. E. SMITH c,oth> S5.00; Paper, SI.95
by Ron Ellik and Bill Evans 

Introduction by James H. Schmitz 
Bibliography by Al Lewis 

Illustrations by Bjo 
272 pages, 1966 

Cloth, S6.00; Paper, S2.45

Ed

^MbyLh.v ?! SEY°MD

by rZZZh Es',bacl> John Taine, jack ufem,ein. 
A- E van Vogt E r ‘ ,amsofL

104 pages )9 ■ r-
Cloth, S3 so- J ' 64

Paper, Si.95

THE SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL 
Imagination and Social Criticism 
Introduction by Basil Davenport 

Essays by Robert A. Heinlein, 
C. M. Kornbluth, Alfred Bester, 

and Robert Bloch 
128 pages, 1959 

Cloth, S3.50; Paper, SI .95

ADVENTPUBLISHERS, INC.
P.O. Box 9228 — Chicago, Illinois 60690
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Orc
WITH PAPERS FROM SECONDARY UNIVERSE I 

by Clyde S. Kilby, Alexis Levitin, David M. Miller, 
Glen E. Sadler, and Richard C. West

"Of the many Tolkien fanzines 
received, the best by far is 
ORCRIST ...
— Ed Meskys, Tolkien Journal

"What a tremendous and excellent 
job ... a far-reaching and 
scholarly venture .... Your 
Tolkien bibliography is quite 
definitive." —C. S. Kilby

Alvenu ciuj Esperantistaj sfanoj!

Boston in 1971! Minneapolis in 1973! Madison in 2001!

Also for sale:
ORCRIST Nos. 1 and 2

MANDALA

Two plays by Paulette Carroll: 
QUEEN ANN 
WHO RIDES SO LATE?

By William F. Orr:
THE KING OF KINGS AND I 

OR
MY SON, THE MESSIAH

and

I HAVE NO NOSE AND I 
MUST SNEEZE

comix

In the Huckster Room: University of Wisconsin Tolkien Society 
and Midwest Fantasyfan Distributors
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WEIRDBOOK
PRESENTS

THE CASE OF THE MISSING CONTENTS PAGE!

Our subscribers have written us to ask: 'WHERE'S THE CONTENTS 
PAGE FOR WEIRDBOOK TWO?" That’s easy enough---- it’s right here!

City of the Seven Winds, by Joseph Payne Brennan - 3 
Return of the Spy, by H. Warner Munn - 8 
Terror from the Ages, by Ray Jones - 11 
Like Father, by Leo P. Kelley - 13
The Son of Time, by Walter Quednau - 17
No Stone Unturned, by Charlene James - 23
To Fade in Silence, by Timothy R. Allison - 25
The Spaceship Game, by Larry IXrorin - 27
The Entity (a reprint), by George Wetzel - 28
The Haunted Hut, by Robert E. Howard - 30

There! This doesn’t count poetry or artwork, of course. 
WEIRDBOOK comes in 32 8j x 11 lithographed pages, mailed flat in 
an envelope. WEIRDBOOK SUPPLEMENT, the mimeographed letter col
umn, is free to subscribers (and to new readers as long as it 
lasts).

WEIRDBOOK costs 75# per copy (subscriptions are ^/$2.00, 8/$3«75) 
----if you send 75# for WEIRDBOOK TWO, or send a subscription, we 
will throw in a copy of WEIRDBOOK ONE absolutely free.

Here’s what some reviewers say about WE1IRDB00K ONE: "WEIRDBOOK 
is a strong entrant in this genre," D. Gilliland, WSFA JOURNAL; 
"Nothing here is...really bad," R. A. W. Lowndes, STARTLING MIS
TERS STORIES; "It costs 75# a copy and is worth its price," E. C. 
Bertin (in a British fanzine); "Aficionados will find it inter
esting and deserving of support," August Derleth, THE ARKHAM COL
LECTOR.

And here’s what some of our readers have said: "The previously 
unpublished tales of R. E. Howard and H. Warner Munn were... ex
cellent, ” Walter Shedlofsky. "Both in appearance and content the 
magazine is many notches over the average of this type," Joseph 
Payne Brennan, "...a very attractive first issue," Bob Briney. 
"More than lived up to my expectations," Daniel Preston. "May 

your zine live one hundred years, " Frank C. Byrnes. "Congratu
lations and long life to WEIRDBOOK," Anthony S. Brezowski, Jr. 
"You have a truly great zine here and if it can qualify as a 
fanzine you have a Hugo coming for sure," Darrell Schweitzer. 
"The first issue is very promising," Richard Kyle.

WEIRDBOOK P. 0. BOX 601 CHAMBERSBURG, PA. 17201
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Occasionally, 
TRUMPET

TRUMPET c/o Tom Reamy, P.O. Box 523, Richardson, TX 75080 • 75c per copy or $3.50 for a 5-issuc subscription. No. 11 ready in Sept.
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incorporating SCIENCE-FANTASY

ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY
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-03 Rich Wannen
-04 Norbert Couch
-05 Leigh Couch
-06 Eank Luttrell
-07 Lesleigh Couch
-08 Chris Couch
-09 Sue Robinson
-10 Bob Schoenfeld
-11 Pam Janisch
-12 Railee Bothman
-13 Wayne Finch
-14 Ron Whittington
-15 Mike Couch
-16 "Doc" Clark
-17 Jim Reuss
-18 Keith Fieldhammer
-19 George Foster
-20 Doug Lovenstein

001 Jack Gaughan
002 Phoebe Gaughan

.-1 Eddie Jones

01 Ted White
02 Robin White

1 Arnie Katz
2 Andy Porter
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5 Terry Carr
6 Carol Carr
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9 Bjo Trimble
10 John Trimble
11 Kerry Brouk
12 Bob Kennedy
13 Steve Shucart
14 Betty Stochl
15 Linda Stochl
16 Jerry Jacks
17 Earl Thompson
18 Frank Dietz
19 Ann Dietz
20 Alexi Panshin
21 Bob Vardeman
22 Tony Lewis
23 Sue Lewis
24 Phil Harrell
25 Michael Glicksohn
26 Mike Deckinger
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28 Judi Sephton
29 Gary Cobb
30 Len Bailes
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39 Dainis Bisenieks
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42 Fred Patten
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49 George W. Price
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54 Chuck Crayne
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59A Grape Rapkin
60 Rick Pohlman
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62 Stan Woolston
63 NFFF
64 Sidney Coleman
65 Tom Seidman
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73 Ginjer Buchanan
74 Gary J. Buck
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81 Washington DC in 1971 

Bidding Committee
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88 Maureen Palanker
89 Seth Kreimer
90 Peter D. Hayes
91 Genevieve DiModica
92 Suzanne Tompkins
93 Keith Wilson
94 Tom Reamy
95 Carol Resnick
96 Mike Resnick
97 Neil Clark Reynolds
98 Arthur Sorkin
99 Gail Knuth
100 Bruce Pelz
101 Dian Pelz
102 Lexy Runyan
103 Camille Cazedessus
104 Mary Cazedessus
105 Roger Nelson
106 Daryll Carlson
107 Herbert Carlson
108 David Curtis
109 Jack Diamond
110 Ron Wilson
111 Bruce Anderson
112 John Jacobson
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113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177

Howard Diehl 
M. R. Burgess 
Robert Briney 
Ben Jason 
Fran Jason 
Donald D. Markstein 
John W. Andrews 
Paul Herkart 
James Corrick 
Peri Corrick 
Keith D. Kramer 
Howard J. DeVore 
Richard Schultz 
Lou Tabakow 
Roger Sims 
Pat Sims 
Ken Rudolph 
Anita Jones 
Steve Goldin 
Jean Bogert 
Nancy Lambert 
Lin Carter 
Noel Carter 
Bruce Newrock 
Florence Newrock 
Donald McCullough 
Bob Roehm 
Ronald Lasner 
Jerry Wm. Lapidus 
Brian Burley 
Sherna Burley 
Linda Jones 
Jacob M. Waldman 
Rosemary Ullyot 
Maureen Bourns 
Michael Lyons 
Mrs. Jack Dabbs 
Danielle Dabbs 
Russell Bradley 
Ed Krieg 
Frank Wright 
Vonda McIntyre 
Alan Rachlin 
Claudia Jane Peyton 
Alicia Austin 
Ted Johnstone 
Lin Johnstone 
Mark Horn 
Jack Agnew 
Ralph Goldsmith 
Dale Moeller 
Irene Moeller 
Linda Eyster 
Michael Lalor 
Harriet Kolchak 
Ben F. Keifer 
Robert A. Madle 
Ted Greenstone 
Jack L. Chalker 
I. M. Phyllida 
Bruce Johnstone 
Doug Finley 
Walt Daugherty 
Richard Brandshaft 
Ed Bryant

178 Tracie Brown
179 Dave Rogers
180 Clyde Chadwick
181 Neil Shapiro
182 Randy Bytwerk
183 Robert Guenther
184 Dave Kyle
185 Ruth Kyle
186 Nancy Nagel
187 William Rotsler
188 Wally Gonser
189 Wally Weber
190 Larry Nichols
191 Thomas Altshuler
192 Rusty Hevelin
193 Steve Herbst
1 94 Fred Jackson
195 Frank Tait
196 Bink Acheson
197 David Harris
198 Diana McLeod
199 Jim McLeod
200 Bill Denholm
201 Milton F. Stevens
202 Laurie Graham
203 Fred Hollander
204 Al Lewis
205 Dale Goble
206 Virginia Goble
207 Robert Hillis
208 Larry Smith
209 Alva Rogers
210 Sid Rogers
211 Bill Evans
212 Buddie Evans
213 Michael Riley
214 Phil Haldeman
215 Karen Townley
216 Robert Karr
217 Leif Andersson
218 J. W. Banta
21 9 Devra Langsam
220 Art Widner
221 Fred Prophet
222 Michael McInerney
223 Barbara Dodge
224 Frank Olbris
225 Fred D. Brammer
226 Earl Schultz
227 Donald Lundry
228 Grace Lundry
229 Ron Bounds
230 Sue Anderson
231 Michael Vaser
232 John H. Guidry
233 Linda Carpenter
234 Cliveden Chew
235 Gus Willnorth
236 Hal Clement
237 Jeremy Barry
238 Roger Zelazny
239 Judy Zelazny
240 Betty Ballantine
241 Ian Ballantine
242 John Stuart
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243 Melvin Klozar
244 Anthony Ward
245 Alexis Gilliland
246 Paul Galvin
247 Ron Hamlin
248 Timothy Kirk
249 Wanda Kendall
250 David Halterman
251 Darroll Pardoe
252 Len Moffatt
253 June Moffatt
254 Henry Eichner
255 Charlie Brown
256 Marsha Brown
257 Sheila Brown
258 Cory Seidman
259 Nancy Webb
260 Roy Lavender
261 Dee Dee Lavender
262 Alan Mendoza
263 Edward Wood
264 JoAnn Wood
265 Rick Brooks
266 John Boardman
267 Perdita Boardman
268 Karina Girsdansky
269 M. Bruce Tepper
270 Ed Meskys
271 Sheila Woodward
272 James Gunn
273 Alan Huff
274 Banks Mebane
275 Dannie Plachta
276 Don Fitch
277 Mary Ann Cappa
278 Michael Ward
279 Gar Stevens
280 Tim Marsen
281 Steve Miosich
282 Richard Wilson
283 Earl Kemp
284 Nancy Kemp
285 Martin Massoglia
286 Lucinda Seaman
287 Sandra Rymer
288 Chuck Hansen
289 Walt Liebscher
290 David P. Kanter
291 Arutin Pashinian
292 Mary Young
293 Jeffrey Rogers
294 Judith Buxton
295 Stan Vinson
296 Robert Wadey
297 Fred Saberhagen
298 John Guzlowski
299 Henry Beck
300 Martha Beck
301 Carole Christian
302 Dirce Archer
303 Steve Johnson
304 Al Snider
305 Christopher Marin
306 Douglas Faunt
307 Mickey Rhodes



508 
509 
510
511
512 
515
514 
515 
516
517 
518
519 
520 
521
522 
525
524 
525 
526
527 
528
529 
550
551
552 
555
554 
555
556 
537
558 
559
540 
541
542 
545
544 
545
546 
547
548 
549
550 
351
552 
555
554 
555 
556
557 
558 
359

560 
561
562 
565 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569
570 
371

Diana Rhodes 
Vera Heminger 
Seth A. Johnson 
Bill Donaho 
Michael Gilbert 
Tim Zell 
Fred Lerner 
Bill Briner 
Leslie J. Turek 
Hal Shapiro 
Sandy Shapiro 
Bill Linden 
Eugene Goldsand 
John Armbruster 
Ravi Kristin 
Richard E. Geis 
Joanne Burger 
George Fergus 
Frances L. Schroeder 
Roy Stephan Krupp 
Judith Elaine Krupp 
Thomas N. Scortia 
John Steele 
Donna Kathy Jansky 
Joseph A. Sarno 
Bruce Robbins 
Michael Pane 
Jerome Stemnock 
Bob McCormick 
Joseph L. Scott 
Rud Fair 
John L. Miesel 
J. Ben Stark 
Cuyler W. Brooks, Jr. 
Michael Walsh 
Bruce Anderson 
Clarence B. Hyde 
John R. Isaac 
Rita Berens 
Leo P. Kelley 
Daniel T. Evans 
Joanne Swenski 
Harry D. Wasserman 
Wm. R. Beeman 
Lawrence A, Ropp 
Bertram B. Parker 
Don Blyly 
Joan Baker 
Donald E. Cochran 
Hank Davis 
Janie Lamb
L.A. in 72 Bidding 
Committee 
Chester Malon 
Sherry D. Hale 
Mrs. Alta Hale 
Arthur Hayes 
Norman Grenzke, Jr. 
Doris Amerman 
Jack Promo 
Alex B. Eisenstein 
Phyllis Eisenstein 
Sim Pearce 
Donald Franson 
Jack Williamson

572 Richard Sandler
575 Ted Borth
574 Frances Borth
575 Douglas Cheshire
576 William R. Anderson
577 Mike Montgomery
578 Don Thompson
579 Maggie Thompson
580 Thea Molly Auler
581 Mario Bosnyak
582 Hans-Werner Heinrichs
585 Judith Walter
584 Paul Krumm
585 Eli Cohen
586 Michael W. Siegerist
587 Sue A. Ward
588 Sandra Atchinson
589 Fred Haskell
590 John Jakes
591 Janice Jacobson
592 Harold Moellendick
595 Steven L. Goldstein
594 Edward E. Bielfeldt
595 Dave Skal
596 Sherry Oppenheim
597 Fnilip B. Moshcovitz
598 Gabe Eisenstein
599 Ivor A. Rogers
400 Marv Goldenberg
401 J. Scott Stewart
402 Robert C. Selby
405 F. Flynn
404 Chelsea Quinn Yarbro
405 Sherry Kramer
406 Reece Morehead
407 Jeffrey D. Smith
408 David Gerrold
409 Bob Pavlat
410 Peggy Rae Pavlat
411 Charles Prokopp
412 Jan Trenholm
415 David Clark
414 Lisa Tuttle
415 John J. Pierce
416 April Graham
417 George Fowler
418 William H. Pike, Jr.
419 Anne DiDio
420 Rick Norwood
421 Joseph Spahr
422 G. B. Kingsbury
425 Griffin Sinestre
424 Pauline F. Jadick
425 Bea Mahaffey
426 George W. Earley
427 Mary Lou Kundrat
428 Rae Ellen Bloom
429 George Inzer
430 Donald A. Wollheim
431 Elsie B. Wollheim
432 Elizabeth R. Wollheim
433 William Gaunt
434 Mrs. William Gaunt
435 Evelyn Lief
436 Judy Silver
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437 Peter J. Maurer
438 Cynthia A. Foss
439 Mary Kay Temple
440 Alan Dornfest
441 Robert Willingham
442 Jacqueline Dowell
443 Michele Marshment
444 F. M. Busby
445 Boston in 1971

Committee
446 Jerry Neeley
447 Ellen Vartanoff
448 T. L. Sherred
449 Bruce M. Gordon
450 Larry Niven
451 Marilyn Wisowaty
452 Marli Siegerist
453 John Stopa
454 Joni Stopa
455 Debra Stopa
456 Sue Watson
457 Sally Watson
458 Molly Watson
459 Bob Watson
460 Mike Novak
461 Richard Addison
462 Barbara Addison
465 Ronald R. Bushyager
464 John F. Cullin
465 Barry Gillam
466 Lee Hoffman
467 ''ashington SF Assn.
468 Frank Stodolka
469 Carol Stodolka
470 Marty Helgesen
471 Kenneth R. Tidwell
472 Doug Hoylman
473 Michael D. Taylor
474 Jay Kay Klein
475 Barney White
476 Mark Mumper
477 Kathy Allen
478 Marsha Allen
479 Don Roussin
480 Richard Wagner, Jr.
481 Marian Carey
482 John C. Kirch
485 Alan Dean Foster
484 William Bunker
485 Kevin Molish
486 Patrick McGuire
487 GHH SF/Fantasy Club
488 Frank Lunney
489 Leslie Kay Swigart
490 Alma Hill
491 B. G. Sherred
492 Cheryl Brouk
495 Susan Price
494 Robert M. Guinn
495 Frederik Pohl
496 Carol Pohl
497 Willy Ley
498 Evelyn del Rey
499 Lester del Rey
500 Judy-Lynn Benjamin



Best wishes from 
the Lindsay- 
Porter-Bangsund 
CoProsperity 
Sphere.
Ethel Lindsay:

Haverings & Scottishe
HAVERINGS, the fanzine of comments upon fanzines re
ceived. Published bi-monthly; $1 or b/- for 6 issues. 
Single copies 25^ or 2/3d.
SCOTTISHE, a general interest fanzine. Published bi
monthly; $1 or 8/- for 4 issues. Single copies 25^ or 
2/3d. From: Ethel Lindsay, Courage House, 6 Langley 
Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey, UK. USAgent, Andrew Porter.

Andrew Porter:

Algol & Convention
ALGOL, the international fanzine. Published Quarterly; 
$2.50 or 20/- for 5 issues. Single copies 6op or 5/-. 
CONVENTION: News For Convention Planners. Published 
irregularly; $1 for 5 issues. From: Andrew Porter, 55 
Pineapple Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201, USA. UK Agent, 
Ethel Lindsay; AUSTRALIAN Agent, John Bangsund.

John Bangsund:

Scythrop
SCYTHROP, the new fanzine. Schedule unknown; price 
unknown. Successor to AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION RE
VIEW (Nominated twice for the Hugo). From: John 
Bangsund, P.O.Box 19, Ferntree Gully, Victoria 3156, 
AUSTRALIA. USAgent: Andrew Porter.
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MORE MEMBERS
501 Paul R. Dorethy
502 Julie McGown
505 Faith Lincoln
504 David J. Williams III
505 NESFA
506 Mark Purcell
507 Tim Underwood
508 Chris Hoth
509 Larry Carroll
510 Mark Hallett
511 Rick Fisher
512 G. H. Scithers
513 Leonid Doroschenko
514 Jean Thomas
515 Roy Thomas
516 Neil Rest
51 7 Jon Dummermuth
518 Joe Bob Williams
519 R. Geoffrey Kidd
520 Gordon W. Huber
521 Robert G. Huber
522 Craig S. Taitel
523 Curtis N. Taitel
524 Ron Stoloff
525 Terry Alan Hughes
526 Mike Barrier
527 Terry Ballard
528 Keith Ferrell
529 Roland J. Green
530 Ric U'Ren
531 Scott J. Schoenfelt
532 Helen Dillon
533 Ethel Lindsay
534 Barb Yanney
535 Larry T. Shaw
536 Roger Vanous
537 Jean Jordan

538 James A. Juracic
539 Peter J. Tainsh
540 Harry J. Warner, Jr.
541 Herman McGregor, Jr.
542 The Camiroi
543 Lawrence W. Bradford
544 Paul C. Crawford
545 Stuart Stinson
546 Leigh Chapman
547 Earl Minor
548 Jay Henderson
549 Geary Gravel
550 Thomas L. Owens
551 Ben Crane
552 Reinhart Konen
553 Robert B. Cameron
554 Michael V. Matheis
555 Leland Sapiro
556 Joseph D. Oliver
557 Alex Krislov
558 Thomas J. Walsh
559 Emil Petaja
560 James P. Smith
561 Joyce A. Smith
562 David Brown
563 Richard L. Delap
564 G. C. K. Cook
565 Dean R. Koontz
566 Anne McCaffrey
567 Chris Gubelman
568 Henry Kaiser III
569 Sanford J. Cohen
570 Jim Wnoroski
571 Jeff Painter
572 Greg T. Painter
573 David Arneke
574 Peter J. Wezeman
575 Bob Tucker

576 Ray W. Cummings
577 Jay Gunansky
578 Neal Tarshis
579 James E. Rhoda
580 C. M. Drahan
581 Ron Smith
582 Tom T. Whalen
583 Jeff Yates
584 John L. Millard-
585 Al Jackson
586 Bob France
587 Daphne A. Hamilton
588 David L. Eddy
589 Steven Muhlberger
590 Ritchie Dean
591 Maureen Krislov
592 Dave Hulan
595 Rob Gluckson
594 LASFS
595 Criss Stevens
596 Minneapolis in '75 

Bidding Committee
597 Z. Fly
598 D. Peter Ogden
599 F & SF Society of

Columbia University
600 C. Ross Chamberlain
601 Kathleen Sky
602 Cortney Skinner
605 Gordon C. Fowler
604 Robert Dana Kelly
605 Ann S. Wilson
606 Beresford Smith
607 Donna M.A. Pallone
608 Terry L. Hornsey
609 Nicholas Seldon
610 Ken Fletcher
611 Inner Circle
612 Dorothy Q. Weirich
613 William Schaub
614 Larry Herndon
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615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
625
624
625
626
627
628
629
650
651
652
655
654
655
656
657
658
659
640
641
642
645
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
665
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
675
674
675
676
677
678
679

Jeffrey May 
Ben Solon 
Lee Smoire 
Ronald F. Holik 
Wellman Pierce 
Charles V. DeVet 
James G. Maughan 
Mrs. Del Johnson 
Frank Olynyk 
John F. Roy 
John Ulrich 
Larry K. Hancks 
Paul E. Moslander 
Sheryl Me Nevin 
Donald R. Bensen 
Connie Reich 
Richard C. West 
William V. Guy, Jr. 
Mark Frank 
Mark Barclay 
Elaine Budz 
J. Wedeen 
Darrell C. Richardson 
Jerry Clear 
Michael Clear 
Robert Clear 
Ben Lane 
Sylvia Lane 
Bill Blackbeard 
Barbara Blackbeard 
Elyse S. Pines 
Chester Ware 
Judith Ware 
Elizabeth Stinson 
Barry Me Ghan 
Ed Aprill 
Karen Johnson 
Shirley Meech 
Loren Meech 
Donald Gubelman 
Ray Schumann 
Gary Walker 
Pierre Fournier 
A. MacLeod III 
David Lennette 
Ann Arbor Fandom 
Michael T. O'Brien 
Daniel A. Carr 
Stuart L. Churchill 
Mark W. Crump 
Deborah Goldstein 
Roger Gregory 
David A. Innes 
Ann L. Miller 
John S. Pettengill 
Allan E. Smith 
David T. Malone 
James Blish 
Vikki R. Stroop 
Katherine Cribbs 
Richard Ross 
Christopher Walker 
Terry Levin 
Daniel Cohen 
Penelope Markle

680 Charles M. Cushing
681 Richard Grose
682 Jeanne Grose
685 The Little Men
684 Fred W, Arnold
685 Sandra W. Arnold
686 Fred Thorp
687 Vincent DiFate
688 Dev Hanke
689 Dennis Livingston
690 William T. Morrison
691 Edgar G. Morrison
692 Joel Lessinger
695 Margie Lessinger
694 Edward H. Laprade
695 Mark Gawron
696 Don Maris
697 John E. Nelson
698 Harvey Kimball
699 Sue Johnston
700 Joan Marie Bledig
701 Ole Hoff, Jr.
702 Carleton W. Carroll
705 Paulette Carroll
704 Charles Daly
705 Joseph O'Donnell
706 Tony Rabig
707 William F. Orr
708 Michael J. Stein
709 James Suhrer Dorr
710 Joseph D. Siclari
711 Dell Bisdorf
712 Larry Farsace
715 Mrs. Robert Suess
714 Bradford Lyau
715 Cherry R. Warren
716 Keith Baynard
717 Patrick M. Kennedy
718 Margaret W. Kennedy
719 Steven Popper
720 Kris Neville
721 Sue E. Sanderson
722 Oliver Saari
725 Bill Lasarow
724 Sherry Laing
725 Keith Laumer
726 John F. Moon
727 Judy Ehlen
728 David Lunde
729 Richard D. Mullen
750 Bill Bowers
751 John Flory
752 Helen Thilenius
755 Walter A. White
754 Jim Frenkel
735 Rosemarie Garcia
736 Jim Eilbert
757 Sharon Kenelty
758 Virginia L. Carew
759 Mark E. Lamberti
740 Michael E. Hurley
741 Robert Hollander
742 Michael S. Young
745 Matt Hickman
744 Jerry Rudolph
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Z45 Virginia Kidd
746 Barry D. Gold
747 Jerry Kaufman
748 Billy H. Pettit
749 Robert Sabella
750 Per Insulander
751 Philip R. Ross
752 Abel Fernandez
753 Hector Pessina
754 Don Hampton
755 Thomas Zaslavsky
756 Cornelium Sommer
757 Adrienne Fein
758 Joan Gallagher
759 George Stover
760 Barbara Minne
761 Clive A. Church
762 Robert D. Passovoy
765 John Ayotte
764 Paul Genteman
765 John E. Maroney
766 Michel Feron
767 Dick Lupoff
768 Pat Lupoff
769 David E. Oliver
770 Daniel F. Galouye
771 Carmel Galouye
772 Mrs. Juli Boxall
773 Dennis Duncan
774 Janet Fox
775 W. Robert Gibson
776 Sandra Miesel
777 Thomas Montgomery
778 Ed Pippin
779 James L. Smith
780 Mitchell Krevor
781 Jack Robins
782 J. L. Keel
785 Thomas Harris
784 Gary S. Mattingly
785 Tom Jasina
786 Astrid Anderson
787 Karen Anderson
788 Poul Anderson
789 Ronald Muschany
790 Sharon Landwehr
791 Craig T. Shukas
792 W. Paul Ganley
795 Kenneth M. Smookler
794 Ken Winters
795 Michael F. Domina
796 Jeffrey S. Missman
797 Charles Steiner
798 Geoffrey R. Cahoon
799 Christopher Claremont
800 Don Hutchison
801 Robert Coulson
802 Juanita Coulson
805 Bill M. Marsh
804 Robert Plank
805 Grant Carrington
806 Jolin Me Connick
807 Rick Ge liman
808 Mary Jane Buck
809 Steve Hashimoto



810
811
812
81?
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869
870
871
872
873

Carl Biashill 
Mrs. James Patton 
Mary Fingerhord 
Mrs. E. Schlaifer 
E. Schlaifer 
Marge Meyer 
Suzanne DeVore 
M. J. Fein 
Mrs. M. J. Fein 
Mrs. A. Carlson 
Miss L. Carlson 
Mrs. N. Taylor 
James R. Saklad 
Kerry Me Cutchon 
Jeffrey C. Taylor 
Mo. S. F. Association 
Kristine Anderson 
Bruce A. Fredstrom 
Kathy Sedwick 
Nancy Lansworthy 
Ron Lizorty 
John Sadoski 
Ann Forman 
Elaine Lubetsky 
Susan Wood 
Joe L. Hensley 
Danny Jennings 
Dr. A. C. Germann 
Redd Boggs 
Stanley Sapiro 
Diane Maresca 
Steve Grandi 
Johnnie Malina 
Carl J. Brandon, Jr. 
George Christa 
George Ernsberger 
Franz Rottensteiner 
Ruth Wellons 
Dr. M. Wayne Parker 
John G. Paul 
Bill Mallardi 
James R. Vogus 
Mark Irwin 
George W. Hawley 
Janis A. Hawley 
Randall Nichols 
Richard Labonte 
Gale Baum 
James N. Beatty 
Bob Gale 
Diane de Reyna 
Gene Wolfe 
J. Richard Chiles 
Kay Anderson 
Julian Brown 
Donald J. Buckle 
Edward C. Connor 
Bruce R. Gillespie 
Andre Norton 
Mike Michik 
William Nutling 
T. C. Pearpoint 
Mary H. Schaub 
Charles E. Schneeman

874 Gary E. Schubert
875 G. B. Stone
876 Michael Sullivan
877 George H. Wells
878 Stephen H. Lewis
879 Gordon G. Broussard
880 G. Schwenn
881 Gregory E. Moore
882 Peter Gill
883 Stephen Compton
884 Beth Moore
885 Adria M. Osroff
886 A. Joseph Ross
887 Anthony Geo. Senda
888 Steve Stiles
889 Gregory Shreve
890 Robert A. W. Lowndes
891 Elizabeth Alinan
892 Louise A. Walter
893 Robert L. Moore
894 Mrs. Robert L. Moore
895 Adrienne O'Neal
896 Ruth Gaynor
897 Mandi Tamborello
898 Malcolm G. Emunson
899 Greg Benford
900 Bernard A. Zuber
901 Greg Bridges
902 Vern Bennett
903 Elaine Landis
904 Laurine White
905 Joyce Muskat
906 Joseph Wills
907 Kent Feiler
908 Ellen Brunner
909 Rosemary Hickey
910 Alison K. Burbage
911 Peter B. Hope
912 A. Graham Boak
913 Paul M. Lloyd
914 R. W. Campbell
915 Michael Connelly
916 Glen T. Brock
917 Lars 0. Strandberg
918 James Schroeder
919 R. Stuart Tait
920 William Kritzberg
921 Robert J. Rhodes
922 Russell Madden
923 W. E. Cagle
924 Stephen Larue
925 Penny Koch
926 Gene Christie
927 Ronald Pannatoni
928 John A. R. Hollis
929 John Hamilton
930 Andrea Hamilton
931 William Stockton
932 Mareea Stockton
933 Wm. B. Berg
934 Joseph Zdzinnicki
935 Judith Zdzinnicki
936 George Guisasola
937 F. J. Culver
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938 Christopher Landee
939 K. C. Thorp
940 William M. Born
941 Chip Campfield
942 Randy Barrow
943 Tom D'Agostino
944 Nancy Morris
945 Michael Holland
946 Steven Webb
947 Wendell Davis
948 Dennis Gaunt
949 Mrs. Dennis Gaunt
950 Joe Staton
951 Harry Harrison
952 Dr. Alan E. Nourse
953 Ann Nourse
954 Mary Mueller
955 R. A. Lafferty
956 John Altomare, Jr.
957 Carol L. Altomare
958 Gary Lancaster
959 Sheila M. Kamper
960 James O'Meara
961 Joyce Schwartz
962 Ellen Drinoski
963 John D. Sheckler
964 SF Soc. of Kalamazoo
965 William Silver
966 Debra Sirotkin
967 B. John Jenkins
968 John Donigan
969 David A. Anderson
970 Ruth Berman
971 Clifton Kingsland
972 Robert Majewski
973 Maurine E. Smith
974 Mike Royer _
975 James Treadwell
976 Jonathan Hansen
977 Thomas Bulmer
978 Mike Wills
979 Jerry Kidd
980 Anne Trembley
981 Vincent Marshall
982 Selma Marshall
983 E. Peter Wolfe
984 Alexander Vitek
985 Takumi Shibano
986 C. Benoit
987 Charlotte Craig
988 James A. Landau
989 Guy Lillian III
990 Creathe Thorne
991 Carolyn Pickard
992 Samuel N. Elpern
993 India May Boone
994 Claranelle Boone
995 William A. Smith
996 Bonita J. Dickinson
997 Walter J. Plinske
998 Cheryl Dunham
999 Barbara Bode
1000 Vaughn Bode
1001 Morris S. Dollens



1002 Philippe E. Mondor
1003 James Conyngham
1004 Richard G. Wanek
1005 Robert Presson
1006 Linda Scott
1007 Douglas E. Rice
1008 Lynne Drexel
1009 Collectors Book Store
1010 Magazine of Fantasy & 

Science Fiction
1011 Edward L. Ferman
1012 Randy Bathurst
1013 Richard Wilson
1014 Seth Dogramajian
1015 Eileen Englisbee
1016 Linda Clark
1017 G. C. Kimbrough
1 018 Pat Johnson
1 019 Linda Batchelor
1020 G. C. Auerbach
1021 Paul DellaPenna
1022 James L. Aites
1023 William Merrell
1024 Carol Commins
1025 Clifford D. Simak
1026 Glenn Hauser
1027 Robert F. Reiter
1028 Richard G. Reiter
1029 John J. Hartman
1030 Harry Morris, Jr.
1031 Alpajpuri
1032 John Onoda
1033 Edward S. Kessell
1034 Tony Chapdelaine
1035 Randy Chapdelaine
1036 Perry Chapdelaine
1037 C. Fitzsimmons
1038 Tom Williams
1039 Harold Melanson
1040 Douglas Downing
1041 Marc A. Freeman
1042 Barbara Freeman
1 043 Irwin Prince
1 044 Mrs. Irwin Prince
1045 Marshall Stanford
1046 Sanford Moss
1047 David F. Bischoff
1048 George P. Flynn
1049 E. Mayne VanVogt
1050 A, E. VanVogt
1051 Mark S. Wright
1052 Betty Ann Miller
1053 James Stevens
1054 Steve Carper
1055 James B. Robinson
1056 Carol Robinson
1057 Joanne Ragan
1058 Bruce Roberts
1059 Helen A. Chesno
1060 Steven Hoye
1061 Edwin Strickland III
1062 Boyd Raeburn
1063 Art Saha
1064 Norman E. Masters
1065 Dean McLaughlin

1066 Lynn A. Hickman
1067 Norman Stewart
1068 Sam Moffitt
1069 Frederick Clarke
1070 Carla Fink
1071 Cheryl Schumann
1072 Mark French
1073 Harlan McGhan
1074 Nan Orc Miles
1075 Thomas Owen
1076 Del Stuart
1077 Bill Malcolm
1078 Lori Ziegler
1079 Reva Smilay
1080 Chris Ruble
1081 Mary Jane Fisher
1082 Jane Ann Taylor
1083 Russell Mitchell
1084 William A. Pearce
1085 Ben W. Bova
1086 Frances K. Wilson
1087 Joe Krolik
1088 Floyd J. Perley
1089 Sheila Rae
1090 Mary M. Patterson
1091 John Patterson, Jr.
1092 Mark Patterson
1093 Jim Lavell
1094 Lee Anne Lavell
1095 Jack Brunette
1096 Paul J. Hollander
1097 Moritz Farbstein
1098 Edmond Hamilton
1099 Leigh Brackett
1100 Gail Wendroff
1101 Manfred Kage
1102 Theodore Peak
1103 Carolmae Peak
1104 Everett Lawton
1105 John Lowrance
1106 R. E. Nichol
1107 Beatrice Taylor
1108 Gary D. Dorst
1109 Joyce Dorst
1110 Edvard Siegel III
1111 John Kessel
1112 Donald Fairhurst
1113 Nancy Fairhurst
1114 A. deBettencourt, Jr.
1115 New Orleans SF Assoc.
1116 Randall Hawkins
1117 Tom Henighan
1118 Eastern SF Assoc.
1119 Michael West
1120 John Pelszynski
1121 Nancy Green
1122 Timothy Osborne
1123 Michael Allen
1124 Simon Stricklen, Jr.
1125 Thomas D. Clareson
1126 Gerald E. Hunter
1127 Gigi Gilmartin
1128 Jane E. Antonsen
1129 Charles W. Wolfe
1130 John Goltz
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1131 Patricia Goltz
1132 Kenneth Scher
1133 Peter J. Falina
1134 Dennis Fafard
1135 Ron Myhr
1136 James Gotaas
1137 Michael L. Wood
1138 Kevin Berland
1139 Evelyn Holland
1140 David A. Nelson
1141 Donn Brazier
1142 William Fay
1143 D. J. Graff
1144 Harold Harrigan
1145 Carol Jean Pruitt
1146 Norman Codner
1147 Lowell L. Simpson
1148 Leslie Clements
1149 E. Hoffman Price
1150 Brian W. Aldiss
1151 Paul Buhle
1152 D. J. Morland
1153 John E. Ray
1154 Samuel Bellotto, Jr.
11 55 Eliot Wagner
1156 Charlotte Boynton
1157 Dorothy Boynton
1158 Leroy Bawel, Jr.
1159 Rebecca Bawel
1160 Philip T. Blaine
1161 Mark C. Reynolds
1162 Marion Sapiro
1163 J. Semple
1164 F. J. C. Hiller
1165 Robert E. Gilbert
1166 Ann Germann
1167 Douglas Dillard
1168 Ross Rocklin
1169 Michael R. Brandl
1170 Christine Morang
1171 Pat Clifton
1172 Jeffrey E. Pimper
1173 W. J. Langman
1174 Robert A. Yohn, Jr.
1175 Carolyn Watson
1176 Kari Kristin
1177 Minneapolis Chamber 

of Commerce
1178 The Leamington Hotel
1179 David Larsen
1180 Marcia Thompson
1181 M. Beard
1182 L. Michaelson
1183 Victor G. Calvin, Jr.
1184 Wm. D. Conner
1185 Linda Lewis
1186 Vern Snider
1187 Joan Snider
1188 Marvin Wolfman
1189 Dave Ellwood
1190 Julius M. Meyer
1191 Jared C. Lobdell
1192 Samuel D. Russell
1193 Florence Russell



1194 Joel L. Baum
1195 Denise Howes
1196 Greg Chalfin
1197 Cathy Hill
1198 Barbara Benham
1199 John Baskin
1200 Philip Jose Farmer
1201 Bette Farmer
1202 Peter Jako
1205 Craig Boreiko
1204 Edith Hockenberry
1205 H. H. Hollis
1206 David J. Smith
1207 Jay R. Freeman
1208 L. J. Topuschak
1209 Vern Coriell
1210 Rita Coriell
1211 Bob Gaines
1212 Larry S. Todd
1213 Judi Carroll
1214 Steve Frischer
1215 Ellen Walters
1216 Nancy Miller
1217 Sharon Franklin
1218 James Hansen
1219 Sherrie Denison
1220 Susan Hansen
1221 Alan Tegen
1222 Anne Wickerham
1223 Maureen Gillespie
1224 Patricia Humble
1225 Mrs. Winn Gill
1226 Judy Gill
1227 Bill Lenihan
1228 Bill Hunt
1229 Brian Kirby
1230 Kevin Kirby
1231 Lauraine Kirby
1232 Scott Kirby
1233 Steve Bellon
1234 Chris Van Ness
1235 Steve Wilson
1236 Mrs. Glenn Rymer
1237 Pauline Rymer
1238 Jerry Rymer
1239 Gary Rymer

1240 Earl Rymer
1241 Charlene Rymer
1242 Jane Gammon
1243 Jessie Daniels
1244 Ruth Miller
1245 Kay Cummings
1246 Mel Gilden
1247 Mrs. A. Seaman
1248 Audwrae Seaman
1249 Marcella Seaman
1250 Terry Seaman
1251 Pamela Seaman
1252 Angela Seaman
1253 Alta Robbe
1254 Patricia Ellis
1255 Nina Nicoloff
1256 Bruno Klassen
1257 Dwayne Proctor
1258 Tom Anderson
1259 Bill McDermit
1260 Leo F. Goldsby
1261 Richard Mayer
1262 Daniel Arnold
1263 Mrs. Daniel Arnold
1264 Richard Byers
1265 Jack Yedvobnick
1266 Stephen Forrest
1267 Albert C. Ellis 
1268 C. Travis Cromer 
1269 Richard Dulin 
1270 J. R. Williams
1271 C. Degler
1272 James Green, Jr.
1273 Michael Welch
1274 Sharon Rasmussen
1275 Sylvia Tzinberg
1276 Jay Duncan
1277 Roy S. Hulan
1278 Mrs. Roy S. Hulan
1279 David Ranieri
1280 Andris Tasksns
1281 Meir Buckle
1282 Roy A. Squires
1283 Kenneth Mitchell
1284 Dorothy Ann Zepp
1 285 Phillip Margulies

1286 Nelson W. BlacK
1287 J. R. Christopher
1288 Rose M. Hogue
1289 David M. Gorman
1290 Allen Schiller
1291 Sam Moskowitz
1292 Christine Moskowitz
1293 Arthur E. Dobin
1 294 Mark Hanerfeld
1295 D. A. Livingstone
1296 Jon Yaffe
1297 Patti Yaffe
1298 James Sutherland
1299 Wieslaw Czyzewski
1300 Elizabeth Gaughan
1301 John Brill
1302 Lizbeth Nichols
1303 Joe Cowen
1304 Henry Gunthr
1305 Chuck Wilkins
1306 Dr. Roy Eaton
1307 Mrs. Lynn Eaton
1 308 Don Burrus
1309 Lyle Peak
1310 Dallas Nichols
1311 Tom Foster
1312 Albert E. Gechter
1313 D. James Gehring
1314 Edgar D. Welch
1315 Deborah Kogan
1316 Randie Cowan
1317 Robin Shuster
1 318 Susan Bregman
1 31 9 Don Reed
1320 Mrs. Don Reed
1321 Richard Corben
1322 Mrs. R. Corben
1323 Dan Simmons
1324 Bill Morris
1325 Hella H. Rains
1326 Robert Latona
1327 Irene Vartanoff
1328 Constance Mellott
1329 Richard P.ubenfeld
1330 George Barr
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Coming From Doubleday in 1970

AGAIN, DANGEROUS VISIONS

Edited By Harlan Ellison

One-Half Million Words of Original Stories 

in Two Volumes

It Takes Up Where
DANGEROUS VISIONS Left Off.



2Oth Anniversary Issu

Science Fiction
Isaac Asimov 
Brian Aldiss 
Ray Bradbury
Philip K. Dick 
Robert Bloch
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IMPRESSIVE.
That’s about the only 
word to describe Fantasy 
& Science Fiction’s 2Oth 
anniversary issue.
And look who we have 
in store for you in the 
coming months:

★ROBERT F. YOUNG^MANLY WADE WELLMAN^RON 
GOULART^EDGAR PANGBORN^CSONYA DORMAN ★ 
ROBERT SILVERBERG^L. SPRAGUE de CAMP^DEAN 
R. KOONTZ ^MIRIAM ALLEN DE FORDXHARLAN ELL- 
ISON-^K. M. O’DONNELLY-HOWARD FAST And Others. . .

For the very best in 
modern science fiction, 
read THE MAGAZINE 
OF FANTASY AND 
SCIENCE FICTION!
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WITCHCRAFT 
HORROR July 1969 60c 

■ t .

oven
THESVPE*RNATURAL

ODILE 
atoncaHlou

THE

p. ftanapn

COVEN 13 SUBSCRIPTION DEP T
COVEN 13. Div. Camelot Publishing 
Company, 2412 West 7th Street., Los 
Angeles, Calif. Arthur H. Landis, Editor. 
Published monthly; 60c a copy. Maga
zine is in the weird, horror, gothic tra
dition Sophisticated, quality material 
only. Features tales of Witchcraft, of the 
Supernatural, and includes some Science- 
Fantasy. Pays 2 to 3c per word on 
acceptance. Reports on submission with
in thirty days. Length, 2,500 to 20,000 
words.



What Wonderful Children.
Or Are They?

So Bright, So Self-Possessed.
Could They Be Possessed By Some Menacing Demon?

Suspense master Arch Oboler has 
chilled millions. His first novel, HOUSE 
ON FIRE, makes "Rosemary's Baby" 
look like "kid stuff."'

Peabody Award-winner Arch Oboler has 
written and directed more than 800 plays 
for radio, movies and the stage. In his spell
binding novel, you’ll meet the Elias Family 
and their clear-eyed children. A whiz-kid 
named Mark and his smiling little sister 
Shirley. Yet somebody whose fun and 
games are chillingly Satanic has taken 
over. They wouldn't dare whisper her

name—but her presence was there and no 
member of the family would remain un
touched.
Here's the innocence of childhood warped 
by a diabolically Satanic plot. Arch Oboler 
asks the big question of our time: Are 
Demons Taking Over The Earth? Is God 
Dead? Get the startling answers in the most 
devilishly suspenseful book of the year!

NOW ON SALE $5.95 
AT YOUR 

FAVORITE BOOKSTORE

PUBLISHED BY BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE LTD., 205 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017



PAPERBACK
publishes science fiction originals.

Do your manuscripts taste different 
lately? Do the old s-f formulas leave 
you with that tired, smoked-out feeling? 
Switch to Paperback Library for a whole 
new flavor in science fiction:

sophisticated 
experimental 
inferential 
satiric

The editors invite submission of three 
chapters plus a synopsis.

THE PLANET OF THE BLIND l> M M M KM. CM IM mm >M wn-unw>

PAPERBACK LIBRARY 
315 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10010
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LIBRARY
A PapeibK* tiBiaiy Socket Fxlion Rc/d

Michael Moorcock 
The Winds Of Limbo

Ml*. The Twrdowni
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Where 
in the world 
are you 
going?

We fly to almost anywhere in the world. 
Not only to the cities of Germany and the 
capitals of Europe, as many believe.

Whatever adventurous trip you plan, to 
whatever exotic land, let Lufthansa carry 
you there. Hong Kong’s teeming harbor, 
Tokyo's bustling Ginza, Rio’s majestic 
Sugarloaf, Johannesburg’s great gold 
mines, Accra and Lagos — all are within 
easy reach on Lufthansa. So comfortable 
too. You'll fly serenely in our renowned 
Senator Service in First Class, or in hos
pitable Economy Class.

If you plan a trip to South America, 
please remember: Lufthansa offers flights 

from New York to Lima, Guayaquil, La Paz 
and Santiago de Chile, with connections 
to most points in South America. Oh yes, 
we do fly to Germany and Europe from 
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, 
Los Angeles, Anchorage and Montreal.

The world is yours to explore on 
Lufthansa —just ask your Travel Agent.

@ Lufthansa
German Airlines
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Sidgwick & Jackson publish science fiction 
Aldiss an omnibus containing: The Interpreter The 
Primal Urge The Impossible Star Man in his Time Basis 
for Negotiation and The Saliva Tree Asimov Pebble in 
the Sky also an omnibus containing Foundation Founda
tion and Empire and Second Foundation Bester an 
omnibus containing The Dark Side of the Earth The 
Demolished Man and Tiger! Tiger! Bradbury is featured 
in The Future Makers Brunner Quicksand Clarke Child
hood's End Expedition to Earth The Sands of Mars also 
two omnibuses including Earthlight A Fall of Moondust 
and Prelude to Space Dick The World Jones Made 
Dickson The Space Swimmers Greenfield Waters of 
Death Heinlein an omnibus containing The Man Who 
Sold the Moon The Green Hills of Earth and Beyond the 
Horizon Leinster The Listeners also an omnibus con
taining Operation Terror Invaders of Space and Check
point Lambda Norman Tarnsman of Gor Panshin Rite 
of Passage Sheckley is featured in The Future Makers 
Silverberg The Time Hoppers and The Anvil of Time 
Stableford Cradle of the Sun Sturgeon Caviar Van 
Vogt The Winged Man also an omnibus containing The 
Beast Planets for Sale and The Book of Ptath William
son Bright New Universe and is also featured in A Sense 
of Wonder Wyndham is featured in A Sense of Wonder 
Sidgwick & Jackson are preparing science fiction by 
Brian Stableford Blindworm Charles Platt City Dwel
lers Robert Silverberg an omnibus John Norman 
Priests of Gor John Brunner Jagged Orbit Sidgwick 
& Jackson of 1 Tavistock Chambers Bloomsbury 
Way London W.C. 1 England would be interested to 
hear from you, wherever you are.
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THE DOOR IS OPEN.... 
to the national 
fantasy fan 
federation



The most exciting city in the USA!

san fnancisco —
faBled Baqhdad By the Bay” fop

Bay con u
in

seventy-two 

the committee

Billdonaho alva Roc,eRs

j.BenstaRk quinn yaRBRO
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AT LEAST FIFTEEN' HOTEL ROOKS!
WELL OVER FT FT EEi' CHURCHES!
TWO (A KATC'CUG SET) FUiERAL WES 
AJD A GRAVEYARD TO 00 ’JJT" TW»

and if you’re still not satisfied. 
ALL SECURITY ARRAliGEIEZ’TS '^TT.





MB WELCOMES YOU 
TO THE 

27TH WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION

WITH WORLDS OF 
SCIENCE FICTION 
AND FANTASY

| Richard Blade
THE
RICHARD BLADE
SERIES
THE BRONZE AXE 
(60-376/60$)
THE JADE WARRIOR 
(75-246/75$) 
Both by 
Jeffrey Lord

■ OTHER
* WORLDS,

OTHER 
TIMES

OTHER WORLDS, 
OTHER TIMES 
(75-238/75$) 
Edited by 
Sam Moskowitz 
and Roger Elwood

THE BEAST 
(60-343/60$) 
By A. E. van Vogt

THE HIGH CRUSADE 
(60-349/60$) 
By Poul Anderson

THE SLEEP EATERS 
(75-224/75$) 
By John Lymington

WAY STATION 
(60-397/60$) 
By Clifford D. Simak

Coming in December:
THE LITTLE MONSTERS — Children of Wonder and Dread 

Edited by Roger Elwood and Vic Ghidalia

Available at bookstores everywhere
Macfadden-Bartell Books, 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017
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Coming in January from 
Holt, Rmehart& Winston

The best of science 
fiction stories including 
the work of 
Edgar Rice Burroughs
Under the Moons of Mars
A History and Anthology of the ‘‘Scientific Romance” 
in the Munsey Magazines, 1912-1934
edited and with an introduction by Sam Moskowitz

Edgar Rice Burroughs’ glorious adventure story “Under the Moons 
of Mars,” published in 1912 by The All-Story Magazine, began a major 
trend in this country toward an entirely new genre of science fiction, the 
“scientific romance.” or science fiction with a strong love interest. In this 
present volume, Sam Moskowitz, one of the world’s foremost science fiction 
authorities, has brought together fifteen of the best and most popular 
scientific romance stories by the top practitioners of this literary form, 
never before available in one volume.

In addition to the title story by Mr. Burroughs who was the supreme 
master of the art. Mr. Moskowitz includes "The Moon Pool,” by A. Merritt, 
the second most successful specialist in the field; Murray Leinster’s 
"The Mad Planet.” the story that made the author famous; “Polaris of the 
Snows.” by Charles B. Stilson. about a polar Tarzan who fought polar bears 
and discovered fabulous civilizations in the regions of ice and snow;
and "The Long Road to Yesterday.” by Garrett Smith, who has been 
featured by The Argosy magazine for the last twenty-five years. Each story 
is accompanied by a biographical sketch of the author.

In addition to the stories, Mr. Moskowitz 
presents an extensive introductory 
essay that gives a history of the "scientific 
romance” published in the Munsey Magazines 
(The Argosy. The All-Story Magazine. The 
Cavalier, The Scrap Book) and describes the 
fascinating evolution of the earlier pulp 
magazines such as The Popular Magazine, 
Blue Book Magazine. People's Magazine, 
Adventure, and Short Stories.

Under the Moons of Mars will be as 
popular with science fiction buffs as 
Mr. Moskowitz's earlier works such as 
Science Fiction by Gaslight and Masterpieces 
of Science Fiction.

JANUARY / 6 x 9 / 384 pp. / $7.50 
LC: 72-80355 / SBN: 03-081858-3
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think international ... LOS ANGELES IN 1972!

for an international Con, come to an international city.

Visit the shoos of Chinatown, Little Tokyo (the largest Ja
panese community in America), or the Mexican area around 
Olvera Street and the old Plaza. (Los Angeles has the lar
gest Mexican population outside Mexico City itself.) If you 
like international restaurants, you can pick among Swedish, 
Peruvian, German, Armenian, Greek, Filipino, Russian, French, 
Syrian, Italian — to name just a few. Import/export shops 
from Spain, Ireland, and other lands are scattered throughout 
the city. You practically have to be able to read Hebrew to 
go shopping along Fairfax Avenue.

Cultural attractions include the famous Music Center (Zuben 
Mehta conducting), the Hollywood Bowl, the County Museum of 
Art, and too many other museums, art establishments, and 
botanical gardens to mention. You've all seen the Griffith 
Park Planetarium on the screen — it was the first to dis
cover Mongo rushing toward Earth; it was THRUSH headquarters; 
it was the royal palace of Ophiuchus from which Rocky Jones, 
Space Ranger escaped ... — now visit it in person.

L.A. has "Bookstore Row", a 12-block stretch along Hollywood 
Blvd, with close to two dozen bookstores and newsstands.
New books — old books — stocks of all the current paper
backs for the last 6 months — junk bookshops where you can 
hunt for bargains — specialty bookshops where you can buy 
old prozines in mint condition. And you can stop off to see 
Grauman's Chinese, the Hollywood Wax Museum, a major TV stu
dio, and the corner of Hollywood & Vine along the way,

L.A. fans periodically hold carrousel crawls — all-day pic
nics travelling from one amusement park to another to ride 
on the different merry-go-rounds. Have you ever ridden on 
a giraffe — a wyvern — a donkey-powered carrousel?

ERB fans will want to visit the offices of Edgar Rice Bur
roughs, Inc., in the suburb of Tarzana. Bheer fans will 
want to visit our Busch Gardens. Movie & TV fans will want 
to take one of the tours of a movie studio lot. Swimming 
fans will want to head for the sunny beaches of Santa Monica. 
Fans who want to visit a real foreign country will find the 
Mexican border just two hours away by freeway, and lots of 
bullfighting and jai alai games over the Labor Day weekend 
for the Anclo turistas. And need we tell you about Marine- 
land, Sea World, Knott's Berry Farm, and Disneyland?

AND THAT'S JUST THE CITY!



News in depth, domestic and international 
Commentary on sf} the news and the issues 
Advance information on coming books 6 magazines 
Current bibliography of sf and fantasy books 
Reviews of books, films, plays, records and TV 

A calendar of fan activity
All this and more each month in LUNA Monthly
Other LUNA publications:

LUNA7, transcripts of con speeches 
LUNA Annual, a cumulative bibliography

Luna Publ‘eatlon
IOns, 6Cic.

OT27ra St-
Oradelj_ N j

0764a



KASItE DIMSI0W
EXCERPTS FROM. PAST ISSUES:

Jim Harmon on old underground movies—
The best script I came up with ...was a kind of 

low-hudget spectacular in which a strange... monster 
was prowling through Victorian London & crossed the 
paths of Sherlock Holmes plus Jack the Ripper plus 
Dr. Jekyll plus Dr. Frankenstein III plus Buffalo 
Bill & his Wild West Show, then on tour In England.

Finally ...I dropped in at...Morgan-Steckler and 
was offered an opportunity to...appear in a picture 
called The Lemon Grove Kids ...Naturally, as an SF 
fan I had ... hoped that my first film ...would be 
science fiction...! need not have worried. With the 
introduction of the indominable Rat Pfink and the 
rampaging giant ape, Kogar, the film turned into 
fantasy.

(II, 182-M

Tom Slate on the ERB novels—
No doubt the critics are right when they call 

the heroic stories of Edgar Rice Burroughs "escape 
literature," but perhaps for such a world as we have 
made for ourselves ... escape is a message most 
vitally needed.

"Human nature is hunt
ed," says G.K.Chestertont 
"and has fled into sanc
tuary." The hero, exil
ed from ear th,has escaped 
to Barsoom. We under
stand why the guardians 
of society have hounded 
the hero off the earth, 
but why they should also 
express resentment about 
the escape is beyond our 
understanding — unless 
they are afraid that some 
of us will escape too.

(Ill, 123)
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Bob Bloch on TV guest appearances
One is••.ushered into the office of a Panel Host 

▼ho.•.hasn’t a very clear idea about one’s field. •• 
Between phone-call interruptions, side-trips to the 
corridor or surrounding offlees...a tentative rap
port is established during which the Genial Host 
generally says, "OK, I’ll play it by ear & let you 
do the talking."

Suddenly one is out under the lights...& the 
show Is off and running ... whereupon one discovers 
that the Host is off & running, too. He either turns 
out to be the Instant Expert...or —should this ploy 
prove too transparent—he ...begins a subtle put-down। 
of the guest by firing...unexpected queries designed 
to throw one off-balance... The whole thing is a sort 
of pact-with-the-Devil; the guest gets a free plug in 
exchange for helping the Host to earn his $200,000 a 
year.

READ THESE CRITICAL COMMENTS:
RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY 1st un- 

zweifelhaft das beste...Fanzine, 
das sich kritisoh nit SFbefasst. 
.. .Jeder, der sich ernsthaft fur 
SF interessiert, muss THE RIVER
SIDE QUARTERLY lessen.

(Hans Joachim Alpers, 
S,F, Times (German ed., 
March 1967, p.5)

What I was complaining about...was not the schol- 
ariness of RQ ... but the superficiality. The most 
striking example...is "E.R. Burroughs and the Hero
ic Epic." This article begins with a list...largely 
discredited by...oral literature and Mycenaean his
tory.. (The) comparisons are mostly superficial..• 
Do you really think the academic community would 
take such a claim seriously? (Cory PanBhln> p

Boskonlan #3, p.27.)

Subscription $2 Per Year (4 Issues)
Back issues 1 through 3 
and 6 through 11 now 
available at 50^©8'Oh.

RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY, 
BOX 40, UNIVERSITY STATION,
REGINA, CANADA



M05
AKOS is the quarterly magazine of the 
Fantasy and Science Fiction Society of 
Columbia University.

35//copy, 3/$1.00, from:

AKOS
% Janet Megson, Apt 5C 
321 ’Uest 105th Street 
hew York City 10025

SFRA
THE SCIENCE FICTION RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
is an interdisciplinary organisation for 
students of science fiction as a literary 
form. Whether your interest is biblio
graphical, sociological, historical, or 
critical, SFRA utis something to offer 
you. All are welcome au our first an
nual general meeting at St LouisCon. 
(Exact time and place are announced in 
convention program.) Voting for officers 
will be restricted to dues-paying mem
bers .

Dues are' $5 per year (dues paid 
now are valid thru December 1970), and 
include receipt of EXTRAPOLATION and the 
SFRA NEWSLETTER.

For more information, 
write:

Science Fiction Research Assn 
Hamilton College Library 
Clinton, New York 13323

AN ANNOTATED CHECKLIST OF SCIENCE FICTION 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL WORKS, 7p offset, 50/ ppd 
from Fred Lerner, Box 5^5, Hamilton Col
lege, Clinton NY 13323.
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IS COMING
BE READY 1

THIS WARMIM6 
FROM the 

NASHVILLIANS
WHO CARE -

Minneapolis

in

’73!

f 4 kh

do your

Fanning, Feuding or whatever
else might be your cup of 
fannish blog may be found 
in the N3F Hospitality 
Room to which all fen are
invitedo

Ueli,
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WHY YOU ARE GETTING THIS PROGLAM BOOK 
AND OTHER BITS OF ESOTERICA.

By Mark H., Lee S., Mary R., Jim D., Daphne H., Joan G., 
Mike P., Jim W., Mark F.

1) You're weird, girl from Pittsburg.'
2) Yes, you too, Mark Horn.'
3) Keevas and Trillium love you. (Yes, they do.')
k) George The Waiter loves you.
5) Jesus loves you more than you will know...
6) Whoa, Whoa, Whoa...
7) You’re entering Plak-Tow.
8) You are the victim of unrequited like.
9) You followed Mike McInerney across the country.
10) You grok.
11) Thaonix protects you.
12) You're a Baggins.
13) You opposed the Mule.
1U) Baycon has left you that.
15) You paid $36 dollars for half* of Harlan Ellison.
16) Harlan Ellison paid $36 for half of you.
17) You have no mouth and you must eat.
18) You're fan-jet propelled.
19) You like to kneel down and laugh.
20) You've got the prerogative.
21) You're bigger than Elliot Shorter. (Your copy free.')
22) You carry a cane for no apparent reason.
23) You're gonna get executed.
2h) You're Asaac Isimov.
25) You're a dirty-old-broad.
26) You didn't get your (k)night.
27) You speak slowly.
28) You give bread to the picky eater.
29) You're man enough to eat Granny Goose.
30) Funny, you don't look Bluish!
31) The Banquet menu is Luncheon Meat.
32) Lemmee hold your keys.
33) The loyal order of the bTethren and descendants of the 
she-wolf. (Better known as the Sons-Of-A-Bitch)
3U) Harlan Ellison, beware! The "broad wearing a sweatshirt 
with Roddenberry's kisser on it" and her friends are back!
35) Up, men of the Middle7 Ages! The Hundred Years War 
begins tomorrow!
36) You do a splendid impression of Caligula.
37) If they refuse to move on cue, screw them!
38) Rakkurai baby, on the tree top...
39) Are you a duck?
UO) It takes two to mango.

<x-r\<k ® cvU. uuQi । fcb ojX- 0-^5 yooj (



HEICON W 70
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION • HEIDELBERG • 21.-24. AUGUST 1970

At St LouisCon, you'll see science fiction fans from many countries. 
Stop and ask them how they feel about HeiCon. Talk to Hans-Werner 
Heinrichs, Holly Auler, or Mario Bosnyak — the HeiCon Committee 
members who will be here — and find out how German fandom united to 
choose Heidelberg from among the several German cities that wanted 
the WorldCon, and then joined solidly behind the HeiCon. Ask TAFF 
winner Eddie Jones to tell you of the almost unanimous British sup
port for HeiCon, or ask Fred Lerner to show you the petition signed 
by 150 British fans backing Heidelberg. And get Leif Andersson to 
explain how Scandinavians feel about the HeiCon bid. Iio matter who 
you ask, be he from Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, 
France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
Scandinavia, Spain, or the USA, you'll find the same answer: it's

HEIDELBERG IN 1970!

HeiCon offers you: a bi-lingual program, with simultaneous trans
lation of major speeches; tours of vineyards, student pubs, cruise 
on the Neckar; all the traditional WorldCon features; Bavarian 
Night; and much more: "A World Convention in the Heart of Europe"
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Beautiful, fun, fabulous—but no joke.
The British Crown Colony of Bermuda is the ideal alternat
ive to an expensive world tour. Not only the rich can af
ford this one—but you'll be treated like royalty anyway. 
A pleasant island in the Atlantic with plenty of history, 
warm breezes, hospitality, sand and surf, even legalised 
gamb ling.
Even an ancient castle to explore, if you’re that type.
You won't need a passport or visa, whether you’re depart
ing Los Angeles or Liverpool. And no innoculations—or 
currency exchanges. Use your American or European credit 
card, or cash. Pounds and dollars are accepted.

As a British Crown Colony, people in Europe can fly 
there without the prohibitive taxation on flights to Amer
ica.

It’s $85 air fare from New York. Or sail from New York 
or Miami.

Bermuda hotel prices are about the same as St. Louis- 
con’s for quality lodging—and prices include breakfast 
and dinner. Far more inexpensive lodging is available near
by, albeit not as nice or as inclusive, for those watching 
their wallets.

It’s a 24-hour island, too. Always fine places to go, 
at 2 in the afternoon or 2 in the morning. Rent a motor
bike for as little as two pounds a week (that’s $4.80).

Always informal—we invented Bermuda shorts, you know.
Who are we? Unknowns. Inexperienced. So—because we 

have a fine con, we have asked some of the most experienced 
men in the convention game to give you a con you'll love— 
balanced programming, original ideas, and parties like mad.

They’ll supply you with a great con. We’ll supply Ber
muda. How can you resist?

The 1970 con is not locked up. Register—and vote...

"X BERMUDA ,0

A1970
we can win if 

YOU join now



the new Walker 
science fiction 
program

“A major contribution to the 
science fiction field.” — Lester del Rey

Now in its second season, Walker’s sf series has risen to new heights, taking with it a healthy assort
ment of Nebula and Hugo Award contenders. The new Fall selections show even greater promise of 
capturing your interest and enthusiasm.

The Left Hand of Darkness
by Ursula K. LeGuin
Ursula LeGuin’s planet called Winter, inhabited 
by a fascinating society of ambisexual people, 
is a creation of monumental calibre.

“An enormously exciting book ... an extraor
dinary work of extrapolation.”—Baird Searles, 
WBAI

“Unless a better one comes along this year— 
which I doubt—I’ll make my real review of it 
by nominating it next year for a Hugo.”—Lester 
del Rev
July ' $4.95

Trouble with Lichen
by John Wyndham
The author of The Day of the Triffids and The 
Midwich Cuckoos turns his imagination to an 
anti-aging drug that can increase man’s lifespan 
to 300 vital years. But when the two discoverers 
cannot agree on its exploitation, the trouble 
begins . . .
August $4.95

The Ship Who Sang
by Anne McCaffrey
She was more than just a brain enclosed in 
metal. Transferred from a crippled body to a 
sentient spaceship, Helga’s brain was still 
human, still capable of love and suffering.

By the author of the Nebtda and Hugo 
Award-winning Dragonflight.
November $4.95

All Judgment Fled
by James White
An alien spaceship, silent and mysterious, sud
denly enters the solar system, defying all laws

WALKER AND COMPANY 

of physics. The ship is obviously the product of 
super-intelligent beings. But six astronauts sent 
to investigate discover only ravening animals. 
What became of the crew?
October $4.95

Carder’s Paradise
by Malcolm Levene
Malcolm Levene creates a frighteningly real 
society of human drones ruled by the dictates 
of a computer. The misfits—the individualists 
who do not conform—are sent to a prison island, 
where the tensions of an inhuman society erupt 
into chaos.
September $4.95

Crime Prevention in the
30th Century
Edited by Hans Stefan Santesson
A brilliant anthology of stories about what it 
will be like to be a cop—or a criminal—in the 
post-Atomic future, when crime will not only 
be International, but Inter-Galactic as well. 
Contributing authors include Isaac Asimov, 
Miriam deFord, Harlan Ellison, Harry Harrison, 
and Judith Merril.
November $5.95

Of Men and Monsters
by William Tenn
The sheer scale of the problems that beset them 
sent most men into a groping, rat-like existence. 
The fantastically huge monsters who had in
vaded and occupied Earth were totally indiffer
ent to humans, except to regard them as occa
sional pests. Only a few adventurous men still 
hoped to overcome the monsters—somehow.
December $4.95

720 Fifth Avenue • New York 10019
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POWELL PUBLICATIONS PRESENTS 

AN OUTSTANDING SELECTION 
OF SCIENCE FICTION!

COLLECTOR'S ITEMS SCI-FI FANS 
WON'T WANT TO MISS!

SWORDMEN OF VISTAR by Charles Nuetzel

OUT OF THE UNKNOWN by A.E. van Vogt & E. Mayne Hull

IMAGES OF TOMORROW by Charles Nuetzel

SCIENCE FICTION WORLDS OF FORREST J. ACKERMAN & FRIENDS 
(Illustrated)

WARRIORS OF NOOMAS & RAIDERS OF NOOMAS by Charles Nuetzel 
(Illustrated)

STAR MAN by Stu Byrne

Each book is beautifully packaged with a wrap-around cover and title page illustration.

Scheduled for future release are books by Donald Wollheim, L. Ron 
Hubbard, Forrest J. Ackerman, Charles Nuetzel and other top sci-fi writers.

Also released by POWELL PUBLICATIONS (of interest to sci-fi fans):

JUNGLE JUNGLE by Charles Nuetzel

MEMOS FROM PURGATORY by Harlan Ellison

If you can't get these books at your local newsstand, write:

POWELL PUBLICATIONS, INC., 
18554 Sherman Way

Reseda, California 91335
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think international ... LOS ANGELES IN 19721

for an international Con, come to the International Hotel.

Driving? We’ve got on-premises parking for over 2,000 cars, 
free to registered guests and only 50/ daily to others.

Flying? We’re only a short walk from the Los Angeles Inter
national Airport — but you don’t have to walk, because we 
have free 24-hour transportation from the Hotel. Just pick 
up the white toll-free phone in the baggage area at LAX and 
call for an immediate pick-up.

Enough rooms? We have a written guarentee for a minimum of 
400 rooms, blocked together so we won’t be disturbed by any
one else. The Hotel has 650 rooms now, and will have a new 
wing opened by 1972.

Rates? 314 single, $3 per person twin, 36 per person tri
ple, and 35 per person quad. That’s in writing, too.

Elevators? Seven of ’em. Automatic. Fast. The Con floor 
is connected to the ground floor by escalators, too.

Bar facilities? No dress restrictions. Three bars open to 
2:00 a.m. In addition, special convention bars will be set 
up where we want, including in the Art Show and the Huckster 
Rooms. Fans will be able to pick up a drink or a sandwich 
and browse at leisure if they don't want to leave the Con 
area to get a quick snack or refreshment.

Rooms? Big — modern — comfortable. All sound-proofed, 
individually air-conditioned, wall-to-wall carpeting, am/fm 
radio and TV with bedside controls, direct-dial telephones 
to all rooms — the whole bit.

Exercise-minded? The Hotel has a heated, Olympic-sized 
swimming pool. Plus a Health Club (for men only; sorry) 
with private locker rooms, gymnasium, sauna & whirlpool 
baths, massages, steam rooms, handball & paddleball courts, 
billiards room, and lots more. Free to Hotel guests.

Con facilities? A general session room and ballroom of 
approx. 9,409 sq. ft., with no pillars or dividers. An Art 
Show Room of 7,000 sq. ft. A Huckster Room of 9,009 sq. ft. 
A movie room. A telephone message center. And lots of mis
cellaneous rooms seating un to 250 persons for meetings of 
special interest groups.

AND THAT’S JUST THE HOTEL!



WASHINGTON'S

Sheraton-Park Hotel 
&MotorInn2660 CONNECTICUT AVE.

invites you to

WASHINGTON D.C. IN 1971

for the

29th WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION

Here are just a few of the advantages that we have to offer:
Liquor laws permit drinks seven days a week. We have three restaurants 

and four cocktail lounges to serve you. Our bartenders have been 
given the formula for the infamous Nuclear Fizz. In addition to our 
own restaurants, there are others in the nearby area offering you var
iety in food and all price ranges.

Our swimming pool is adjoined by the Olympia Bar and supervised, as you 
can see, by lovely lifeguards.

The garage provides free parking with complete in-oul privileges and ele
vator service direct to the convention facilities.

Our elevator service is well suited to your convention as all elevators are 
completely automatic. In addition, escalator service is provided dir
ect to the convention facilities.

Washington’s largest ballroom provides unique advantages for your mas
querade ball—show your costume off to its maximum advantage.

For your convenience, centrally located rooms have been set aside for 
small group meetings and N3F hospitality.

Secure rooms for the art shov> and hucksters will be used.
Plenty of free ice is available on every floor.
Three major airports serve Washington with direct limosine service from 

National and Dulles and easy access from Friendship to downtown 
Washington. For those arriving by train and bus, cab fares from the 
stations are low and bus service is also available.

Our easy checkout plan allows you to fill out a card in your room and 
avoid waiting in line.

The National Zoological Gardens are only two blocks away.
We accept American Express, Diners Club, Air Travel, Shell Oil, Bank- 

Americard and, of course, Sheraton Credit Cards.
We are not strangers to science fiction fans. Our banquet and convention 

managers both worked with Bob Pavlat and Bill Evans on the Discon 
I convention. We know the special requirements of the World Science 
Fiction Conventions and are using our flexable facilities to provide 
you with the best convention you've ever attended.

Our convention manager will be at the St Louiscon with the Washington 
group. Look him up. We look forward to hosting you in 1971.



WASHINGTON’S

Sheraton-Park Hotel
&MotorInn 2660 CONNECTICUT AVE.
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Come to
DEEP SOUTH CON 

in Atlanta 
the weekend before World Con 1970
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1301 AVE. OF THE AMERICAS.
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019
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DC 
in 

’71

THE 
WASHINGTON 
SCIENCE 
FICTION 
ASSOCIATION 
SALUTES 
ST. LOUISCON

The only way we know to combine our two real loves: 
Poetry and Fantasy:

and with a stab at civic glory:
THE ROCHESTER WORLD (& NATIONAL) POETRY DAY CONTEST 

(now in its 12th year)
Fir st^Pri z_e:_ _the Lilith Lorraine/CLarlL Ashton Smith 

Memorial Award ($25.00 cashT
Second _P_ri_z_e_:_ tjie_ Rudolph Konrick Memorial Award 

(more prizes hoped for)

Send your best poems: cosmic thought, traditional 
forms preferred - - - but the spirit the essence;

Again: a No Entry Fee Contest (we don’t get enough 
credit ’.), but be sure to enclose a SSAE if you wish 
return of your masterpieces (i.e. for you novice or 

neofans: a stamped self-addressed envelope).

General Over-all World’s Fair-like theme this year: 
Poems, Stars and Jewels;

and Oh, yes; deadline, for Mayor’s Proclamation and 
all: Oct. 1. Poetry Day Committee, c/o Golden Atom 
Publications, P. 0. Box 1101, Rochester, N.Y. 14603
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and, when you get home, enjoy a nice, thick, juicy 
PEANTASMICOM, 2 for a dollar from Jeffrey D. Smith
views 

exviews 
reviews 

previews 
anteviews 
overviews 
postviews

and, 
presented 
with more 

daring 
than 

Harlan 
Ellison 

could 
achieve

in 
seventeen 
seconds, 
*shh*

a few 
dabs of 
amateur 
fiction

notable quotes & quotable notes
"If a better science fiction novel than 
BUG JACK BARRON appears this year, it 
will have to win more than the Hugo and 
the Nebula; it will have to win the 
Pulitzer prize.”
"Morris’ style is unusual, and so the 
faster you read, the more you miss, and 
the harder it gets to understand. The 
stlye is perhaps more difficult than 
Tolkien, but it is no harder than Dunsany. 
and far short of Eddison’s superfluities."

"For those of you who don’t know, DUNE 
(Herbert’s brainchild) has just been dis
covered in California. This seems strange 
for it has been tn print for some five 
years in ANALOG, hardback and paperback— 
and picked up the Hugo and the Nebula to 
boot."
"Be warned, people, be warned. Stay away 
from this when it is paperbacked. You’ll 
feel unclean if you finish it."

7205 Barlow Court
Baltimore Maryland 21207

Don Keller Jeff Smith Jim Taylor
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Get a fish-eye view 
of the 
New Boston

from the 
Sheraton-Boston’s 
rooftop 
swimming pool.

Relax in Boston’s new 
luxury hotel. 1000 air-conditioned rooms.

Enjoy the Falstaff Room, where Beef’s the specialty and 
you can dive into a yard or two of hearty ale, Cafe Riviera for 
famous New England seafood at its finest, Kon Tiki'Ports—
exotic Polynesian fare. Family Plan and Free indoor parking. 

Plan to see all of the exciting "new” city, and get things off
to a good start and a better end each day in a

^The, „ x 
Sheraton-Boston

great hotel. For Insured Reservations at 
Guaranteed Rates, call any Sheraton.

Hotel Prudential Center
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns in Major Cities
A World Wide Service of ITT



Saint Louiscon

from the
Jay 
Alice 
Joe 
Gay 
Lorena

Haldemans
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MISCELLANEOUS

(ED COX....DOODLE HERE!)



Now^ 70,000 words of all new material 
in every issue *- including outstanding new 
major novels by Philip K. Dick, Piers 
Anthony, Lee Hoffman, and Roger Zelazny 
w plus top short stories and the finest 
fan features in the field!

Best wishes
Amazing

from-
ALL NEW STORIES J A Famous Classic

■■■■■I '* • PAS* MC IW • MeFantastic
BPHIUP K. DICK - mm*

A. LINCOLN, SIMULACRUM 
in* MUjta itmun . *

ALEXEI PANSHIN . ixa w Maa V 

RAY RUSSELL > iwoutur ku um

GREG BENFORD . u«er mm 
plus New Articles and A Classic K

PIERS ANTHONY Morel • HASAN

ALAN E. NOURSE • Magic Show 
JAMES H. SCHMITZ Would YOU? 

THOMAS M. DISCH • X. Yes 
Thomas N. scortia ■ Morality
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COMIC 
BOOKS 
FOR SALE

FROM 1934-1969 • 50,000 COMIC BOOKS

PLAYBOY 1953-1969
COMPLETE RUNS OF

DC, MARVEL
MANY OTHER PUBLISHERS!

Send IOC for complete list
HOWARD S. ROGOFSKY 

, BOX 1102 LINDEN HILL STATION,
FLUSHING, N.Y. 11354

i+tcladeA:

* BIG LITTLE BOOKS, 1934-1947
★ SUNDAY NEWSPAPER COMIC PAGES 

TARZAN, BUCK ROGERS, ETC. 1927-1963

★ Horror & Science Fiction Comic Books
★ PULPS-Doc Savage,Shadow,etc. 1934-1953
★ MOVIE SERIAL BOOKS

BUCK ROGERS, DICK TRACY, ETC.

★ PRESS BOOKS
★ HARD COVER BOOKS /
★ MOVIE ITEMS
★ MAD MAGAZINE #1-127 \

★ 8x10 SERIAL ALBUMS
FLASH GORDON, SPY SMASHER, ETC.

8 x 10 
PHOTOS
Star Trek, 

Superman, 
Batman, 

The Avengers, 
etc.
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